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ABSTRACT 

Genetics of Salinity Tolerance in Rice 

Nadia Al-Tamimi 

For more than half of the world’s population, rice (Oryza sativa L.), the most salt-

sensitive cereal, is a dietary staple. Soil salinity is a major constraint to rice 

production worldwide. Thus, to feed 9 billion people by 2050, we need to increase 

rice production while facing the challenges of rapid global environmental changes. 

To meet some of these challenges, there is a vital requirement to significantly 

increase rice production in salinized land and improve photosynthetic efficiency. 

Exposure of plants to soil salinity rapidly reduces their growth and transpiration 

rates (TRs) due to the ‘osmotic component’ of salt stress (sensu Munns and Tester), 

which is hypothesized to be related to sensing and signaling mechanisms. Over time, 

toxic concentrations of Na+ and Cl− accumulate in the cells of the shoot, known as 

the ‘ionic component’ of salt stress, which causes premature leaf senescence. Both 

osmotic and ionic components of salinity stress are likely to impact yield. Despite 

significant advances in our understanding of the ionic components of salinity 

tolerance, little is known about the early responses of plants to salinity stress. 

In my PhD project, the aim was to analyze naturally occurring variation in salinity 

tolerance of rice and identify key genes related to higher salinity tolerance using 

high-throughput phenomics and field trials.  I used a forward genetics approach, 

with two rice diversity panels (indica and aus) and recently published sequencing 

data (McCouch et al., 2017). Indica and aus were phenotyped under controlled 

conditions, while the indica diversity panel was also further studied under field 

conditions for salinity tolerance. I also examined previously unexplored traits 
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associated with salinity tolerance, in particular the effects of salinity on transpiration 

and transpiration use efficiency. The non-destructive high-throughput experiments 

conducted under controlled conditions gave insights into the understudied shoot 

ion-independent component of salinity tolerance. In parallel, the field experiments 

increased our understanding of the genetic control of further components of salinity 

tolerance, including the maintenance of yield under saline conditions. Importantly, 

this project also aimed to improve the current association methods of GWAS by 

exploring and testing novel Mixed Linear Models. One major benefit of this Ph.D. 

project was the development of a more holistic approach that recognizes the 

complexity of the genotype–phenotype interaction. The purpose of my work was to 

shed more light on the genetic mechanisms of salinity tolerance in rice and discover 

genes associated with traits contributing to higher photosynthetic activity under 

both controlled and field conditions. This will ultimately lead to further exploration 

of the genetic diversity present in the PRAY indica panel, in order to develop higher 

yielding rice varieties. 
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Chapter 1 .  Introduction  

Most of the contents of this chapter are part of a review paper ready for submission: 

Nadia Al-Tamimi, Mark Tester and Sónia Negrão (to be submitted) “High-throughput 

phenotyping and new association mapping strategies to study rice salinity tolerance 

components”. We are aiming to submit this to Rice. 

1.1 Rice is a major food crop that feeds the world 

Rice (Oryza sativa L.) is the most common grain eaten in Saudi Arabia, and is 

nowadays typically served as a side dish. Elsewhere in the world, rice is commonly 

the basis for most meals in developing countries. In fact, half the world’s people eat 

rice as their staple food, many of which are poverty stricken. Rice is the staple food 

of East and Central Asia, the islands of the western Pacific, much of Latin America 

and in some African countries as well (e.g. Madagascar, Liberia) (Figure 1.1), and will 

continue to be so in the coming decades. Rice provides 27% of the calories in low- 

and middle-income countries. Rice is cultivated all over the world, in over a hundred 

countries, especially in poor nations, with a total harvested area of roughly 158 

million hectares, generating over 700 million tons annually which translates to 470 

million tons of milled rice (http://ricepedia.org). 90% of rice is produced in Asia and 

over 70% of the world’s poor is in Asia (IRRI 2016). Therefore, if we want to 

overcome problems of poverty and hunger, rice must be part of the solution. Also, 

the global demand for rice will continue to increase due to the expected population 

growth, income growth, and decline in rice area. In fact, to meet these growth 

demands, rice production is required to increase from 479 million tons of milled rice 
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in 2014 to 536-551 million tons in 2030 (CGIR 2017). Rice will persist to play a vital 

part of the nutritional and agricultural landscape of many countries in the 

forthcoming future. However, the way rice is produced will need to be altered as 

fresh water is becoming scarce and due to climate change, lands are increasingly 

affected by abiotic stresses and vast amounts are becoming majorly affected by soil 

salinity.  

Nowadays, Eastern nations are the main rice-producing countries, including China, 

India, Japan, Bangladesh, Indonesia, Thailand and Burma.  Rice is much more than a 

grain; it has shaped the cultures, fueled economies for thousands of millions of 

people, been subject to science, and traveled the world for commerce (W. and A. 

2012). Scientific research has productively increased rice yields, and is still 

discovering techniques for using arable land that is threatened with land 

degradation without compromising productivity. Under the Global Rice Science 

Partnership (GRiSP), over 900 research projects are taking place to facilitate the 

increase of rice productivity in order to meet food security needs. My PhD supports 

this aim by providing forward genetic approaches to increase rice productivity in 

salinized land by discovering new loci associated with the components of salinity 

tolerance in rice under both controlled (greenhouse) and field conditions. The major 

components include growth, transpiration, yield, and yield-related traits.  
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Figure 1.1.Map of rice consumption worldwide.  

Each red dot on the map represents 250,000 people living on less than US$1.25 per 

day—abject poverty (IRRI 2016). 

 

1.2 Salinity is a major stress that severely affects global rice production 

Soil salinity is one of the major constraints to crop production, affecting almost 900 

million ha of land and approximately 45 million hectares of irrigated land, which 

corresponds to almost half of the total irrigated land (Munns 2002, Fageria et al. 

2012). Salinity severely affects rice production worldwide, especially in coastal areas 

Vinod et al. 2013), including well-known producing regions that are key to rice 

economy, namely the Indo-Gangetic basin in India, the Indus Basin in Pakistan, 

Mekong Delta in Vietnam and the Yellow River Basin in China (Wassmann et al. 2009, 

Qadir et al. 2014). Productivity losses in salt-affected lands have estimated a 45% of 

rice yield decrease in the Indo-Gangetic Basin alone (Qadir et al. 2014) with yields 

significantly reduced by the addition of 50 mM NaCl (T J Flowers et al. 1977, Negrão 

2011). Rice is one of the most salt-sensitive crop species (Munns and Tester 2008) 
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and its sensitivity to salt varies according to growth stage (Figure 1.2). Rice is 

particularly susceptible at young seedling stage (Khatun and Flowers 1995, Lutts et 

al. 1995, Moradi and Ismail 2007) with salinity limiting the proficiency of production 

at maturity (Makihara et al. 1999, Todaka et al. 2012). Rice is also highly sensitive at 

flowering stage, by reducing pollen viability and thus severely impacting yield 

components such as tiller number, spikelet number, panicle weight, panicle length 

etc... (Zeng and Shannon 2000, Abdullah et al. 2001). Moreover, salinity negatively 

affects rice grain quality by reducing its amylose content and increasing its chalkiness 

(Surekha Rao et al. 2013). Rice yield losses vary with the level and duration of the 

salt stress along with the timing of the growth stage (Lutts et al. 1995, Zeng et al. 

2000, (Khan et al. 1997). To improve rice yields under salinity, it is crucial to first 

characterize the basic molecular mechanisms of salinity tolerance. Salinity tolerance 

is commonly identified as a complex quantitative trait that is controlled by multiple 

genes. Nonetheless, natural variation exists for the response to salinity in rice (Yeo et 

al. 1990, Gregorio 2002, Ahmadi et al. 2011, Negrão 2011, Negrao et al. 2013, 

Platten et al. 2013). Hence, understanding the genetic mechanisms underlying 

salinity tolerance in rice, and the specific processes that are negatively affected by 

salinity at critical stages will facilitate targeting specific genes to improve rice 

production in salt-affected areas (Ismail and Horie 2017).  
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Figure 1.2. Growth stages of rice and its sensitivity to saline soils at each stage. 

 Rice growth stages are compared between non-saline and saline soils where it is the 

most sensitive to salt at the seedling and reproductive stages specifically heading 

stage. Below the saline panel are the Morphological symptoms of salt stress at each 

growth stage.  

  

1.3 Salinity stress responsive mechanisms in rice 

Plants general response to salinity is complex due to salinity polygenic nature. 

Salinity tolerance can be attributed to plants displaying an advantageous, or less 

detrimental, salt stress response, compared to a certain threshold (e.g. maintenance 

of grain yield under stress). Rice, as most of the plants, traditionally respond to 

salinity in two phases (Figure 1.3): an immediate  (osmotic phase) that inhibits plant 

growth and limits transpiration and a long-term (ionic phase) that is dependent on 
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the accumulation to toxic levels of Na+ in leaves and accelerates leaves senescence 

(Munns and Tester 2008). Three main mechanisms of salinity tolerance have been 

proposed by (Munns and Tester 2008) and (Roy et al. 2014), namely: i) exclusion of 

toxic ions from the shoot, by adjusting transport pathways in roots, preventing the 

excess accumulation of Na+ and Cl– in leaves and including the retrieval of Na+ from 

the xylem, and efflux of ions back to the soil; ii) tissue tolerance, by 

compartmentalizing toxic ions, namely Na+, in specific tissues, cells and subcellular 

organelle, in addition to synthesis of compatible solutes and production of enzymes 

catalyzing detoxification of reactive oxygen species; and iii) osmotic tolerance, or 

“shoot ion- independent tolerance”, by regulating long distance signals and reducing 

shoot growth, independently of the extent of Na+ accumulation in the shoot. 

Osmotic tolerance also involves the plant's ability to endure the drought aspect of 

salinity stress by maintaining leaf expansion and stomatal conductance (Rajendran et 

al. 2009). 

Salinity tolerance mechanisms can be seen as a measure of the maintenance of 

desirable plant performance traits under salt stress relative to unstressed plants. 

Moving the traditional paradigm of the three tolerance mechanisms forward, other 

quantifiable plant traits are also likely to contribute to salinity tolerance, including 

the maintenance of transpiration, maintenance of growth rates or yield, 

transpiration use efficiency, seed germination, and early seedling growth. The 

maintenance of such traits might take place due to diverse machineries, such as the 

protection of photosynthetic apparatus from the cytotoxic effects of high Na+ levels 

or a hastened phenology such that grain can be filled in before ion accumulation. 

Each mechanism/machinery occurs from various minor effect components 
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expressed consistently with distinct spatio-temporal changes. New protocols and 

guidelines to quantify the effect of salinity stress on growth, transpiration use 

efficiency, photosynthesis, plant senescence and yield-related traits are described in 

(Negrão et al. 2017). 

Figure 1.3. The effect of salt stress on the growth rate of a plant 

When plants are exposed to salinity, their growth is immediately reduced, and they 

will produce fewer tillers due to the so-called “osmotic stress” component of salt 

stress. Over time, Na+ and Cl- accumulate in the cells of the shoot, resulting in 

premature leaf senescence, a further inhibition of growth and ultimately leaf death 

(“ionic stress”). [Adapted from (Munns and Tester 2008, Roy et al. 2014)].  

 

1.4 Phenotyping technologies to assess salinity tolerance in rice  

Studying the correlation between phenotypic variation under controlled 

environments and that monitored under field conditions suggests valuable insights 

that can be applied to advance controlled environment phenotyping techniques so 

they are more predictive of plant performance in the field. Various factors need to 

be considered when evaluating if a field-based or environmentally controlled 

phenotyping platform is most appropriate. The phenotyping approach will rest on 
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the researcher’s objectives, the size of the population in question [e.g. fewer 

genotypes for precise physiological experiments (forward genetics), to a moderate 

number of lines (in the hundreds) for mapping studies or genomic selection, to a 

large number of lines (in the hundreds to thousands) for association studies], the 

heritability of the phenotype and resource availability. 

Here we touch on traditional and newly emerging phenotyping methods and how 

they can address salt tolerance in rice in both controlled and field conditions. 

 

1.4.1 Classical methodologies to study salinity tolerance- Yoshida solution, visual 

scores, common traits 

 Phenotyping the effects of salt stress in rice has conventionally been a relatively 

manual and laborious process. Classical screening methods for assessing salinity 

tolerance are based on assessment of yield and growth responses to salt stress. A 

common approach to describe the reduction of rice plant growth rice after salinity 

imposition is destructive harvesting. Destructive harvest includes splitting of plants 

into segments, such as shoot from root, or by blade, sheath, stem and root: from this 

root length, plant height and leaf area, tiller number can be measured. Fresh mass 

and dry mass can then be recorded (Negrão et al. 2017). The physiological 

measurements such as the amount of elemental Na and K at the whole-tissue level 

(leaves or roots) uses methods such as atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS), flame 

photometry (FP) or inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS); at the 

sub-cellular level can be used (Conn and Gilliham 2010). Also, laboratory-based 

analyses of biochemical traits (e.g. metabolite and hormone levels) and gene 
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expression can be attained (Campbell et al. 2017, Klem et al. 2017, Ubbens et al. 

2018). 

The destructive approaches entail no highly specialized, expensive equipment. 

However, it is usually labor intensive, which, when shared with available space for 

growing plants, restricts the amount of time points for sampling. 

Furthermore, Traditional methods for screening rice plant’s transpiration rate uses 

porometers (Kanemasu et al. 1969, Day 1977, Schulze et al. 1982) and infra-red gas 

analysers (Douthe et al. 2018). Additionally, the use of soil and plant analyser 

development (SPAD) meters to determine the chlorophyll content can evaluate leaf 

damage under stress. The chlorophyll content is measured using the SPAD index, 

which in turn is the ratio between leaf thickness (calculated by the transmission of 

light in the IR range) and leaf greenness (calculated by the transmission of light in 

the red light range). Transpiration and photosynthetic related measurements should 

be performed at the same time of day to prevent variation due to diurnal changes, 

and they should be executed on the same leaf and the same location on the leaves 

of every plant to reduce effects of spatial variation thus making this approach again 

more labour and time intensive if dealing with larger populations. These methods 

can be difficult due to rapid changes in stomatal conductance that can occur in both 

space and time (Munns et al. 2006). 

Another traditional screening technique for rice is the Standard Evaluation System 

(SES), which in turn gives the SES scores established by (Gregorio et al. 1997). SES 

scores evaluate overall survival and/or vigor of the plant and are therefore good 

indicators of performance of the plant under stress. This method was regarded as 

ideal for large populations linked with breeding programs. 
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These methods have functioned well, principally for reverse genetics methodologies 

that typically deal with relatively small numbers of genotypes and sample sizes. Still, 

due to practicality, they have proven difficult to apply to forward genetics 

experiments that generally deal with large numbers of genotypes and sample sizes. 

Another constraint of these techniques is screening under field conditions can be 

challenging due to variability of salinity within fields, stress heterogeneity, presence 

of other soil-related stresses, and environmental considerations such as 

temperature, relative humidity, and solar radiation. These intricacies, alongside the 

degree of control of salinity and reproducibility, create difficulties in developing the 

most reliable methods of screening (Flowers 2004, Yamaguchi and Blumwald 2005). 

Currently, Screening techniques cannot be relied on alone, new methods on how to 

statistically analyse phenotypic results need to be taken into consideration too, 

which will briefly be touched on next. 

1.4.2 High-throughput phenotyping and advances in analyzing phenotypic data 

The emergence of forward genetic approaches, which requires the collective study 

of multiple phenotypes simultaneously under a given condition, heavily requires the 

use of the next generation of phenotyping, mostly because of the large number of 

genotypes. To obtain the full benefit of the available genomic information of rice, 

plant phenomics, which aims to characterize the full set of phenotypes by non-

destructively capturing plant traits and integrating technologies such as photonics 

(Finkel 2009), biology (Poorter et al. 2012), computers, and robotics (Furbank and 

Tester 2011) is being employed. High-throughput phenotyping platforms that are 

reliable, automatic and multifunctional are expected to facilitate the functional 

characterization of rice genomics. These systems facilitate the phenotyping of large 
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numbers of genotypes in both controlled and field environments by massively 

relying on frequent, non-invasive automated sampling and/or imaging of several 

hundred plants in a short time frame (Furbank and Tester 2011, Ghanem et al. 2015, 

Junker et al. 2015). High-throughput phenotyping platforms in general utilize Visible 

light images (RGB), thermal infrared (TIR), chlorophyll fluorescence (ChlF) and, more 

recently, multispectral and hyperspectral imaging (Fahlgren et al. 2015, Humplík et 

al. 2015). In RGB imaging, pixels are captured and subsequently allow the 

measurement of shoot area and inferred mass, plant height and width, canopy 

density, other morphometric data, leaf colour and senescence. Therefore, enabling 

the quantification of differences in growth rates or senescence over a period of time, 

for example, under stress compared to control conditions (Rajendran et al. 2009, Al-

Tamimi et al. 2016, Awlia et al. 2016). Steady-state ChlF imaging can be applied for 

measuring plant photosynthetic capacity and its impact under stress conditions 

(Campbell 2015). TIR imaging can be used to measure Canopy and plant temperature 

which can give indirect calculations of stomatal conductance and transpiration 

(Sirault et al. 2009). Additionally, multi- and hyperspectral imaging, which can 

capture narrow wavelength bands within and beyond the visible spectrum, show 

potential for the detection of stress responses (Fahlgren et al. 2015). Multi- and 

hyperspectral reflectance data is typically used to measure a whole range of plant 

constituents, including nutrients, water or even secondary metabolites like 

flavonoids and terpenoids (Klem et al. 2017). Hyperspectral imaging could be used to 

understand salinity tolerance (Sytar et al. 2017). However, it is still an emerging field 

in plant stress and has barely been tapped to achieve it’s full potential.  
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Other automated features of various high-throughput phenotyping platforms are 

programmable watering to weight of plants to enable large scale experiments 

requiring controlled watering levels (Al-Tamimi et al. 2016). Only few reports have 

evaluated transpiration and transpiration use efficiency TUE at the whole-plant level 

using mechanized gravimetrical methods (Tomas et al. 2012, Al-Tamimi et al. 2016). 

The use of HTP has allowed the dissection of the genetic components of temporal 

salinity responses in rice (Hairmansis et al. 2014, Campbell 2015, Al-Tamimi et al. 

2016). Automated systems permitted researchers to decrease the labor required to 

achieve large-scale growth screens in laboratory, greenhouse and field environments 

(Nagel et al. 2012). Moreover, open-source phenotyping technologies are similarly 

being established and becoming widespread, permitting easier practice and 

application for both researchers and farmers (Tsaftaris & Noutsos, 2009; Fahlgren et 

al., 2015). 

The major challenge of HTP is the huge amount of data generated, which requires 

sophisticated methods for data management, storage and analysis (Coppens et al. 

2017). Imaging has allowed many aspects of plant development, function, and health 

to be monitored, however, deciding which statistical method to interpret the 

measurements can be complex. Therefore, pre-association data analysis needs 

innovative and sensible analytical methods that can begin to interpret the responses 

of plants to salt stress. For example, exponential growth models are typically used 

for young seedlings and short growth intervals. However, modeling of plant growth 

is extremely complex, and the development of statistical models to best interpret 

and estimate the traits from high-throughput data is required to perform improved 

association analysis. A study showing salinity-induced growth response of rice using 
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daily RGB images, and leaf senescence, using fluorescence-imaging shows 

researchers performed association mapping using a decreasing logistic curve as a 

proxy for plant growth estimation and identified several loci associated with osmotic 

and ionic responses during salinity stress (Campbell 2015). Numerous mathematical 

models have been used to describe growth curves of high-throughput data 

(Archontoulies and Miguez 2013, Campbell et al. 2015, Parent et al. 2015), but most 

of these models make assumptions about the shape of the curve. In this PhD project, 

cubic smoothing splines have been used to provide an unbiased analysis of high-

throughput phenotypic data as it has the advantage of making no a priori 

assumptions about the shape of the growth curve (Al-Tamimi et al. 2016). Another 

consideration is to assess what is the best practice for data treatment as this 

depends greatly on factors such as experimental design factor (randomised block, 

split plot, alpha lattice) and number of replicates. Pre-analysis, data can be prepared 

by summarizing replicate observations and reporting only means, which could 

potentially lead to either increased noise when outliers are present or unjustified 

precision, or the data could be described as “raw”, and then modeled explicitly to 

account for each data point (each individual plant). 

To overcome the challenges that accompany data management, machine learning 

has become the leading method to accelerate data integration and detect stress 

phenotyping traits (see review by Singh et al. 2016).  
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1.5 The study of uncharacterized traits: The importance of 

transpiration and transpiration use efficiency (TUE) to assess plant’s 

performance 

Agriculture will face increasing competition from non-agricultural users due to 

expanding city population density and water demands from the industrial sectors. In 

addition, Water quality is expected to decline in many regions, because of the 

misuse and mismanagement of water resources, polluting activities from urban and 

industrial waste and salinisation caused by rising sea levels ((OECD) 2019). The 

scarcity of water resources is leading to increasing controversy about the use of 

water resources by agriculture and industry alike, for direct human consumption, 

and for other purposes. The water issue in agriculture can be addressed by 

controlling transpiration, and increasing crop transpiration use efficiency (TUE), 

which would be vital for agriculture and food security (Laraus 2004). Transpiration is 

the loss of water vapor from plant leaves while TUE is defined by the ratio of 

aboveground biomass produced per unit of water transpired, and depends on the 

characteristics of the plants and on the environment where the plants grow. TUE is a 

major topic in agriculture in semiarid regions because of the increasing areas under 

irrigation and the sustainability of water resources necessary for crop irrigation. 

Most studies of TUE are performed on the basis of instantaneous measurements of 

leaf photosynthesis and transpiration, on the assumption that they are 

representative of whole-plant TUE, and only few reports have evaluated TUE at the 

whole-plant level (Tomas et al. 2012, Al-Tamimi et al. 2016). At the whole-plant 

level, classical methods have assessed biomass increases and plant water use on a 
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long-term basis by measuring TUE gravimetrically (Ryan et al. 2016). In field trials, 

TUE gravimetrically measures are especially difficult to evaluate overtime, and thus 

TUE assessment have relied generally on proxy traits, which has resulted in over-

dependence on the proxies. Many TUE proxy studies have used carbon isotope 

discrimination, a spectrometric assessment method, which has led to the successful 

development of wheat cultivars with a lower Δ13C, and therefore higher TUE; thus, 

leading to higher yields under stress conditions (Condon et al. 2002, Rebetzke et al. 

2006, Richards et al. 2010). However, many studies have used proxies as factors that 

are less prone to environmental variation (Vadez et al. 2014). For instance, Δ13C 

values appear to be more consistent across conditions than TUE measurements 

(Gong et al. 2017). Moreover, the comparison between instantaneous and whole-

plant values only sometimes reveals a clear relationship (Flexas et al. 2010), and this 

lack of correspondence is an important limitation to the applicability of the research 

conducted in this field. Hence, other techniques for estimating whole-plant TUE 

need to be developed and optimized. In my Ph.D. project, and due to my interest in 

studying TUE and its response towards salinity has led to the development of a new 

method for calculating TUE over time at the whole-plant level using high-throughput 

phenotyping. Also, I am part of a pioneering project to develop a sensor-based laser 

to instantaneously assess transpiration that I discuss in Appendix C.   

1.6 The genetics of salinity tolerance in rice  

The first crop genome to be sequenced was rice (Goff et al. 2002, Sasaki and 

International Rice Genome Sequencing 2005). Advances in next-generation 

sequencing (NGS) technologies have driven to an abundance of genome sequence 

data that was not achievable a number of years ago (Edwards et al. 2013), leading to 
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the use of association mapping (AM) as a standard method for gene and QTL 

discovery for major crops (Zhu et al. 2008, Brachi et al. 2011, Gupta et al. 2014, 

Kumar et al. 2015). The basic approach of AM is to assess the association between 

each genotyped marker and a phenotype of interest that has been recorded across a 

large number of individuals. 

Rice in particular has extensive genomic resources such as several de novo genome 

builds, thousands of re-sequenced genomes, numerous SNP resources and validated 

high throughput SNP genotyping platforms (Verdeprado et al. 2018). Moreover, the 

high-quality map-based genome sequence of the japonica rice cultivar Nipponbare 

allowed the generation of various re-sequencing projects that, in turn, generated the 

genotypic basis for the dissection of the genetic architecture of many complex traits 

(Matsumoto et al. 2016). More recently, 3000 rice genomes were re-sequenced 

which lead to a set of over 29 million SNPs to be characterized and become 

accessible (3 2014, Chebotarov et al. 2014). Hence, the availability of high-quality 

genotypic data in rice has paved the way to understand how various genes 

contribute towards the ability of rice to adjust to a stressful environment.  

 Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) across diversity panels in rice have 

become an effective strategy to analyze the genetic basis of complex traits because 

of both availability of high-throughput SNP platforms and advancement of 

computational methods and models. The overall success of GWAS in rice can be 

attributable to the accessibility of extensive genotypic resources, its enriched genetic 

diversity comprised of thousands of homozygous inbred individuals, which includes 

both universal and population-specific large effect allelic variants, and a rapid linkage 

disequilibrium (LD) within some subpopulations (McCouch S. et al. 2016). GWAS in 
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rice includes the identification of loci associated with traits such as heading date, 

amylose content, aluminum tolerance, root thickness and crown root and 

determination of Na+ and K+ content in shoots and roots etc {Chen, 2014 

#112;Huang, 2012 #86;Huang, 2011 #66;Zhao, 2011 #25;Zhou, 2016 #87;Negrao, 

2013 #74;Phung, 2016 #270;Famoso, 2011 #151}. 

Due to the importance of understanding salinity tolerance in rice, various studies 

have focused on the identification of QTLs associated with salinity tolerance traits 

using both bi- parental mapping populations and diversity panels (Patishtan et al. , 

Gregorio 2002, Negrão et al. 2011, Campbell et al. 2015). Several of these studies 

identified ion transporters involved in rice salinity tolerance, such 

as OsSOS1, OsNHX1 (Na+/H+ antiporters)(Kumar et al. 2013, Amin et al. 

2016), OsHKT2;1 (Na+/K+ symporter) (Mishra et al. 

2016), OsCAX1 (H+/Ca+ antiporter) (Kumar et al. 2013), OsAKT1 (K+ inward- 

rectifying channel)(Yang et al. 2014), OsKCO1 (K+ outward-rectifying channel) 

(Kumar et al. 2013), OsTPC1 (Ca2+permeable channel)(Kurusu et al. 

2012), OsCLC1 (Cl– channel) (Diedhiou and Golldack, 2006) and OsNRT1;2 (nitrate 

transporter) (Wang et al. 2012). 

In my project, I take advantage of the high-quality genotypic data available within 

the international rice research community. I am using a genotypic dataset generated 

using a high-density rice array (HDRA) composed of 700k single-nucleotide 

polymorphisms (SNP) designed by McCouch’s laboratory at Cornell University 

(McCouch S. et al. 2016). From the HDRA SNPs, only SNP markers with a minor allele 

frequency of ≥0.05 and a number of accessions with a minor allele >6 were used for 

association analyses. This resulted in a total of 397,659 SNPs in 
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the indica subpopulation, 394,785 SNPs in the aus subpopulation and 304,877 SNPs 

in the combined IND+AUS subpopulations for association studies. Taken together, I 

consider that the use of diversity panels representing two subpopulations, and the 

extensive number of SNPs detected will provide the basis for the exploration of 

phenotype-genotype associations to identify genes contributing to salinity tolerance 

in rice and maintenance of photosynthetic traits. I also delved into the possibility of 

improving the current association analysis methods by testing new Mixed Linear 

Models (MLM) such as the “interaction” model discussed in Chapter 2 & 3 and the 

“one step” model considered in chapter 4. 

1.8 Value to the Kingdom  

Due to its arid climate, soil salinity in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA) is increasing.  

Additionally, KSA has scarce water resources that depend on expensive seawater 

desalinization, and the extraction of groundwater at rates much greater than 

replenishment. Furthermore, the farming system in KSA consumes approximately 

90% of total water use, and thus new agricultural practices that limit potable water 

consumption are a top priority in the country. One way to reduce the cost and 

increase sustainability of this huge water consumption is to reduce the quality of 

water required for irrigation of crops. Developing crops that can produce good yields 

when irrigated with brackish water or partially desalinized water would lead to an 

emergence of a whole new sustainable agronomic system. Rice is a major staple 

food in KSA with an annual per capita consumption of about 42 kg and rising. 

However, rice production is KSA is basically non-existent, not even being reported by 

FAO statistics (http://faostat.fao.org/site/). Saudi Arabia imports approximately 1.3 
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million tons of rice, and in 2012, the importation cost reached approximately 

US$1bn  

(http://atlas.media.mit.edu/explore/tree_map/hs/import/sau/all/show/2012/). One 

of the most salt-tolerant rice accessions, Hasawi, an aus accession, was developed in 

Saudi Arabia and is being studied to understand the mechanisms underlying its high 

salinity tolerance (Negrão 2011, Bimpong 2014). Moreover, due to the historical 

importance of Hasawi and despite the limited conditions of KSA to grow rice, this 

accession is still cultivated in small areas in Hofuf, Al-Ahsa, Eastern province in Saudi 

Arabia (Figure 1.4). Improving salinity tolerance of rice can be of benefit to the 

Kingdom, for it increases the opportunities to grow this crop sustainably using low 

quality water that cannot be used by animals or humans. Moreover, by increasing 

salinity tolerance of rice, other marginal lands may be further used to produce this 

crop and thus extending arable land in KSA.  
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Figure 1.4. Hasawi rice farms in the city of Al-Ahsa in the Saudi Arabian eastern 

region  

Taken from Al-Arabiya News article (Al-Hussein 2017)  

 

1.9 Outline of thesis 

My Ph.D. project focuses on the development of new methods for the analysis of 

plant growth, yield, photosynthetic and transpiration related traits by using forward 

genetics in a diverse rice population.  Guidelines are provided in Chapter 2 to assess 

rice salinity tolerance using a high-throughput phenotyping platform and suggest 

improved analysis methods using appropriate experimental designs, spatially correct 

for experiments and the use of stress indices before running genome-wide 

association studies (GWAS) with multi-testing corrections. I take advantage of the 

extensive natural diversity in rice to find loci (and possibly alleles) associated with 

components of salinity tolerance. Thus, I am using diversity panels comprising the 

two major rice subpopulations, indica and aus, with each panel containing 297 

and 257 accessions, respectively. These panels were selected by breeders at the 

International Rice Research Institute and collaborating partners in the context of 

the ‘Phenomics of Rice Adaptation and Yield Potential’ (PRAY) project, funded by 

the Global Rice Science Partnership (http://ricephenonetwork.irri.org/). These two 

diversity panels represent sub-species level genetic diversity, including landraces 

of different geographic origin and agro-ecological adaptation and mega-varieties 

that are cultivated in vast areas. Both panels are phenotyped using high-throughput 

imaging methods at The Plant Accelerator (TPA) to quantify traits and temporal 

oscillations in these traits to enable a forward genetic approach for elucidating the 

genetic basis of salinity tolerance.  I explored improved models to estimate plant 
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growth by developing models to best interpret and estimate traits from high-

throughput data required to perform improved association analysis (Chapter 3). 

Additionally, unexplored traits contributing to salinity tolerance such transpiration 

and transpiration use efficiency were studied (Chapter 3). Importantly, this project 

also aims to improve current genome wide association methods by exploring and testing 

novel Mixed Linear Models (Chapter 3 & 4). I specifically explored a one step GWAS 

approach that simultaneously accounts for spatial variation and replication thus 

allows for non-genetic and genetic variation while testing for the significance of 

markers (Chapter 4). After discovering GWAS signals associated with traits measured 

in the TPA, as described in Chapter 3, I subsequently cultivated the indica panel 

under irrigated field conditions to investigate the effects of salinity stress on yield 

and yield components (Chapter 5). Finally, the main findings of this PhD project are 

summarized in the concluding chapter (Chapter 6), along with the limitations of the 

current work and future directions. In the end, one major benefit of this Ph.D. 

project is the development of a more holistic approach that recognizes the 

complexity of the genotype–phenotype interaction, and that will ultimately lead to 

the design of smart-breeding strategies targeting salinity tolerance in rice. 
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Chapter 2 . Assessing rice salinity tolerance: from phenomics to 

association mapping 

The contents of this chapter are part of a book chapter ready for submission in 

Springer Protocol. It is to be published in the lab protocol series “Methods in 

Molecular Biology”, Nadia Al-Tamimi, Helena Oakey, Mark Tester and Sónia Negrão 

(to be submitted). Assessing rice salinity tolerance: from phenomics to association 

mapping. 

N.T. wrote most of the chapter. H.O. & S.N. helped with planning and reviewing the 

chapter. M.T. helped with reviewing the chapter. All authors have reviewed the 

chapter.  

** This chapter is a detailed methodology of most of PhD work 
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2.1 Abstract 

Rice is the most salt-sensitive cereal, suffering yield losses above 50% with soil 

salinity of 6 dS/m. Thus, understanding the mechanisms of rice salinity tolerance is 

key to address food security. In this chapter, we provide guidelines to assess rice 

salinity tolerance using a high-throughput phenotyping platform (HTP) with digital 

imaging at seedling/early tillering stage and suggest improved analysis methods 

using stress indices. The protocols described here also include computer scripts for 

users to improve their experimental design, run genome-wide association studies 

(GWAS), perform multi-testing corrections and obtain the Manhattan plots, enabling 

the identification of loci associated with salinity tolerance. Notably, the computer 

scripts provided here can be used for any stress or GWAS experiment and 

independently of HTP. 

2.2 Introduction 

Soil salinity is one of the major challenges facing rice productivity worldwide. Salinity 

tolerance has a complex polygenic control, and the knowledge about the 

mechanisms of salinity tolerance remains largely incomplete (Munns and Tester 

2008, Roy et al. 2014). In summary, upon salt imposition, plants rapidly reduce their 

growth and transpiration rates in the so-called osmotic phase of salt stress (sensu 

Munns and Tester, 2008), which is hypothesized to be related to sensing and 

signalling mechanisms (Roy et al. 2014). Over time, toxic concentrations of Na+ and 

Cl− accumulate in the cells of the shoot, leading to the ionic phase of salt stress and 

causing premature leaf senescence. The continuous exposure of plants to soil 
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salinity, especially in very sensitive plants such as rice, can significantly impact yield 

and ultimately lead to death (Munns and Tester 2008). 

Classical phenotyping methods for salinity tolerance include visual scorings, survival 

rates, harvesting of plants and recording traits such as plant height, shoot and root 

biomass (fresh and dry mass), ion content (Na and K), yield components and 

chlorophyll content (see review by Negrão et al. 2017). Rice sensitivity to salt varies 

according to growth stage, with rice being more sensitive at early seedling stage and 

reproductive stage (Yeo et al. 1990, Lutts et al. 1995). Most salinity studies have 

focused on seedling stage due to its importance in crop establishment and simplicity 

to assess under laboratory conditions. Consequently, classical phenotyping at 

seedling stage have identified quantitative trait loci (QTLs) associated with salinity 

tolerance (e.g. Kumar et al. 2015, Batayeva et al. 2018, Frouin et al. 2018). However, 

reproductive stage directly impacts yield losses, and studies targeting reproductive 

stage are often complex and laborious to manage (Hossain et al. 2015, Ahmadizadeh 

et al. 2016). Nevertheless, classical phenotyping and screening techniques (Gregorio 

et al. 1997) have enabled notable progress in breeding salt-tolerant rice cultivars 

(Ismail and Horie 2017). 

Classical phenotyping methods however only allow “a snapshot” in time of the 

plants’ response to salt stress. The last few years have seen the emergence of high-

throughput phenotyping (HTP) systems, which use non-invasive imaging of several 

hundred plants per day and capture traits such as growth and senescence in a time-

dependent manner (Fahlgren et al. 2015, Junker et al. 2015). Hence, as phenotyping 

technologies improve, we can study salinity tolerance not as a whole, but instead we 
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can dissect salinity tolerance into components that can be quantified. For example, 

we can monitor plant growth daily upon salt stress, and thereby dissect the 

phenotypic effect of salt stress on growth (Rajendran et al. 2009, Berger et al. 2012).  

The aim of this chapter is to describe how plant imaging, using an HTP platform, can 

be used to quantify traits contributing to rice salinity tolerance such as growth, 

emulating our previous work using the high-resolution facilities available at The Plant 

Accelerator® (Al-Tamimi et al. 2016). Because Berger et al. (2012) has presented a 

detailed methodology to quantify growth using a HTP platform, here we focus on the 

experimental design and a step-by-step description, with software scripts, for 

dissection of the genetic architecture of rice salinity tolerance using association 

mapping while correcting for spatial variation. One important aspect to mention is 

that although our scripts are detailed and comprehensive, they are merely 

representative; therefore, script personalization is still required. 

2.3 Materials 

2.3.1 Germplasm: rice diversity panel 

To perform association mapping, a collection of germplasm representative of the 

genetic diversity present in a certain rice population is needed. Previous researchers 

have used different association panels to identify loci associated with salinity 

tolerance, namely Al-Tamimi et al. (2016) used the ‘Phenomics of Rice Adaptation 

and Yield Potential’ (PRAY) panel comprising 563 genotypes from two distinct 

subpopulations, indica and aus; Campbell et al. (2015) used 373 genotypes from the 

Rice Diversity Panel 1 (RDP1) previously described by Zhao et al. (2011); Frouin et al. 

(2018) used 240 temperate japonica accessions mainly from European origin; and 
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Kumar et al. (2015) used 220 accessions from different origins. Other rice diversity 

panels have been used to perform genome-wide association studies (GWAS). For 

example, Li et al. (2017) used a diversity panel of 529 accessions collected worldwide 

to investigate the genetic basis of various root traits contributing to drought 

tolerance, and Crowell et al. (2016) used a panel composed of tropically (or 

subtropically) adapted rice accessions to dissect the genetic architecture of panicle 

traits using the imaging platform PANorama. Thus, researchers should carefully 

consider the diversity panel to study according to the genetic variability in the trait 

of interest (e.g. Na content, or harvest index) and the target geographical location 

for future breeding programs (e.g. European population). It is also important to note 

that purified genetic stocks should always be used for GWAS.  

2.3.1.1 Seed germination 
1. Uniformly sized seeds from purified genetic stocks (see Note 1) 

2. Petri dishes 

3. Filter paper or paper towel 

4. Dimethyldithiocarbamate fungicide- Thiram (see Note 2) 

2.3.1.2 Plant growth conditions and salt treatment 

1. White pot with a closed base (approximately140 mm diameter and 193 mm 

height ~ 3 L capacity) 

2. Blue pot with drainage holes (approximately 125 mm diameter and 137 mm 

height  

~ 1.7L capacity)  

3. Potting mix 

4. Fertilizer (Mini Osmocote) 
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5. Sealed plastic container (approximately 90mm diameter and 50mm height) 

6. Foldback clip (~51 mm) 

7. White gravel (particle size ~2–5mm) 

8. Blue polyvinyl chloride mats (cut to fit the diameter of the white pot) 

9. Sodium chloride solution with a final concentration of 1.425 M NaCl 

2.3.2 Genotyping data 

Rice has comprehensive genetic data sets publicly available, presenting a unique 

opportunity to phenotype such resources, or part of them, and carry out GWAS. We 

encourage the use of such genotypic data sets:  

1. Rice Diversity Panels 1 and 2 consisting of 1,568 diverse inbred rice varieties 

genotyped using a genome-wide high-density rice array (HDRA) comprised 

of 700,000 single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) (McCouch et al. 2016);  

2. 3000 rice genomes (3KRG) that were genotyped using Illumina short-reads 

and resequencing technology(3 2014, Wang et al. 2018), yielding a set of 

29 M biallelic SNPs, 18 M base SNPs, and 4.8 M of high-quality filtered SNPs 

(http://snp-seek.irri.org/download.zul);  

3. Rice Reference Panel (RICE-RP), which was assembled by merging the 

HDRA and 3KRG data sets via reciprocal imputation and resulted in over 

4.8 M SNPs (Wang et al. 2018) and available at the McCouch group site, 

Rice Diversity (ricediversity.org), the SNP-Seek database (http://snp-

seek.irri.org/download.zul), and European Variant Archive (Project 

accession: PRJEB26328 

(https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/data/view/PRJEB26328).  
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2.3.3 Plant imaging: RGB image capture and analysis 

Independently of the HTP platform, digital RGB cameras are the most widely used 

method for plant imaging. Due to rice complex morphology, images from several 

angles will significantly increase the quality of the imaging data and facilitate further 

analysis. We recommend an imaging platform where the plants are moved to a 

stationary camera setup where the imaging environment, such as background and 

illumination, is easier to control. 

For the purpose of this chapter, an example system will be the basis for the 

methodology section. The example system is The Plant Accelerator ® (Australian 

Plant Phenomics Facility, University of Adelaide, Adelaide, Australia; 

https://www.plantphenomics.org.au/technology/), which uses a LemnaTec platform 

(http://www.lemnatec.com). At The Plant Accelerator ®, two rice salinity 

experiments and respective longitudinal GWAS were successfully conducted 

(Campbell et al. 2015, Al-Tamimi et al. 2016); however, any HTP platform can be 

used. Previous studies have conducted rice experiments in HTP platforms, including: 

 PhenoFab in Wageningen (http://www.phenofab.com/)(Li et al. 2018); 

 Jülich Plant Phenotyping Centre (JPPC) (http://www.fz-juelich.de/icg/icg-

3/jppc)(Gioia et al. 2017) ; 

 Laboratoire d'Ecophysiologie des Plantes sous Stress Environnementaux 

(LEPSE), Montpellier 

(http://www1.montpellier.inra.fr/ibip/lepse/english/)(Parent et al. 2009). 

The features of these HTP platforms comprise of:  
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1. Industry grade digital colour camera with automated software control (see 

previous HTP examples). 

2. Adequate computer hardware for image storage 

3. Adequate illumination equipment 

4. A colour reference card for calibration purposes (e.g. ColorChecker from X-

Rite- USA) 

5. Adequate computer hardware for high-throughput image processing 

6. Image analysis software package, which can be included in the HTP platform 

(e.g. LemnaGrid  from LemnaTec GmbH, Germany), standalone software 

programs (e.g. MATLAB  from Mathworks- USA) or an open source software 

package such as ImageJ (http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij) (see Note 3). 

2.3.4 Software 

Throughout this chapter we mention several software programs (Table 2.1). The 

majority of the suggested software programs are R based because these present 

more flexibility to the users. To run data analysis, the material required is an 

adequate computer with R.  Below are the instructions to install and run R (see Note 

4): 

1. Go to www.r-project.org or simply search for the version of R you require in 

your search engine.  

2. Click the "download R" link in the middle of the page under "Getting Started." 

3. Select a CRAN location (a mirror site) and click the corresponding link. 

4. Click on the “Download R for Windows” or "Download R for (Mac) OS X". 

5. Click on the file with the correct version of R under "Files." 
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6. Save the .pkg file and open it. Then, follow the installation instructions. 

7. Next, you can choose to download R studio which is user friendly and allows 

you to interact with R more readily as it is cross-platform integrated 

development environment (IDE). 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2.1. List of software programs to perform statistical experimental design, 

genome-wide association analysis (GWAS), and visualization of the results. 

Software 

name 
Details Source 

TASSEL 

Analysis of crop genomic diversity. Here used for 

GWAS and calculating Kinship and PC (if needed). 

Converts files to PLINK, hapmap and VCF formats (if 

needed). 

http://www.maizegenetics.net/tassel 

PLINK 
Open-source whole genome association analysis 

toolset. Here used to estimate LD. 
http://zzz.bwh.harvard.edu/plink/ 

Beagle 
Phasing genotypes and for imputing ungenotyped 

markers (if needed). 

https://faculty.washington.edu/browning/bea

gle/beagle.html 

R software  Statistical computing and graphics https://www.r-project.org/ 

R software packages 

DiGGeR 

 An experimental design generation program 

suitable for complex multistage design problems. It 

accommodates spatial designs and factorial designs 

e.g. split-plot designs. 

http://nswdpibiom.org/austatgen/software/ 

ASReml Fits the general linear mixed model to moderately https://www.vsni.co.uk/software/asreml-r/ 
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large data sets with complex variance models. This 

is a commercially available package 

ASRemlPlus 
A collection of functions to augment the use of 

asreml in fitting mixed models. 

https://cran.r-

project.org/web/packages/asremlPlus/index.

html 

GAPIT 
Genome Association and Prediction Integrated 

Tool. 
http://www.zzlab.net/GAPIT/ 

qqman 
 Creating manhattan plots and q-q plots from 

GWAS results. 

https://cran.r-

project.org/web/packages/qqman/vignettes/

qqman.html 

qvalue 
Q-value estimation for false discovery rate control 

(FDR) 

https://www.bioconductor.org/packages/rele

ase/bioc/html/qvalue.html 

 

2.4 Methods 

2.4.1 Experimental design 

2.4.1.1 Fundamentals of experimental design 

A well-designed experiment has adequate replication, randomisation of all 

treatments and has reduced variability or noise in the experimental units (Note 5). 

The scientific question being asked, the number of treatments to be tested as well as 

restrictions on the conduct of the experiment (e.g. room size, number of 

accessions…) will determine the type of design and therefore the corresponding 

statistical analysis required. 

When designing an experiment, the number of replicates for each combination of 

treatments is governed by several factors, namely: 1) the amount of variation to be 

expected; 2) the size of difference between treatments to be detected; 3) the power 

required to detect the difference; 4) the significance level required and 5) the 

resources available, for example the capacity limit of a room/field. Noteworthy, 
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these factors will be different in each individual case, making it difficult to provide a 

standard guideline on the number of replicates. 

One way of reducing the variability in an experiment is by blocking the experiment, 

which reduces experimental error by eliminating the contribution of known sources 

of variation among the experimental units (e.g. pots). Blocking is most effective 

when the experimental area has a predictable pattern of variability. An experiment 

should be partitioned by blocks so that the set of experimental units within a block 

to which the treatments are applied are as homogenous as possible and the 

experimental units in different blocks are as different as possible.  

Finally, randomization involves the random allocation of treatments to the 

experimental units. Randomization ensures that each experimental unit has a fair 

and equal chance of being given and particular treatment combination. It eliminates 

bias and helps ensure that other unknown factors are balanced. 

2.4.1.2 Spatial Design 

When designing an experiment, one needs to consider the layout of experimental 

units (Note 6). In a growth room pots (experimental unit) are arranged in a regular 

grid, and thus each individual pot position within the growth room can be identified 

by a row and column position. Like any experiment in a growth room, glasshouse or 

field setting the spatial position (row and column position) of a pot or plot can 

impact on the final phenotypic measurement. Spatial trends are often found in large 

experiments and can be caused by global, natural and extraneous variation (Gilmour 

et al. 1997). In a growth room, global trends and natural variation in the row and 

column direction are likely to be present. Global trends may include linear trends, 

curved trends or random trends across rows or columns, reflecting a fluctuating 
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microclimate across the growth room, which could be for example due to light 

variation. Natural trends reflect the fact that pots that are closer together are more 

likely to be similar than pots that are further apart. Spatial designs maintain the 

plants in equivalent positions throughout the trial. It is advisable to spatially adjust 

for microclimate and disparities across a growth room at the analysis stage (Brien et 

al. 2013), ensuring better estimates of phenotypic variation and therefore response 

variables.   

A replicated spatial design is recommended if there is room in the growth room to 

accommodate the full complement of accessions. However, in GWAS experiments it 

is important to ensure that genetic diversity is maximized and often a trade-off 

between replication and number of accessions is required, especially in facilities with 

restricted areas. In addition, application of treatments to accessions will further 

restrict the number of available positions within the growth room. If space is 

restricted, then a partially replicated design (Cullis et al. 2006) can be considered. 

Partially replicated designs have single replicates of some of the accessions and two 

replicates of the rest of the accessions, enabling spatial variation to be accounted for 

while ensuring that the precision of genetic variability is not compromised. (Cullis et 

al. 2006) recommends at least 25% of the accessions to be replicated; however, 

higher percentages are desirable if possible.  

2.4.1.3 Stress Treatments 

Increasingly, the identification of the impact of stress treatments such as salinity are 

of interest in GWAS.  As an example, here we wish to design the experiment to study 

two stress treatments (non-saline vs. saline conditions) using 240 rice accessions. A 

split-plot designs for the application of treatments is advantageous when using HTP 
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platforms because it is difficult to vary all factors concurrently, and split-plot designs 

offer expense savings if factors that require more time or resources can be 

identified. The standard split-plot design includes two different sized experimental 

units a “main-plot” and a “sub-plot”. For our example experiment, the main-plot 

which contains two consecutive pots of the same accession and the sub-plot is the 

stress treatment (non-saline vs. saline condition). Essentially, we have a second layer 

of blocking here to ensure that within a main-plot the environmental differences 

between pots of the same accession are minimised. This approach ensures that 

treatments for a particular accession are in close proximity increasing the precisions 

with which differences between treatments can be measured. Such a complicated 

design involves two stages. Firstly, we obtain a replicated or partially replicated 

spatial design for the random allocation of accessions to main-plots, and then 

secondly, we allocate the stress treatment (no salt vs. added salt) randomly to the 

subplots within each main-plot. Accessions are randomly allocated to main-plot 

position in the growth room (row and column) using the software DiGGer (Table 

2.1). DiGGer (Coombes 2009) is a flexible design tool that can handle standard and 

non-standard spatial designs in a fairly simple way. We also recommend that after 

completing each experimental design, the user should confirm it using graphical 

plots and tabulations before starting the experiment per se. For example, to confirm 

whether DiGGer has assigned an accession to main-plots (with the accessions being 

unequally replicated), we can produce a colour coded plot (Figure 2.1.a) with R 

library ggplot2. The code for spatial design with DiGGer are shown in our example, 

you can use the basic script below. Please note that you can directly adjust the code 

for the specific number of accessions required for your experiment and for your 
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growth room with its number of columns and rows. 

1. Create an excel table with a list of your accessions and save it as a .csv file. 

How you organise data in spread sheets is extremely important and can 

determine how smooth the rest of your analysis will turn out (see Note 7). 

2. Install the required packages for DiGGER 
 

#download package from http://nswdpibiom.org/austatgen/software/ 

#load DiGGer into the R environment 

library(DiGGer)  
 

3. Prepare accession file to account for replication 
 

## accession file eg. accessions.csv (This is just a simple one column list of 

accession names with column label 'Accession.reference’) 

   ac<-read.csv('accessions.csv',header=T,as.is=T) 

head(ac);dim(ac) 

4. Design layout- In this example we assume that the layout of the growth room 

is of 20 rows x 30 columns. Each of our main-plots will be 1 row x 2 columns 

and each sub-plot will be 1 row x 1 column (i.e a single pot containing one 

accession). In the first design, we allocate accessions to main-plots so the 

total layout consists of 20 rows x 15 columns. In the second design, we 

allocate treatments to sub-plots so the total layout is 20 rows x 30 columns. 

The final design will result from merging both designs. 

5. Spatial design- For the replicated design, we assume there are 150 accessions 

with two replicates blocks, and each block consists of 10 rows x 15 columns. 

We assume that every accession can be replicated because the room has 

enough space. Go to point 9, if more accessions are available and the room 
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does not have enough room to accommodate and replicate them all, and 

thus it is necessary to have a partial replication. 

6. For illustration purposes we create 150 accessions, which will each be 

replicate twice: 

x<-1:150 

ac_rep<-as.data.frame(paste("AC",x,sep="")) 

names(ac_rep)<-'Accession.reference' 

head(ac_rep) 

7. Create the replicated design 

design_rep_1 <- corDiGGer( 

numberOfTreatments = 150, 

rowsInDesign = 20, columnsInDesign = 15, 

rowsInRep = 10, columnsInRep = 15, 

treatName=as.character(ac_rep$Accession.reference), 

maxInt=500000,  

spatial=TRUE, 

rngSeeds = c(798,6465)) 

 

design_rep_1.df<-as.data.frame(design_rep_1$dlist) 

design_rep_1.df<-

design_rep_1.df[order(design_rep_1.df$ROW,design_rep_1.df$RANGE),] 

design_rep_1.df$index<-1:(dim(design_rep_1.df)[1]) 

8. Create a plot of the design 

design_rep_1_graph<-

design_rep_1.df[order(design_rep_1.df$ROW,design_rep_1.df $RANGE),] 

library(ggplot2) 

g<-ggplot(design_rep_1_graph, aes(RANGE,ROW,  label=ID)) + theme_bw()+ 

theme(legend.position="none", 

axis.ticks.x=element_blank(),axis.text.x=element_blank(),  

axis.ticks.y=element_blank(),axis.text.y=element_blank()) + 

  geom_tile(aes(fill = ID))+geom_text(size=2.0)+ 

    xlab("Bay") + ylab("Row") 
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print(g) 

9. Create the partially replicated design. In this example, we have the same 

space but 240 accessions, which cannot be accommodated into the available 

space if we were to replicate them all. 

   x<-1:240 

ac_prep<-as.data.frame(paste("AC",x,sep="")) 

names(ac_prep)<-'Accession.reference' 

head(ac_prep) 

10. Create the partially replicated design for only a sub-set of the accessions  

s<-sample(1:240)#random reordering of samples 

sh1<-s[1:60] #60 out of the 240 will be replicated (partial replication) 

ac_prep$group_sh1<-rep(1,240) #create a new column called group and in that 

column fill with "1" for number of replicates 

ac_prep$group_sh1[sh1]<-2 #for accessions that you want to replicate replace 1 

with 2   

11. Run prDiGGer: Partially replicated design function. Here we will use of form 

of blocking to ensure that the accessions, which are replicated are evenly 

distributed in the growth room (see Note 8). 

design_prep_1<-prDiGGer(numberOfTreatments=240, 

rowsInDesign=20,columnsInDesign=15, 

blockSequence=list(c(1,20),c(4,5)), 

treatRepPerRep=ac_prep$group_sh1, 

treatGroup=ac_prep$group_sh1, 

treatName=as.character(ac_prep$Accession.reference), 

rngSeeds = c(1461 ,1733)) 

 

design_prep_1<-run(design_prep_1) 

design_prep_1.df<-as.data.frame(design_prep_1$dlist) 

design_prep_1.df<-

design_prep_1.df[order(design_prep_1.df$ROW,design_prep_1.df$RANGE),] 
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design_prep_1.df$index<-1:(dim(design_prep_1.df)[1]) 

12. Create a variable to determine which accessions are replicated 

#prepare plot 

design_prep_1_graph<-design_prep_1.df [order(design_prep_1.df 

$ROW,design_prep_1.df $RANGE),] 

design_prep_1_graph$prep <- 1 

d<-which(duplicated(design_prep_1_graph$ID)) 

a<-as.character(design_prep_1_graph$ID[d]) 

13. Sort the replicated accessions 

sort(design_prep_1_graph$ID[d]) 

sort(ac_prep[ac_prep$group_sh==2,1]) 

14. Create the partial replication 

library(plyr) 

design_prep_1_graph$prep <- mapvalues(as.character(design_prep_1.df$ID), 

a,rep(2,length(a)))  

design_prep_1_graph[design_prep_1_graph$prep!="2",'prep']<-"1" 

design_prep_1_graph$prep <-as.numeric(design_prep_1_graph$prep ) 

 

g<-ggplot(design_prep_1_graph, aes(RANGE,ROW,  label=ID)) + theme_bw()+ 

theme(legend.position="none")+ 

scale_fill_gradient(low="lightgreen",high="pink")+ 

  geom_tile(aes(fill = prep))+geom_text(size=2.0)+ 

    xlab("Column") + ylab("Row")+ 

scale_y_continuous(breaks = unique(design_prep_1_graph$ROW))+ 

scale_x_continuous(breaks = 

unique(design_prep_1_graph$RANGE),position="top") 

print(g) 

15. Create the split-plot design. Here all that is required is a random allocation of 

the treatment, i.e. salt or non-salt across each main-plot. In this case, we can 

use any number of accessions across the plots as we have already the 
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allocation for them from the first part of the randomization process. Because 

it is more efficient to use a smaller number of accessions, next we will 

assume that the number of accessions is the same as the number of 

columns=30. We have two treatments, salt or non-salt, and thus we can have 

different options for the design. For example, we can use 2 rows x 30 

columns (assuming 30 accessions x 2 treatments= 60 pot positions needed), 

or alternatively we can choose 4 rows x 15 columns. Notice for the split-plot 

design that the number of columns is now doubled to represent the full 

complement of columns within the growth room. 

desfac_splitplot_2 <- createFactorialDF(c(30,2), 

treatName=list( 

accession = 1:30,salinity = c("Saline","Control") 

)) 

head(desfac_splitplot_2) 

des_splitplot_2<- facDiGGer( 

 factorNames = c("accession","salinity"), 

 rowsInDesign = 20, columnsInDesign = 30, 

 rowsInRep = 2, columnsInRep = 30, 

 treatDataFrame = desfac_splitplot_2, 

mainPlotSizes=list(c(1,2),c(1,1)), 

 maxInt=500000,  

rngSeeds = c(3167, 2720)) 

des_splitplot_2.df<-as.data.frame(des_splitplot_2$dlist) 

#ordered as rows within range (column) with a  

des_splitplot_2.df<-
des_splitplot_2.df[order(des_splitplot_2.df$ROW,des_splitplot_2.df$RANGE),] 

#unique identifier for each main-plot 
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ntreat=2#saline and control 

#this is an index for merging two designs- unique identifier of main-plots 

des_splitplot_2.df$index<-rep(1:((dim(des_splitplot_2.df)[1])/ntreat),each=ntreat) 

16. Create a main-plot factor, which will vary depending on whether a replicated 

or split-plot design is used. For the partially replicated design see below, for 

the replicated design go to point 17.  

#for the prep design this is the same as the unique identifier 

des_splitplot_2.df$mainplot_prep<-
rep(1:((dim(des_splitplot_2.df)[1])/ntreat),each=ntreat) 

 

17. For the fully replicated design, we assume blocks/replicates of 10 rows x 15 

columns. There are two replicates each with 300(20*15) pots and therefore 

150 main-plots in each replicate. 

nrep=2 

des_splitplot_2.df$mainplot_rep<-
rep(rep(1:((dim(des_splitplot_2.df)[1])/(ntreat*nrep)),each=ntreat),times=nrep) 

18. Create a block term for the replicated design 

des_splitplot_2.df$block_rep<-rep(1:nrep, each= (dim(des_splitplot_2.df)[1])/ntreat) 

19. Merge together the split-plot & replicated design 

des_final_prep<-merge(design_prep_1.df[,c('ID','index')], 
des_splitplot_2.df[,c('index','ROW','RANGE','salinity','mainplot_prep')] , 

by.x=c('index'), by.y=c('index'), all=TRUE) 

View(des_final_prep) 

write.csv(des_final_prep, "Final_design_prep.csv") 

des_final_rep<-
merge(design_rep_1.df[,c('ID','index')],des_splitplot_2.df[,c('index','ROW','RANGE','s
alinity','mainplot_rep','block_rep')], 

by.x=c('index'), by.y=c('index'), all=TRUE) 
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View(des_final_rep) 

write.csv(des_final_rep, "Final_design_rep.csv") 

20. Visualize the plot of saline treatment for final design for replicated trial 
 

des_final_rep_graph<-
des_final_rep[order(des_final_rep$ROW,des_final_rep$RANGE),] 

dim(des_final_rep_graph) 

des_final_rep_graph$treat<-
paste(des_final_rep_graph$ID,substring(des_final_rep_graph$salinity,1,1),sep="_") 

des_final_rep_graph$SC<-substring(des_final_rep_graph$salinity,1,1) 

 des_final_rep_graph$xmin <-rep(c(seq(from=28.5,to= 0.5,by=-2)), each=2, 
times=20) 

 des_final_rep_graph$xmax <-rep(c(seq(from=30.5,to= 2.5,by=-2)), each=2, 
times=20) 

 des_final_rep_graph$ymin <- rep(c(seq(from=19.5,to= 0.5,by=-1)), each=30, 
times=1) 

 des_final_rep_graph$ymax <- rep(c(seq(from=20.5,to=1.5,by=-1)), each=30, 
times=1) 

g<-ggplot(des_final_rep_graph,aes(RANGE,ROW,label=SC))+ 

 theme_bw() +theme(legend.position="none")+ 

geom_tile(aes(fill = SC))+geom_text(size=2.0)+ 

  geom_rect(aes(xmin=xmin, xmax=xmax, ymin=ymin, ymax=ymax), fill=NA, 
colour="black")+ 

scale_y_continuous(breaks = unique(design_prep_1_graph$ROW))+ 

scale_x_continuous(breaks = seq(2,30,by=2),position="top") 

print(g) 
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Figure 2.1. Example of the experimental design with DiGGer output for 240 rice 

accessions partially replicated.  

(a) Example of a growthroom layout organized in 20 rows by 15 columns with accession 

numbers ranging from 1 to 240, including 180 unreplicated and 60 replicated accessions 

(25%). The replicated accessions are colored in pink and the unreplicated ones in blue. (b) 

Visualization of the split-plot design where each pair of pots correspond to a main plot to 

which an accession is allocated. Allocation of control (green, 1) and salt (yellow, 2) 

conditions.  
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2.4.2 Seed germination 

1. Break seed dormancy by immersion in water at 57 °C for 15 min  

2. Surface sterilize uniformly sized seeds (see Note 2) with Thiram fungicide for 

1 min 

3. Place the seeds evenly on several layers of moist filter paper or paper towel 

in petri dishes. 

4. Germinate the seeds for 4 days at room temperature in the dark until the 

coleoptiles are about 1.5–2 cm long. 

2.4.3 Plant growth conditions and salt treatment 

When planning this part of the experiment, one needs to consider both stress 

application and length of the experiment. It is important to note that the times 

indicated in this protocol are merely indicative/suggestive and will need to be 

adapted according to the geographic location of the HTP experiment (e.g. Australia, 

France or Canada); time of the year and temperature (e.g. Springtime), photoperiod 

(12h/12h) etc... 

1. Fill the blue pot with the potting mix and weigh it 

2. Use the same weight to fill up all remaining pots 

3. Once all pots are filled, add enough water for germination 

4. Gently bury (about 1 cm deep) three uniformly germinated seeds of each 

genotype per pot  

5. Inside the white pot, place the blue pot on top of the sealed plastic container, 

and position it using a foldback clip 

6. Adjust the watering level of each pot to field capacity (see Note 9 for Field 

capacity simple steps represented in a table). 
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7. Approximately 11 days after transplanting (DAT), thin the plants to one 

uniformly sized seedling per pot   

8. Cover the potting mix surface with white gravel (200g weight) to reduce algal 

growth and minimize water evaporation from the soil 

9. Daily maintain and adjust water levels to field capacity by watering each pot 

to a target volume (e.g. Scanalyzer 3D system weighing and watering system 

from LemnaTec GmbH, Aachen, Germany) 

10. Start salt application at the time of the third leaf emergence (approximately 

16 days after gemination). Alternatively, one may start salt imposition 24 DAT 

(29 days after germination) to monitor for plant growth  

11. Apply salt treatment by adding the salt solution to the bottom of the outer 

white pot to a final concentration of 150 mM NaCl in the soil solution (see 

Note 10).  

2.4.4 Plant imaging: RGB image capture and analysis  

Advances in HTP have resulted in high-resolution images, yet the production of big 

image data presently is, and will remain, a constant challenge for most plant 

phenotyping experiments (Morton et al. 2019). In general, few studies have used 

high time- and spatial-resolution non-destructive image-based phenotyping to 

address the complex response of rice to salt stresses (e.g. Hairmansis et al. 2014, 

Campbell et al. 2015, Yichie et al. 2018). Previous research has developed, and 

improved, software programs for extracting biological information from images 

captured with LemnaTec platforms (http://www.lemnatec.com), and here we  

discuss the methodology based on such systems (Chen et al. 2014, Berry et al. 2018, 

Czedik-Eysenberg et al. 2018). It is beyond the scope of this chapter to discuss 
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detailed imaging capture and analysis. For in depth information on this subject, 

please consult Berger et al. (2012).  

1. Load the pots onto the conveyor system 

2. Place the blue polyvinyl chloride mats on top of the gravel to further reduce 

soil evaporation while providing a favourable background colour for image 

analysis 

3. Manually load the pots in the conveyor belt approximately 15-17 DAT 

4. Start the daily RGB imaging (400–700nm) acquisition once the second leaf is 

expanding, or alternatively at 21 DAT. It is advisable to start two days before 

the salt treatment and continue for a minimum of one week after salt 

application (see Note 11)  

5. Take three images per plant, two images from the side at a 90° rotation and 

one from the top (Figure 2.2a) 

6. Analyse the captured images using a software package such as the LemnaTec 

Grid (LemnaTec GmbH, Aachen, Germany). In brief, digital image processing 

consists of a nearest-neighbour colour classification for foreground-

background separation, noise reduction and object composition. The object 

composition (plant pixels) is obtained by removing non-plant pixels, such as 

pots, support frames or polyvinyl chloride mats (background) 

7. Estimate the projected shoot area (PSA), which is defined as the sum of all 

pixels from all three RGB images. Previous studies have reported an 

extremely high correlation of PSA with rice shoot biomass (Campbell et al. 

2015, Al-Tamimi et al. 2016) (more detail in section 3.5) 
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8. Several other digital traits describing plant shape can be extracted using RGB 

imaging, e.g. roundness and colour/spectral properties. A subset of these 

descriptors is illustrated in Figure 2.2b such as Convex Hull Area, Radius of 

minimum enclosing circle and Center of mass about the y-axis.  

 

 

Figure 2.2.Plant imaging and analysis using digital red–green–blue (RGB) cameras.  

(a) Example of rice images obtained by a high-throughput phenotyping platform using a 

LemnaTec system (http://www.lemnatec.com), namely two images from the side at a 90º 

rotation and one image from the top; (b) Digital traits estimated by the LemnaTec Grid 

software, including: in orange Projected Shoot Area- sum of green pixels [pixels]; in blue 

Object Extent X - Object Width  & Object Extent Y - Object Height ; in green Object 

Roundness - (Number of all pixels of an object boundary)2/area; in red Convex-Hull Area - 

area of convex-hull. Units of all traits displayed are pixel. 
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 2.4.5 Main trait estimation and outlier removal  

The reduction in plants’ shoot growth is one of the first observable responses after 

exposure to salinity. Nevertheless, estimating plant growth is a complex task that 

involves mathematical and statistical calculations using sophisticated methods. It is 

beyond the scope of this chapter to discuss in depth derivation of plant growth 

analysis using such methods. For detailed information on this subject, please consult 

the publications by (Hunt et al. 2002, Berger et al. 2012, Campbell et al. 2015), Al-

Tamimi et al. (2016). For the purpose of this chapter we will focus on the main 

growth-related trait Projected Shoot Area (PSA). 

Non-destructive RGB imaging of plants enables the estimation of plant growth the 

same individual over time(Rajendran et al. 2009, Furbank and Tester 2011, Berger et 

al. 2012). PSA can be extracted from all three RGB images, enabling to estimate 

shoot biomass as previously described (Berger et al. 2012, Campbell et al. 2015). 

PSA is simply calculated by the total sum of green pixels from all RGB image angles. 

PSA = Σ pixels SV(side view)1+ SV2+ TV (top view) 

To confirm the accuracy of the image-derived growth metrics (PSA) with real shoot 

biomass and total shoot area, we recommend to randomly subsample 20-30 plants 

of the rice diversity panel (in both control and saline conditions), record the fresh 

and dry weight of the shoot and perform a correlation analysis with the PSA with 

the Pearson option using the function chart.Correlation() from the 

package PerformanceAnalytics a package for R statistical computing environment. 

Detailed computer scripts to extracts traits from RGB images produced using a 

Lemna-Tec Scananalyzer can be found on http://datadryad.org/, 
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doi:10.5061/dryad.3118j using the R package imageData http://cran.r-

project.org/web/packages/imageData/index.html (Al-Tamimi et al. 2016, Brien 

2016). In summary, the estimation of the above-described parameter PSA enables 

the identification of plants with anomalous growth patterns, which will be 

subsequently removed from further analyses flowing the criteria presented below. 

Researchers can either use directly PSA or estimate plant growth using different 

methods such as longitudinal models or cubic smoothing splines as mentioned 

early. Then, based on plots of PSA over a time period, the researcher can decide 

to use each day as a separate trait for the GWAS analysis, or converge the time 

points into intervals to save computational power and time.   

Outliers unavoidably occur when examining data and extracting HTP traits or 

performing any type of genetic experiment. Sometimes outliers indicate an error 

in data collection, but other times they influence a dataset, and thus it 

is important to keep outlier removal as stringent as possible. As a rule of thumb, we 

should not oversimplify by deleting the outlying observation before a thorough 

investigation. In running experiments, we may repeat the experiment. If the data 

contains significant outliers, we may need to consider the use of robust statistical 

techniques. A good guide for robust statistics for outlier detection is written by 

(Rousseeuw and Hubert 2011). For the purpose of this chapter, we describe below a 

few simple rules to remove outliers before proceeding to the spatial correction of 

the phenotypic analysis: 

1. Remove dead or dying plants, e.g. control plants that looked unhealthy on 

the loading day 

2. Remove plants that were not loaded into the conveyor belt  
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3. Remove plants that missed the correct salt treatment. Human errors are 

inevitable, and especially in large experiments such as a genetic one, and 

thus some plants will have not been subjected to salt treatment.   

4. Remove salt-treated plants that markedly outperformed their associated 

control plant. Calculate the Shoot Ion Independent Tolerance index (Tab. 2) 

for all plants and remove accessions with a Shoot Ion Independent Tolerance 

index above 1.25.  

2.4.6 Deriving indices from the main traits 

The salinity tolerance of a plant can be estimated using various indices, which are 

calculated for any obtained trait (e.g. yield) (Tab. 2). Salinity tolerance indices have 

been used for many crops (e.g. Rameeh et al. 2004, Goudarzi and Pakniyat 2008, 

Krishnamurthy et al. 2016), and their detailed explanation can be found in Negrão et 

al. (2017) and Morton et al. (2019). Salinity tolerance indices can be subsequently 

used as an input trait for GWAS in conventional association models that consider the 

response for each treatment separately, i.e. analysing control and salt 

independently.  We suggest the use of below indices as we observed that these 

provided increased results for HTP traits. The calculation of such indices can be 

performed on excel using the described formulas. 
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Table 2.2. List of salinity tolerance indices, with abbreviation, calculation method 

and source.  

The variable Y in these equations denote the value of the trait selected for assessing salt 

tolerance for any trait (e.g. PSA). Yavc and Yavs refer to the average of all the genotypes 

under control and salt conditions for trait Y, respectively. Units will change depending on the 

used trait. 

Tolerance index name Abbreviation Calculation Adapted from  

Tolerance index TOL           Yc – Ys (Rosielle and Hamblin 

1981) 

 

Shoot ion independent 

tolerance 

SIIT 𝑌𝑠

𝑌𝑐
 

Salt tolerance index 

(Munns 2002)  
 

Stress-weighted 

performance 

SWP 𝑌𝑠

√𝑌𝑐
 

(Saade et al. 2016)  

 

  Stress susceptibility index SSI 1 − 𝑌𝑠
𝑌𝑐

𝑌𝑎𝑣𝑠
𝑌𝑎𝑣𝑐

 
 (Fischer and Maurer 

1978) 

 

Stress tolerance index STI 𝑌𝑐 × 𝑌𝑠

𝑌𝑎𝑣𝑐
 (Fernandez 1992)  

 

2.4.7 Spatial correction of phenotypic analysis and heritability 

In any given experiment, spatial variation will occur in a greenhouse, field trial (or 

even hydroponic tray). For example, some plants will be closer to the ventilation 

system or to a door. This spatial variation will cause changes in the plant responses 

to the environment. Accounting for spatial trends ensures that any spatial variation 

does not form part of the estimation of the accession mean, leading to more 

accurate estimation of the performance of accessions. Essentially a spatial analysis is 
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equivalent to fitting a classical quantitative genetics model (P=G+E - (Falconer and 

Mackay 1996)), where we separate or partition the genetic and environmental 

(spatial) variation.  Unfortunately, despite the large impact that not adjusting spatial 

analysis can have, it is noticeable that most of the data published does not correct 

for such spatial variation. We recommend performing such spatial correction that 

deals with errors in a post-hoc analysis, rather than in the experimental design as 

(Isik et al. 2017). The spatial correction of HTP experiments is rather complex, and 

we strongly recommend working in close collaboration with a statistician to perform 

such analyses. 

       2.4.7.1 Spatial correction of phenotypic analysis 

For ease of explanation of a spatial analysis, we assume that we have an experiment 

where we have tested a number of accessions without stress treatment. Here we 

use PSA at a particular time as an example response. The first model we fit, referred 

to as a baseline model, assumes each accession has a different mean fitted with 

some associated error (residual error).  

𝑃𝑆𝐴 = 𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 

One of the major assumptions of this model is that the experimental units (pots) are 

independent of each other. However, this is unlikely to be true because in any 

growth room setting (or field trial) where pots (or field plots) are arranged in close 

proximity of one another, they will affect each other. Pots that are neighbours are 

more likely to be similar than pots that are a further distance apart as they are 

subjected to more similar environmental conditions. Modelling neighbourhood 

effects can be undertaken using an auto-regressive (AR) process (Gilmour et al 
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1997). Since we have a grid like arrangement in a growth room, we can consider an 

autoregressive process in both the row and column direction. This means that we 

can estimate different correlation in the row direction (i.e. between pots in different 

rows) and in the column direction. These neighbourhood effects are referred to as 

Natural Variation, and the model that accounts for them is often denoted as an AR1 

x AR1 model where an autoregressive process of order 1 is estimated in the row and 

column directions.  

Consider figure 2.3 below, because we have equally spaced plots within rows and 

columns, we can consider a function of the displacement between the centers of the 

plots. The relationship of the displacements can be thought of as a separable AR(1) 

X AR(1) process. This AR process has 2 correlation parameters for row and column, 

which must lie between –1 and 1. 

 

 

Figure 2.3.Equally spaced plots within rows and column design. 

The natural variation model now becomes: 

        𝑃𝑆𝐴 = 𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 (AR1 x AR1) 

Further global spatial trends can be elicited by examining residual plots by row and 

column factors and a graphical tool known as a variogram (Gilmour et al 1997). 

Interpreting residual plots and variogram requires experience. We suggest testing 
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the significance of spatial trends that have been identified visually. For terms added 

to the fixed part of the model such as linear row or linear column trends, significance 

can be determined using a Walds test. For terms added to the random part of the 

model such as random row or column terms or spline terms to account for curvature 

a log-likelihood ratio test can be used.  The log-likelihood ratio test compares twice 

the difference in log-likelihood of a model that contains the random term and a 

model that omits the random term. If the difference is greater than 2.71 then the 

term is significant. For an in-depth discussion on the likelihood ratio test refer to 

(Self and Liang 1987, Stram and Lee 1994, Crainiceanu and Ruppert 2004) You can 

compare the log-likelihood only if the fixed part of the model is the same in both 

models that you are comparing.  

 

1. An example of a spatial model fitted with ASRemlR  

#read in the data 

pheno<-read.csv("Final_design_rep.csv",header=T) 

#simulate some data to use as an example 

pheno$PSA<-rnorm(dim(pheno)[1]) 

 

#determine which variables have been read in as factors and which remain 

numeric 

str(pheno) 

#order data in rows then columns 

pheno<-pheno[order(pheno$ROW,pheno$RANGE),] 

2. Convert design variables and accession variable to factors and centre 

covariates such as linear terms 

#already a factor as variable names are characters 

pheno$accession<-pheno$ID 

pheno$fblock<- factor(pheno$block_rep) 
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pheno$fmainplot<- factor(pheno$mainplot_rep) 

pheno$linrow<- pheno$ROW-mean(pheno$ROW) 

pheno$lincol<- pheno$RANGE-mean(pheno$RANGE) 

pheno$frow<- factor(pheno$ROW) 

pheno$fcol<- factor(pheno$RANGE) 

 

3. Fit a model with natural variation and add spatial terms as needed after 

looking at residual plots. 

library(asreml) 

#an example of how to fit a linear row trend, a curved column trend and a 

random row 

model1<-asreml(PSA~1+linrow+lincol+ accession, 

random=~fblock/fmainplot+frow+spl(lincol), 

residual=~ ar1(frow):ar1(fcol),data=pheno) 

#residual plots 

#plot the variogram 

plot(variogram(model1)) 

#row by column 

pheno$resid<-resid(model1) 

library(ggplot2) 

qplot(frow, resid, data = pheno)+facet_wrap( ~ fcol) 

qplot(fcol, resid, data = pheno)+facet_wrap( ~ frow) 

#to determine significance of fixed effects 

wald(model1) 

#to predict accession means 

Pred_accession<- predict(model1,classify="accession") 

write.csv(Pred_accession, "accession_mean_predictins_BLUE.csv") 
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2.4.7.2 Heritability 

Heritability is a descriptive measure of precision of an experiment (or the strength of 

the connection between genotype and phenotype) that is dependent on the type of 

phenotype (Piepho and Möhring 2007) If a trait exhibits a low heritability, then the 

trait has insufficient genetic variance, leading to unreliable association mapping 

results (Korte and Farlow 2013).  

Heritability can be estimated in several ways. The two common estimations of 

heritability are: ‘narrow sense heritability’ (h2) which is described as the proportion 

of a trait variance that is due to additive genetic factors, and ‘broad sense 

heritability’ (H2), which is the proportion of the trait variance that is due to all 

genetic factors including dominance and gene-gene interactions (Nyquist 1991, 

Falconer and Mackay 1996). In plant breeding, heritability estimation differs from 

animal breeding as the observational unit for animals is typically the individual 

animal while in plants there are various mating designs, and the observational units 

are quite diverse, ranging from individual plants to means of a genotype tested 

across a wide range of environments. A review by (Holland et al. 2003) has 

addressed the complication for both the definition and the estimation of heritability 

in plants as most calculations assume balanced data and independent genotypic 

effects. However, both of these assumptions are often disregarded in plant breeding 

trials (Holland, Nyquist et al. 2003). Most of the experimental designs display some 

sort of imbalance due to the use of large populations with an incomplete block 

design given that only a complete block design generates balanced data. The 

calculation of a generalized heritability in complex linear mixed models such as when 
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undertaking a spatial analysis is not straightforward, yet can be estimated from the 

spatial model as follows: 

 

𝐻 = 1 −
𝑎

𝜃
 

where a is the average pairwise prediction error variance of accession effects, and 

where 𝜃  is the genetic variance of the accessions (Cullis et al. 2006).  The R code for 

calculating this generalized heritability is found below and follows from the previous 

spatial analysis model fitted. 

1. As we are estimating heritability and genetic variation accession is fitted in the 

random part of the model 

model2<-asreml(PSA~1+linrow+lincol, 

random=~fblock/fmainplot+frow+spl(lincol) + accession, 

residual=~ ar1(frow):ar1(fcol),data=pheno) 

2. Extract the variance components of the model 

 vc_m1<-summary(model2)$varcomp 

 print(vc_m1) 

  

3. Calculate variance ratios 

# extract the variance component relating to accessions  

# the column for accessions used in the model is ‘accession’  

#with corresponding variance component 𝜃  

hv<-which(row.names(vc_m1)=='accession');hv 

vv<-vc_m1[hv,1];vv  

  

4. Estimate generalised heritability 

# extract the random effects to calculate the  

#average pairwise prediction error variance of accessions 

hh<-summary(model2,coef=T)$coef.random 
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head(hh) 

#extract random effects just associated with the accessions 

hh<-hh[grep('accession_*',dimnames(hh)[[1]]),] 

#calculate heritability 

heritability<-1-mean(hh[ ,'std.error']^2)/( vv);heritability 

 

Step by step summary for spatial analysis:  

1. Conduct spatial analysis using ASReml-R (Butler et al. 2009) and ASRemlPlus 

(Brien 2015), packages for the R statistical computing environment (R 

Development Core Team 2015).  

2. The traits are subject to various mixed model fitted and tested to produce 

spatially adjusted BLUEs for each accession-treatment combination for each 

trait (Note: here the spatial model looks at an experiment without 

treatments). Full Detailed analysis and spatial correction script can be found 

in (Al-Tamimi, Brien et al. 2016) (http://datadryad.org/, 

doi:10.5061/dryad.3118j.);  

3. The spatially adjusted means for each line of the phenotypic traits (PSA) are 

saved as a table or excel file and used for subsequent GWAS analysis. 

4. Estimate the heritability using the computer script described above (See Note 

12) 

2.4.8 Genome-wide association analysis 

GWAS in rice is quite powerful when compared to other crops such as maize due to 

its high linkage disequilibrium (LD) as a result of self-pollination and small effective 

population size (Huang and Han 2014). Moreover, the increasing number of genetic 

markers has improved the probability of identifying causal SNPs associated with the 

trait of interest, advancing GWAS resolution in rice (Wang et al. 2018). Rice has been 
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the subject of countless association mapping studies to estimate genotype-

phenotype associations with agronomic traits (e.g. Yang et al. 2014, Begum et al. 

2015, Yano et al. 2016), disease resistance (e.g. Raboin et al. 2016, Volante et al. 

2017), stress tolerance (e.g. Famoso et al. 2011, Wang et al. 2016), and also salinity 

tolerance (Campbell et al. 2015, Kumar et al. 2015, Al-Tamimi et al. 2016, Frouin et 

al. 2018). Nevertheless, the majority of these studies have used the conventional 

mixed linear model (MLM) proposed by Zhang et al. (2010). To our knowledge, very 

few notable exceptions have used more complex association models in rice. For 

example, Crowell et al. (2016) studied panicle phenology using the conventional 

MLM model while using heading date and panicle traits as covariates. Their results 

showed that when heading date was used as a covariate, previously obtained loci 

with the conventional model in chromosome 2 were less significant or showed no 

significance, indicating that flowering time influenced panicle phenology. The use of 

HTP in rice by Campbell et al. (2015) revealed loci associated with longitudinal 

salinity responses by developing an extended mixed model that accounted for both 

genetic relationships between genotypes (due to population structure) and the 

temporal growth responses (using a logistic model). Al-Tamimi et al. (2016) used the 

interaction model to identify loci specifically associated with salinity stress as this 

model incorporates the ‘main effects’ of the marker (SNP effect) and the treatment 

(control or salt) as well as the marker-by-treatment interaction (SNP effect in 

response to the treatment). The advances in both statistical methods and 

genotyping data (see section 2.2.) together with HTP are undoubtedly advancing the 

discovery of genes associated with stress tolerance in rice. 
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Although one can run GWAS using a user-friendly software such as Trait Analysis by 

aSSociation, Evolution and Linkage (TASSEL) (http://www.maizegenetics.net/tassel) 

(Bradbury et al. 2007), we suggest using Genomic Association and Prediction 

Integrated Tool (GAPIT) (Lipka et al. 2012, Tang et al. 2016). GAPIT is a package for R 

software that implements advanced statistical methods and manipulates large 

datasets with more than 10,000 individuals and 1 million SNPs (Lipka et al. 2012). 

Other key features include the adjustment for the pairwise relationship between all 

samples using a kinship matrix, approximating the variance components and using 

the same variance for all probes. GAPIT only allows a single effect (samples or taxa) 

to be fit as a random effect whereas other effects are treated as fixed. Noteworthy,  

many association studies are exploring complex models that require powerful 

functions, and thus use different software programs such as ASReml-R (Butler et al. 

2009) and ASRemlPlus (Brien 2016). For example, the “interaction model” used by 

Al-Tamimi et al. (2016) required such software. It is beyond the scope of this chapter 

to provide such complex models and computer script codes, yet if the reader is 

interested the complete scripts and instruction for this model is found in (Al-Tamimi 

et al. 2016); (http://datadryad.org/, doi:10.5061/dryad.3118j).  

Below we present the scripts to run the conventional MLM model (using GAPIT). For 

further reading please refer to the respective user manuals, GAPIT 

(http://www.zzlab.net/GAPIT/gapit_help_document.pdf). We next present the 

scripts, using  the qqman package for R (Turner 2014) and qvalue (Dabney et al. 

2010), to determine the statistical significance of the genetic markers while 

considering multiple comparisons by estimating the Bonferroni correction and the 

False Discovery Rate (FDR). 
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       2.4.8.1 Preparing the data files  

1. Prepare your phenotypic data files in excel in following format: Accession 

names should be in the first column and the remaining columns should 

contain the observed phenotype from each individual. The first row consists 

of column labels (i.e., headers), indicating each phenotype/trait name. 

Missing data should be indicated by either “NaN” or “NA”. Save your file with 

a Tab delimited .txt format (e.g. traits.txt). When conducting GWAS it is 

crucial to have all the headers in all the files with the same name, which is 

used for the remainder of the analysis (in both GAPIT and ASReml).  

2. Prepare you genotypic data (e.g. HDF5 -Hierarchical Data Format version 5, 

VCF -Variant Call Format-, Plink and Table) by converting it to a Hapmap 

format, which will be further used as input for GAPIT and ASReml. Directly 

open the file in TASSEL and export it in Hapmap file form and save it with a 

.txt extension (e.g. genotype.hmp.txt). 

3. Create your relative kinship (K) and population structure (Q) matrices by 

using TASSEL or GAPIT for EMMA kinship (see Note 13) 

Easy steps to produce population structure (Q): 

a. Open TASSEL 

b. Select data→ load 

c. In the pop-out select the type of data you want to load (plink, hapmap…) and 

click ok 

d. Filter sites and genotypes for no missing data: Select Filter→ Sites 
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e. In pop-out window indicate that you want 100% call rate (eg.297 out of 297)- 

Minor Allele Frequency above 0.5 then press Filter 

f. With previously filter dataset highlighted select Filter→ Taxa 

g. In pop-out window indicate a minimum call rate of 1.00 and click ok 

h. Highlight filtered dataset and select Numerical genotype 

i. In the drop-down window choose Reference Probability 

j. Analysis→ PCA 

2.4.8.2 Run the GWAS analysis with GAPIT 

1. Install the required packages for GAPIT (only for new installation of R): 

source("http://www.bioconductor.org/biocLite.R") 

biocLite("multtest") 

install.packages("gplots") 

install.packages("LDheatmap") 

install.packages("genetics") 

install.packages("scatterplot3d") 

2. Import library and GAPIT functions (every time you run R) 

library(multtest) 

library(gplots) 

library(grid) 

library(LDheatmap) 

library(genetics) 

library(compiler) 

library(scatterplot3d) 
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source("http://zzlab.net/GAPIT/gapit_functions.txt") 

source("http:zzlab.net/GAPIT/emma.txt") 

3. Create your working directory in R (all files will be subsequently saved on it) 

setwd("C:\\myGAPIT") 

4. Import phenotypic data  

myY <- read.table("traits.txt", head = TRUE) 

5. Import the genotypic data (hapmap file)  

myG <- read.table("genotype.hmp.txt", head = FALSE) 

6. Run GAPIT 

myGAPIT <- GAPIT( Y=myY, G=myG, kinship.algorithm="EMMA")  # By specifying 

kinship.algorithm, the software will produce the kinship matrix   

7. Next, use the output files “GWAS result” (***.csv) as an input file to produce 

balanced Manhattan plots (see Note 15 and 16). The main columns in csv file 

should include: 

“SNP”   “Chromosome”   “Position”  “P.value” 

8. Install the required packages for qqman and qvalue  

library(qqman) 

library(qvalue) 

9. Test the significance of the SNP by accounting for multiple comparisons by 

estimating the False Discovery Rate (FDR) on your data  

# Read in DATA 

Ptable <-read.csv("***.csv",header=T,stringsAsFactors=FALSE) 

#Omit Na’s in table 
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Ptable = na.omit(Ptable)  

Ptable$P.value <-as.numeric(as.character(Ptable$P.value)) 

head(Ptable) 

10. Determine q-value for each p-value (GWAS result” (***.csv)) and if it is 

significant at an FDR level of 0.05 to estimate Bonferroni correction 

qobj <- qvalue(Ptable$P.value,pi0.method="bootstrap",fdr.level=0.05) 

qvalues <- data.frame(qobj$pvalue,qobj$qvalue,qobj$significant) 

colnames(qvalues) <- c( 'pvalue', 'qvalue', 'significant') 

mergedtable <- data.frame(Ptable,qvalues,stringsAsFactors = FALSE) 

head(Ptable) 

11. Save the FDR results as a .csv table (e.g. PSAFDR.csv) 

write.table(mergedtable, file = "PSAFDR.csv",row.names=FALSE, 

na="",col.names=FALSE, sep=",") 

dim(mergedtable) 

12. Determine genome-wide significance of the associated SNPs using 

Bonferroni's correction 

a <- nrow(Ptable) 

b <- 0.05/a 

head(b) 

13. Determine the SNP significance by creating a subset of SNP values inferior to 

the Bonferroni correction 

bonsig <- subset(Ptable, Ptable$P.value < b) 

14. Save the results as a .csv table (e.g. PSABON.csv) 
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write.table(bonsig, file = "PSABON.csv",row.names=FALSE, 

na="",col.names=FALSE, sep=",") 

dim(bonsig) 

 

15. Summarize GWAS results in a Manhattan plot, and save it as a jpeg file (e.g. 

PSABON.jpeg). See Figure 2.4  for example. 

snps2highlight <- subset(mergedtable,mergedtable$significant==TRUE) 

#jpeg(file=paste(args,"PSAplot.BON.jpeg", sep="")) 

manhattan(Ptable, chr="Chromosome",bp="Position", p="P.value", snp="SNP", 

suggestiveline=-log10(1e-5), genomewideline=-log10(b), 

highlight=snps2highlight$Marker, ylim = c(0, 15)) 

 

Figure 2.4.Example of Manhattan plot produced with packages qqman package 

and qvalue for R. 

 Each dot represents a genetic marker. The X axis shows its position on a chromosome, and 

the Y axis describes the association strength with a trait. The horizontal red line indicates 

the Bonferroni-adjusted threshold of α=0.05 whereas the blue line is the suggestive 

threshold of P=10 -5 commonly referred in the rice literature. SNPs highlighted in green 

indicate a genome-wide significance Bonferroni threshold, suggestive threshold or pass 

FDR correction  
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2.4.9 Identify significant markers within the LD region to further narrow down 

candidate genes 

Once the list of significant SNPs is achieved (after running the multiple test 

corrections as described in section 3.8.2), users need to determine the linkage LD 

region using PLINK version 1.7 (http://pngu.mgh.harvard.edu/purcell/plink/) . The 

use of the statistic r2 is based on genotype allele counts and estimates pairs of SNP 

loci that are in LD (r2 >0.8). Here are the steps to list SNPs that are in LD. The input is 

the genotypic data file containing the respective PED and MAP files.   

1. Exclude SNPs with minor allele frequency 

/plink --noweb --file (file name) --maf 0.05 --out (file name).maf005 

2. Convert the ped and map files into binary format for a faster loading and 

save it as "(file name).bPED" 

/plink --noweb --file (file name).maf005 --make-bed --out (file name).maf005_bPED 

3. Calculate pairwise LD for all the SNPs in the genome, and save the resulting 

file with a .ld extension. This file will contain all r2 values calculated for all 

chromosomes. 

/plink --noweb --file (file name).maf005_bPED --r2 --out (file name).ld 

4. Next, extract the specific chromosome where you have determined the 

existence of significant SNPs (for extract only chromosome 3 from file- $3,) 

awk '$1 == 3' (file name).ld > (filename).chr3.ld 

5. Filter the LD above 0.8 PER chromosome (example on chromosome 3) 

awk '$7 >= 0.8' (file name).chr3.ld > (file name).chr3.above08.ld 
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2.4.10 Notes 

1. One important aspect for a successful experiment is to ensure that the 

seeds (and seedlings) used are as uniform as possible (see Negrão et al. 

2017 for additional recommendations). It is also recommended that the 

seeds used in such experiments are from purified genetic stocks.  In the 

case of enough seed is available, one should always germinate excess 

amounts to further select for evenly sized seedlings. If the amount of 

seed is limited, for the purpose of this experiment, it is recommended to 

use all the available seed and only save one or two seeds for further 

multiplication. 

2. Rice seeds need to be surface sterilized. Here we suggest rice seeds 

being immersed in water at 57 °C for 15 min followed by surface 

sterilization with Thiram fungicide and germinated on moist paper 

towels in plastic boxes (or Petri dishes) for 4 days. 

3. It is important to note that, for some specific software programs, 

different levels of prior knowledge in image analysis and programming 

are necessary. If one is interested to develop a framework of capturing 

images (data collection), data storage and curation. Then, it is advisable 

to develop a collaboration with computer scientists to utilize machine 

learning and classification algorithms to enable data assimilation and 

specific feature identification for stress phenotyping. 

4. Please be aware that different versions of R might be needed to run a 

specific package.  
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5. An experimental unit is a statistical term with a definition as the smallest 

independent unit to which a treatment has been applied.  Notably, the 

experimental units are not necessarily the unit where the measurements 

are taken. It is also possible to have more than one type of experimental 

unit in an experiment. In the split-plot example, there are two types of 

experiment units: main-plots (representing two consecutive pots 

containing plants) to which the treatment ‘accession’ is applied and sub-

plots (representing a single pot containing one rice plant) to which the 

stress treatment (salinity) is applied. 

6. In this example, we are designing the experiment and attributing the 

location of each pot containing a plant in a growth room in terms of row 

and column position. However, the same principle can be applied to a 

hydroponic setup using trays or a field site. DiGGer can design a design 

with a maximum of 1500 plots. For larger experiments CycDesign, a 

commercially available package from VSN, may be required.  

7. It is critical to ensure that accession names are consistent across trials 

and files because confirming that variety/accession names are consistent 

across trials is extremely laborious. Accession names need to be 

consistent with upper and lower case used consistently and any joining 

characters eg -, * to be consistent.  For example, consider the same 

accession named differently, 91-033-*2-1 = 91-033*2-1. Here you can 

observe that there is a hyphen missing from the latter, and even a small 

difference in hyphen is difficult to detect and to match, particularly when 

there is a large number of accessions. Avoid special characters such as %, 
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$, # and space as these can cause problems with analysis. Missing values 

should be represented by NA, blanks or *’s.  Avoid using 0 as it will be 

recognised as a 0 yield and not a missing plot.  

8. The prDiGGer function uses blocking specifications to even out the 

placement of replicated treatments and control throughout a design. The 

function is aimed at designs with some unreplicated treatments. The final 

output produces a color-coded plot of the design and a .csv file with the 

field-book listing of the design. For our 20 row x15 column design, 

blocking for the design was within each 4row x 5column and within each 

1 row x 15 column section of the design. The user will need to change the 

dimensions of the blocks depending on the layout of the design and use 

different randomizations for each design. 

9. Detailed steps to estimate soil field capacity 

Steps Notes 

Pre-dry 
Dry in 70o C oven on a flat tray to achieve maximum 

surface area for at least 24 hours, stir occasionally 

Weigh Put into pre-weighed pots and weigh on scale 

Soak 

Put pots into another set of pots held in plastic bags 

and fill with water. Sometimes soil is too dry and 

would not retain water, so do so gently. 

Drain 

After leaving the pots to soak for at least 48 hours, 

remove pots and leave them on a layer of tissue 

paper to drain. 

Weigh 
Take weight measurement accounting for the added 

water in the soil 
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Subtract 
Find the mass difference between dried and fully 

saturated soil pots. 

Determine 

soil-water 

holding 

capacity 

That mass difference is approximately the mass of 

water held in the soil. 

 

10. The quantity and concentration of the NaCl solution added will be based 

on the amount of dry soil in the pot, the field capacity of the potting mix 

and the desired final salt concentration. We recommend 150 mM NaCl in 

the soil solution to investigate salinity tolerance in rice as we observed an 

approximate 20-30% growth reduction in our studies.  

11. After salt application, two weeks of plant imaging is recommended. 

However, if one is interested in studying the whole life cycle of rice, we 

recommend imaging the plants four times per week until maturity (after 

the daily imaging obtained for the first two weeks after salinity 

imposition). 

12. Heritability can be calculated before and after spatial correction.  

13. To avoid spurious associations (Yu et al. 2006), association models control 

for population structure (Q), where the principle components 

summarize the genetic variation in the rice diversity panel and for 

relative kinship (K) that occur among accessions. It is recommended to 

run GWAS separately in the different rice subpopulations, i.e. 

independently run GWAS for indica, japonica or aus and only correct 

for K because one can observe loci specifically present in a particular 
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subpopulation and because it improves the association power. If using 

a diversity panel that comprises different rice subpopulations (e.g. 

RDP1), then one must also use the Q matrix besides K. 

14. GAPIT will produce 15 output files and automatically generates a 

Manhattan plot, yet we recommend the use of further computer scripts 

to improve the quality of the Manhattan plot by producing uniform scale 

plots and test the SNP significance with the False Discovery Rate (FDR). 

15. GAPIT produces several output files that are saved in two formats, 

namely i) table results which are saved as comma separated value (.csv) 

files; and ii) image results, which are saved as printable document format 

(.pdf) files. Please refer to GAPIT user manual for a complete list and 

explanation (http://www.zzlab.net/GAPIT/gapit_help_document.pdf). 
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Chapter 3 . Identification of QTLs associated with growth and 

transpiration under controlled conditions at The Plant Accelerator ® 

(TPA)  
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 Nadia Al-Tamimi, Chris Brien, Helena Oakey, 

Bettina Berger, Stephanie Saade, Yung Shwen Ho, Sandra M. Schmöckel, Mark Tester 

& Sónia Negrão. Salinity tolerance loci revealed in rice using high-throughput non-

invasive phenotyping. (2016) Nature Communications, volume7, 
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contributed to the original concept of the project and supervised the study. S.N. 
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3.1 Abstract 

High-throughput phenotyping (HTP) produces multiple measurements over time, 

which require new methods of analyses that are flexible in their quantification of 

plant growth and transpiration, yet are computationally economic. Here we 

develop such analyses and apply this to a rice population genotyped with a 700k 

SNP high-density array. Two rice diversity panels, indica and aus, containing a 

total of 553 genotypes, are phenotyped in waterlogged conditions. Using cubic 

smoothing splines to estimate plant growth and transpiration, we identify four 

time intervals that characterize the early responses of rice to salinity. Relative 

growth rate, transpiration rate and transpiration use efficiency (TUE) are analysed 

using a new association model that takes into account the interaction between 

treatment (control and salt) and genetic marker. This model allows the 

identification of previously undetected loci affecting TUE on chromosome 11, 

providing insights into the early responses of rice to salinity, in particular into the 

effects of salinity on plant growth and transpiration. 

3.2 Introduction  

For more than half of the world’s population, rice (Oryza sativa L.), the most salt-

sensitive cereal(Grattan et al. 2002, Munns and Tester 2008), is a dietary staple. It is 

estimated that approximately 20% of irrigated lands are affected by salt 

(http://www.fao.org/water/en/). For example, the Indo-Gangetic Basin in India and 

the Indus Basin in Pakistan suffer losses in rice yield as high as 45% and 36-69%, 

respectively, from soil salinity(Wicke et al. 2011, Qadir et al. 2014). Moreover, 

climate change is foreseen to increase saltwater ingress in coastal regions of 
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southeast Asia, where rice is the primary cultivated crop(Vinod et al. 2013). With the 

global population rising, a 26% increase in rice yield is predicted to be required to 

meet global demands in the next 25 years(Partnership) 2013). Hence, there is a vital 

requirement to significantly increase rice productivity on salinized lands. 

Exposure of plants to soil salinity rapidly reduces their growth and transpiration 

rates due to the “osmotic component” of salt stress(Munns and Tester 2008), which 

is hypothesized to be related to sensing and signaling mechanisms(Roy et al. 2014). 

Over time, toxic concentrations of Na+ and Cl- accumulate in the cells of the shoot, 

known as the “ionic component” of salt stress, which causes premature leaf 

senescence(Tester and Davenport 2003, Munns and Tester 2008, Horie et al. 2012). 

Both osmotic and ionic components of salinity stress are likely to impact yield. 

Despite significant advances in our understanding of the ionic components of salinity 

tolerance, little is known about the early responses of plants to salinity stress(Roy et 

al. 2014). Therefore, the discovery of new quantitative trait loci (QTL) contributing to 

salinity tolerance, with a focus on the “osmotic component”, has the potential to 

substantially improve crop productivity.  

The paucity of work on “osmotic tolerance” is likely to be due, at least in part, to the 

need for the development of new methods for the analysis of plant growth and 

transpiration. Despite progress in analyzing image-based phenotyping data collected 

non-invasively with high time and spatial resolution, few statistical methods have 

accurately modeled plant growth and transpiration. Here, we report a new statistical 

method for quantifying plant growth and transpiration using data generated by high-
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throughput non-invasive phenotyping. We apply this method to precisely quantify 

the effects of salt stress on the growth and transpiration of rice plants.  

A genome wide association study (GWAS) was undertaken with the aim of 

identifying new loci that contribute to the early responses of rice to soil salinity. Two 

rice diversity panels, indica and aus, were phenotyped at The Plant Accelerator®. Rice 

plants were grown in waterlogged conditions, to represent this aspect of irrigated 

rice fields that should be included in salinity tolerance studies, as effects of hypoxia 

on salinity tolerance has been well documented(Gustavo et al. 2015). In addition, we 

explored a model for analyzing GWAS that enabled interactions between treatment 

groups (control and salt) and the genetic marker of interest. This new model 

substantially improves the detection of significant single nucleotide polymorphisms 

(SNPs) that are specifically related to the treatment. By combining the analysis of 

HTP data and GWAS, we investigated the effects of salinity on relative growth rate 

(RGR), transpiration rate (TR) and transpiration use efficiency (TUE) and identified 

several new salinity tolerance loci associated with these previously uncharacterized 

traits. 

3.3 Materials and methods 

3.3.1 Plant material growth conditions and salt treatment 

In This chapter, we used two diversity panels composed of two major rice 

subpopulations, indica and aus, which contain 297 and 257 accessions, respectively. 

These panels were selected by breeders at the International Rice Research Institute 

and collaborating partners in the context of the ‘Phenomics of Rice Adaptation and 

Yield Potential’ (PRAY) project, funded by the Global Rice Science Partnership 
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(http://ricephenonetwork.irri.org/). The two Phenomics of Rice Adaptation and Yield 

Potential panels represent sub-species level genetic diversity, including landraces of 

different geographic origin and agro-ecological adaptation and mega-varieties that 

are cultivated in vast areas. Information about the accessions, including genotype 

name and Genebank accession code, can be found in Supplementary Table 1. 

We phenotyped both rice diversity panels at The Plant Accelerator (Australian 

Plant Phenomics Facility, University of Adelaide, Adelaide, Australia; −34.97113, 

138.63989) between January and March 2015. This experiment used two 

quarantine-approved greenhouses fitted with conveyor systems, described as the 

NE and northwest (NW) Smarthouses. Throughout the two experiments, the 

temperature in the greenhouses was set to 28 °C during the day and 26 °C at 

night. Relative humidity was increased using three humidifiers per room (Rotation 

Atomizer Defensor ABS3, Condair, Switzerland) and reached an average of 66% 

over the growing period in the NE Smarthouse and 62% in the NW Smarthouse. 

Rice seeds were treated according to Australian quarantine guidelines by 

immersion in water at 57 °C for 15 min followed by surface sterilization with 

Thiram fungicide and germinated on moist paper towels in plastic boxes for 4 

days. Three uniformly germinated seeds of each genotype were transplanted into 

soil. A blue pot with drainage holes containing was placed inside a white pot that 

had a closed base) sitting on top of a sealed plastic container as detailed in Figure 

3.1. This system simulated the waterlogged conditions of rice fields. Plants were 

thinned to one uniformly sized seedling per pot 11 days after transplanting (DAT). 

The soil surface was covered with 200 g of white gravel (particle size ∼2–5 mm) 14 
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DAT to reduce algal growth and minimize water evaporation from the soil. At 17 

DAT, the pots were manually loaded onto the conveyer system where blue poly-

vinyl chloride mats were placed on top of the gravel to further reduce soil 

evaporation while providing a favourable background colour for image analysis. A 

blue carnation frame was placed in the pot to support the plant. Water levels 

were monitored and adjusted daily by the Scanalyzer 3D system weighing and 

watering system (LemnaTec GmbH, Aachen, Germany).  

Salt treatment was applied at 24 DAT (29 days after germination) by adding 

100 ml of 1.425 M NaCl to the bottom of the outer white pot to a final 

concentration of 150 mM NaCl in the soil solution after drying down to 950 ml. 

Control plants received 100 ml of water on the same day. The concentration of 

salt in the soil was maintained at constant levels by watering each pot to a target 

volume of 950 ml. Daily imaging and watering were continued for 13 days after 

treatment until 37 DAT. 
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Figure 3.1. Double-pot design. 

 To enable growth of rice in controlled waterlogged conditions, to which salt could 

be applied. Dark blue pots (125 mm diameter, 137 mm height) with drainage holes 

were placed inside white closed base pots (140 mm diameter, 193 mm height). 

White pots had a sealed plastic container (93 mm diameter, 50 mm height) in the 

bottom to reduce the volume of water (light blue) required to flood the dark blue 

pot inside the white pot. The double-pot system was filled to a certain water level to 

create a waterlogged environment typical for rice growing conditions, while avoiding 

water spillage on the conveyor system. The soil surface was covered by 200 g of 

white gravel (approximately 2-5 mm particle size) to reduce development of algae 

and evaporation from the soil surface. Blue PVC mats were placed on top of the 

gravel to further reduce evaporation. A blue frame was placed on top of pots in a 

fixed position to support the plant for easier image analysis. 

3.3.2 Experimental design 

Experiments were performed concurrently in NW and NE Smarthouses (Figure 

3.2). A split-plot design was used to assign the lines and conditions to 1,056 plant 

carts (that is, pots). Each Smarthouse contained 528 plant carts, with each cart 

holding one pot with a single plant, arranged in 24 lanes by 22 plant carts 

(Supplementary Figure 1). Pairs of consecutive carts in a lane, referred to as a 
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main plot, contained a control (no salt) and a salt-treated plant with the same 

genotype (assignment of control and salt treatment was randomized for each 

pair). The design of the main-plot for the indica panel was a partially replicated, 

blocked, row-and-column design; the design of the main plot for the aus panel 

was an unequally replicated. The design of the main plot was generated 

using DiGGer (Coombes 2009), a package for the R statistical computing 

environment(R Development Core Team 2015). In addition, there were 24 

evaporation carts (that is, pots without a plant), one per lane interspersed 

between main plots and treated equally to the 528 occupied plant carts. An 

example for the NE Smarthouse Indica panel layout is shown in Supplementary 

Figure 3.2. These evaporation carts were used to determine the spatial variation 

of evaporation within the Smarthouses and to calculate the transpiration of plants 

(which equates to the water loss through evaporation subtracted from the total 

water loss per plant cart). Their locations were chosen to minimize their overall 

distance from plant carts. 
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Figure 3.2. Illustration of the two quarantine-approved Smarthouses at The Plant 

Accelerator®.  

Two Smarthouses, north-east (NE) and north-west (NW), fitted with conveyor 

systems are connected to one imaging hall with five camera stations (LemnaTec 

Scanalyzer 3D) for the daily non-destructive phenotyping of plants. The imaging 

stations are arranged in a 2 + 3 format from west to east, providing fluorescence 

imaging, near-infrared imaging, near-infrared imaging of pots (soil), red-green-blue 

visible imaging and far infrared (thermal) imaging. Each Smarthouse has a capacity of 

up to 624 carts. The carts marked in red (12 out of the 528 carts) represent the 

evaporation pots (pots without a plant).  Air conditioners are on opposite sides of 

each Smarthouse and humidifiers are placed on top of the air conditioning units 

solely for this experiment. There are three watering and weighing stations (WWS). 

Each plant/carrier is delivered automatically on the conveyor system to the WWS 

and is controlled by high capacity computing equipment. The preloading area is 

where the plants are grown on benches before they are manually loaded onto the 

conveyor system. It should also be noted that there is early morning shading on the 

eastern side of the NE Smarthouse from adjacent trees and hillside. This shading is 

likely to be a cause of some spatial variation. 
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3.3.3 RGB image capture and image analysis 

Shoot images were taken using the LemnaTec 3D Scanalyzer system (LemnaTec 

GmbH, Aachen, Germany) at The Plant Accelerator. Plants were imaged daily in an 

imaging chamber. Three images were taken per plant, two images from the side at 

a 90° rotation and one from the top. All captured images were analysed using the 

LemnaTec Grid software package (LemnaTec GmbH, Aachen, Germany). In brief, 

digital image processing consisted of a nearest-neighbour colour classification for 

foreground-background separation, noise reduction and object composition 

(Figure 3.3). Non-plant pixels, such as pots, support frames or poly-vinyl chloride 

mats (background), were removed to extract only plant pixels (object). The PSA 

was extracted from all three RGB images, and the sum of PSA from all three 

images was used to estimate shoot biomass as previously described (Berger et al. 

2012, Campbell et al. 2015). The complete RGB dataset for indica and aus panels is 

available online through The Plant Accelerator data portal.
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Figure 3.3. Image analysis differentiates foreground (plant pixels) from the 

background (non-plant pixels).  

(a) Example image of RGB side view. (b) Object extraction of the plant. (c) Color classes used 

to define foreground and background pixels from RGB images for the LemnaGrid Nearest 

Neighbor foreground-background color separation method. 

b 

a 
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3.3.4 Data preparation for main traits and their derived indices 

Data corresponding to the PSA, the weight before imaging, the weight after 

imaging and the weight of the evaporation cart were recorded daily between 23 

and 37 DAT. All subsequent analyses were performed on plants between 26 and 

37 DAT, corresponding to 2–13 days after treatment. Using the R 

package imageData (Brien 2016)  

(http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/imageData/index.html), the data were 

input into the R statistical computing environment (R Development Core Team 

2015) and processed to produce the traits for statistical analysis. These traits 

include Relative growth rate (RGR), transpiration rate (TR) and transpiration use 

efficiency (TUE). To avoid erroneous assumptions and to accurately describe plant 

growth and to better estimate the traits, we fitted cubic smoothing splines 

(hereafter referred to as splines) to smooth the trend in the projected shoot area 

(PSA) for each plant. For more details please refer to the publication (Al-Tamimi et 

al. 2016). 

3.3.5 Choosing intervals and indices 

Based on plots of the smoothed PSA and their corresponding AGRs and RGRs (see 

paper (Al-Tamimi et al. 2016)) we decided to calculate AGRs, RGRs and TUEs for the 

following intervals: 2–9, 2–6, 6–9 and 9–13 days after treatment. These intervals 

were considered to be appropriate given the growth patterns observed in the plots. 

Also, there appears to be changes in the behaviour of the plants between 6 and 9 

days after treatment. Next, five derived indices were calculated for each of the three 

main traits (RGR, TR and TUE) at each chosen interval, as described in Table 3.1. The 
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EGRI was calculated for each interval as the RGR in salt divided by the RGR in control 

for the pair of plants forming a main plot 

Table 3.1. Phenotypic traits.   

List of phenotypic traits used in this study, with their abbreviation used in the text, 

their method of calculation and their units of measurement. 

Serial 
number 

Main 
trait 

Trait/Index name 
Abbrevi

ation 
Calculation Unit Adapted from 

1 

Relative 
Growth 

Rate 
(RGR) 

Relative growth rate in 
control 

RGRc  
See METHODS section 

day-1 (Hunt et al. 2002) 

2 
Relative growth rate in 
salt 

RGRs 
day-1 

(Hunt et al. 2002) 

3 Tolerance index  TOL RGRc – RGRs 
kpixels/day 

TOL index(Rosielle and 
Hamblin 1981) 

4 
Early growth response 
index  

EGRI RGRs/RGRc - 
Osmotic 

tolerance(Berger et al. 
2012) 

5 
Stress-weighted 
performance  

SWP 
RGRs/ √𝑅𝐺𝑅𝑐 
 𝑘𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙/𝑑𝑎𝑦  

(Saade, Pillen, & Tester 
unpublished) 

6 
 Stress susceptibility 
index  

SSI 
(1- (RGRs/RGRc))/ 
(RGRavs/RGRavc) 

- 
 Stress susceptibility 

index(Fernandez 1992) 

7 Stress tolerance index  STI 
 (RGRc * RGRs)/ 
(RGRavc)2 

- 
Stress Tolerance 

Index(Fernandez 1992) 

8 

Transpi
ration 
Rate 
(TR) 

Transpiration rate in 
control 

TRc 
See METHODS section 

mL/day 

9 
Transpiration rate in 
control 

TRs mL/day 

10 Tolerance index in salt TOL TRc – TRs mL/day 
TOL index(Rosielle and 

Hamblin 1981) 

11 Salt/control S/C TRs/TRc - Salinity tolerance index 

12 
Stress-weighted 
performance  

SWP 
TRs/ √𝑇𝑅𝑐 
 

𝑚𝐿/𝑑𝑎𝑦 
(Saade, Pillen, & Tester 

unpublished) 

13 
 Stress susceptibility 
index  

SSI 
(1- (TRs/TRc))/ 
(TRavs/TRavc) 

- 
 Stress susceptibility 

index(Fernandez 1992) 

14 Stress tolerance index  STI  (TRc * TRs)/ (TRavc)2 - 
Stress Tolerance 

Index(Fernandez 1992) 

15 

Transpi
ration 
Use 

Efficien
cy 

(TUE) 

Transpiration use 
efficiency in control 

TUEc 
See METHODS section 

kpixels/mL 

16 
Transpiration use 
efficiency in salt 

TUEs 
kpixels/mL 

17 Tolerance index  TOL TUEc – TUEs 
kpixels/mL 

TOL index(Rosielle and 
Hamblin 1981) 

18 Salt/control S/C TUEs/TUEc - Salinity tolerance index 

19 
Stress-weighted 
performance  

SWP 
TUEs/ √𝑇𝑈𝐸𝑐 
 𝑘𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙/𝑚𝐿 

(Saade, Pillen, & Tester 
unpublished) 

20 
 Stress susceptibility 
index  

SSI 
(1- (TUEs/TUEc))/ 
TUEavs/TUEavc 

- 
 Stress susceptibility 

index(Fernandez 1992) 

21 Stress tolerance index  STI 
 (TUEc * TUEs)/ 
(TUEavc)2 

- 
Stress Tolerance 

Index(Fernandez 1992) 
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3.3.6 Spatial correction of phenotypic analysis  

To produce phenotypic means adjusted for the spatial variation in the Smarthouses, 

a mixed linear model (MLM) analysis was performed for the AGRs, RGRs, TRs and 

TUEs from each interval. The maximal MLM for this analysis was calculated from the 

formula: 

, 

where y is the response vector of values for the trait being analyzed; β is the vector 

of fixed effects; u is the vector of random effects; and e is the vector of residual 

effects. X, and Z are the design matrices corresponding to β and u respectively.  

For the maximal MLM, the fixed effect vector, , is partitioned as follows: 

 S S:xZ S:xP L T L:T      β β β β β β  

where  is the overall mean and  are the vectors of: Smarthouse effects, linear 

coefficients for trend within each Smarthouse over the zones, linear coefficients for 

trend within each Smarthouse over the east-west positions of main plots, line fixed 

effects, treatment fixed effects and fixed effects for line-treatment combinations, 

respectively.   

Also, the random effects vector,  is partitioned as follows: 

 S:sZ S:sP S:dZ S:dP S:Z:M    u u u u u  

where the us are the vectors of: coefficients of the spline basis functions for fitting 

smooth trends within each Smarthouse over zones, coefficients of the spline basis 

functions for fitting smooth trends within each Smarthouse over the east-west 

  y Xβ Zu e

β

sβ

,u
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positions of main plots, deviations within each Smarthouse from the smooth trend 

over zones, deviations within each Smarthouse from the smooth trend over the 

main-plot positions and main-plot random effects within each zone within each 

Smarthouse, respectively. The design matrices X and Z are partitioned to conform to 

the partitioning of β and u respectively. It is assumed that each subvector of random 

effects, iu , is distributed  2,
i im i mN 0 I , where 

im0  is the mi-vector of zeroes, 2 i  is 

the variance of the ith set of random effects, 
imI  is the identity matrix of order mi, 

and mi is the order of iu . Further, with y is ordered so that all observations for the 

control treatment are followed by those for the salt treatment, the distribution of 

the residual effects e are assumed to be:  

 

where  are, respectively, the variances of the residuals for the control and 

salt treatments,  meaning that this model for the residuals allows for the two 

treatments to have different residual variances. Except for , each of the 

variance components and the need for unequal residual variances was tested via 

REML ratio tests with  using ASReml-R(Butler 2009) and ASRemlPlus(Brien 

2015), packages for the R statistical computing environment(R Development Core 

Team 2015). The nonsignificant terms were removed from the model and the 

phenotypic means were obtained using the resulting model. 

The MLM analysis for SIIT was based on an MLM derived from the model above, by 

removing the terms involving Treatments. In the case of the RGRs, TRs and TUEs, 

2
C

1056 5282
S

0
,

0




  
     

N 0 I
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C S and  

2
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restricted maximum likelihood estimation (REML) ratio tests were conducted to test 

for unequal condition variances. For all traits, REML ratio tests were used to test for 

zone and main plot deviations and curved trends. The fitted model reflected the 

results of these tests. Wald F-tests were conducted for linear trends and terms 

involving the terms Lines and Conditions from the equations. From these analyses 

the best linear unbiased estimate (BLUEs) were obtained. RGRs, TRs and TUEs were 

obtained for the lines-treatment (i.e. genotypes-treatment) combinations and the 

SIIT indices were obtained for each genotype.  

At each time interval, correlation analysis was performed for the main traits (RGR, TR 

and TUE) with the Pearson option using the function chart.Correlation() from the 

package PerformanceAnalytics a package for the R statistical computing 

environment (Peterson et al. 2014, R Development Core Team 2015) (Supplementary 

Figure 3.3). 

3.3.7 Genome-wide association analysis 

Association analyses were performed with the two diversity panels (indica and aus) 

independently and also with a combined single set (INDAUS). Genotypic data were 

composed of the HDRA dataset, a 700K SNP array designed by McCouch’s laboratory 

at Cornell University(McCouch et al. 2016). From the HDRA SNPs, only SNP markers 

with a minor allele frequency of ≥0.05 and a number of accessions with a minor 

allele > 6 were used for association analyses. This resulted in a total of 397,659 SNPs 

in the indica subpopulation, 394,785 SNPs in the aus subpopulation and 304,877 

SNPs in the combined INDAUS subpopulations for GWAS. This project also compared 

two sets of genotypic information in the indica panel, -‘GBS 44K SNP’(Zhao et al. 
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2011) and ‘HDRA SNP’(Parent et al. 2015, McCouch et al. 2016) (Supplementary 

Table 3.2).  

We used two GWAS approaches: one considers the response for each salt treatment 

in a separate model, and the other, referred to as the interaction model, 

amalgamates each response for both treatments. Both approaches use an MLM that 

is fitted to include the kinship (K) matrix as a random effect to control for population 

structure(Chen et al. 2014, Yang et al. 2014). When analyzing the combined 

population INDAUS, we also included principal components to control for population 

structure, because of the deep population structure in rice(Yu et al. 2006, Zhao et al. 

2011). Thus, the difference between the two approaches is the ability to examine 

the interaction effects between the SNP markers and the salt treatment, which is 

included as a cofactor in the interaction model. Analyses of the first approach were 

conducted using TASSEL software (http://www.maizegenetics.net/tassel)(Bradbury 

et al. 2007); analyses of the second approach, the new MLM referred to as 

interaction model, was fitted using the ASReml-R(Butler 2009), a package for the R 

computing environment(R Development Core Team 2015),  according to the 

following equation: 

y = X𝛃 + 𝐒𝛂 + 𝐓𝛄 + 𝐙𝐮 + 𝐞 

Here, y is the response vector of phenotypic means for each line from both control 

and saline conditions; β is the vector of fixed treatment terms that fits an overall 

mean for both the control and saline conditions and in the INDAUS combined 

population principal component cofactors; α is the vector of fixed marker effects 

(α and β terms are treated as factors with corner point constraints); γ is the vector of 
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fixed interaction effects between the treatment and marker; u is the random vector 

of line effects; and e is the vector of residual effects. X, S, T and Z are the design 

matrices corresponding to β, α, γ and u respectively. The variance of the line random 

effects are Var(u)= 𝐊σ  where K is the genomic relationship matrix calculated using 

TASSEL software and σ  is the genetic variance; Var(𝐞)= 𝐈σ ,where 𝐈 is the identity 

matrix and σ  is the residual variance. This new model was used for the three main 

traits, RGR, TR and TUE, in control and saline conditions at the four proposed 

intervals: 2-9, 2-6, 6-9 and 9-13 days after treatment. Because the derived indices 

already take the treatment into account, they are not applied to the above-

suggested model. For the interaction model, the significant P-values for marker-trait 

associations were determined using the Bonferroni-adjusted threshold of α = 0.05, 

which corresponded to P = 8.99×10−6, 2.57×10−6 and 3.02×10−6 for the INDAUS, 

indica and aus sub-populations respectively.   

Because the use of the conventional MLM with TASSEL is less statistically powerful 

than our interaction model, we found that neither the Bonferroni, nor false 

discovery rate (FDR)(Storey and Tibshirani 2003, Storey 2015) nor the Benjamini-

Hochberg showed significant P-values. Although previous other rice GWAS studies 

have used a significant threshold of P = 10−5 for the conventional MLM using 

TASSEL(Rebolledo et al. 2015, Crowell et al. 2016). We have retained this as only a 

suggestive threshold and present these outputs in Supplementary figure 3.5(g-i) and 

Supplementary Table 3.3.  
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For both models, the minus log10 of the genome-wide observed P-values were 

displayed in Manhattan plots (Supplementary figure 3.5), using the qqman package 

for R(Turner 2014).  

The LD statistic r2 was based on genotype allele counts and was estimated for pairs 

of SNP loci using Plink software (http://pngu.mgh.harvard.edu/purcell/plink/)(Purcell 

et al. 2007). Local LD surrounding the significant SNPs for all the traits is presented in 

Supplementary excel file that can be found in the publication (Al-Tamimi et al. 

2016). No computational approaches were used to reduce computational time 

because the use of splines and further interval selection significantly reduced the 

number of calculation time points for our dynamic analyses. For TASSEL, the data 

were processed in parallel in a cluster environment, while for the interaction model 

in ASReml-R the data were processed using a laptop computer. 

3.4 Results and discussion 

3.4.1 Indica maintains growth better than aus in saline conditions 

To assess the early responses of two rice diversity panels to saline conditions, we 

exposed a total of 553 rice accessions (297 indica and 257 aus varieties) from 24-

day-old plants to 150 mM NaCl. Over 13 days, several physiological responses of 

plants exposed to high salinity were monitored and compared with those of plants 

maintained in low salt concentrations. This was done using high-throughput, non-

destructive imaging. From three RGB images (one top and two side views), we made 

daily measurements of the total number of pixels for each plant, as a proxy for shoot 

biomass.  
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We observed that in this experiment, plant growth was neither exponential nor 

logistic throughout the imaging period, and in particular, salt-treated plants did not 

show exponential growth. To avoid these erroneous assumptions and to accurately 

describe plant growth and to better estimate RGR, we fitted cubic smoothing splines 

(hereafter referred to as splines) to smooth the trend in the projected shoot area 

(PSA) for each plant. Examination of the plots of the smoothed values for PSA, 

absolute growth rate (AGR) and RGR indicates that neither exponential nor logistic 

curves would accurately describe the growth of plants in this experiment, 

particularly in the case of the salt-treated plants. This approach has the advantage of 

making no a priori assumptions about the shape of the curve; to my knowledge, this 

is the first time that cubic smoothing splines have been used to provide an unbiased 

analysis of high-throughput phenotypic data.  

Although several decades ago, splines were fitted to data to characterize growth 

from destructive harvesting (Tester et al. 1986), they have seldom been used since. 

Shipley and Hunt (Shipley B. and Hunt R. 1996) advocated their use for characterizing 

growth and Li and Sillanpää (Li and Sillanpaa 2015) suggested their application to 

describe complex growth trends (Shipley B. and Hunt R. 1996, Li and Sillanpaa 

2015).We found that PSA strongly positively correlates with shoot biomass when 

using the squared Pearson correlation coefficient (for example, r2=0.945 

for indica and r2=0.91 for aus in the northeast (NE) Smarthouse, using Pearson’s 

correlation; Figure 3.4), confirming the experimental set-up as suitable to monitor 

plant growth. As expected, RGR decreases through time to a greater extent under 

saline conditions than in control conditions (Figure 3.5 a,b). More specifically, a rapid 

reduction in biomass production was observed immediately after salt application, 
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suggesting that the rice plants responded to the ‘osmotic component’ of salt stress, 

before a build-up of salt in the leaves could impact plant growth, as occurs after 

several days, in the later ‘ionic phase’(Munns and Tester 2008). 

Based on characteristic growth patterns of smoothed PSA, RGR and AGR, we 

separated the response of the rice plants to salinity stress into four intervals for 

further analysis (Figure 3.5 a,b). In interval I, 2–9 days after treatment, AGR increases 

in control conditions and then plateaus. During interval II, 2–6 days after treatment, 

the RGR declines less rapidly under control and saline conditions than during interval 

III (6–9 days after treatment). During interval IV, 9–13 days after treatment, AGR 

increases less in control compared with salt-treated plants. The first day after salt 

treatment was excluded from further analyses because of reduced confidence in its 

values, inevitable from the spline fitting occurring across an interval that had clearly 

distinct properties. 

We found that RGR was lower in the salt-treated accessions than in the control 

plants for both rice panels (Figure 3.5). Comparing the percentage decrease in salt-

treated plants relative to control plants at each interval, consistent with the results 

of Campbell et al.16, we found that indica lines maintained better growth 

than aus lines (Figure 3.5c,d); for example, in the interval 2–6 days after treatment, 

growth of indica due to salinity decreased by 21%, while that of aus decreased by 

29%.  

The early growth response index (EGRI) provides an estimate for the early responses 

of plants to salinity. For all earlier intervals, indica had a higher EGRI than aus (Figure 

3.5 e). Although rice plants suffer a significant and rapid decrease in growth under 
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salinity stress, indica accessions are better able to maintain their growth compared 

with aus accessions. In addition, accessions previously reported to be salt-tolerant, 

such as ‘Pokkali’ (an indica rice), have a higher EGRI than accessions previously 

reported as salt sensitive, such as ‘IR28’(Xie et al. 2000, Bimpong 2014) (Table 3.2). 

This result suggests that these early responses are likely to be an important 

component of overall plant salinity tolerance in the field. 

 

a                                                               b 

 

c                                                               d 
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e                                                            f 

 

g                                                          h 

 

Figure 3.4.Scatter plots relating projected shoot area (PSA) to shoot fresh mass and 

shoot dry mass.  

(a-d) 24 control treated plants (blue) and 24 salt treated plants (red) were harvested 

on the last day of the experiment from each rice panel, indica and aus, in each 

Smarthouse (NE and NW). A positive linear relationship between projected shoot 

area PSA (kpixel) and shoot fresh mass was observed in both rice panels in each 

Smarthouse. (e-h) As in a-d, with PSA related to shoot dry mass.  
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Figure 3.5. Relative growth rate (RGR) of salinity-induced responses 

comparing indica and aus.  

(a) Smoothed RGR values were obtained from projected shoot area (PSA) values to 

which splines had been fitted, as shown in Figure 8. This was applied to the data 

from individual indica and (b) aus plants. The solid line represents the grand average 

of control conditions (blue) and saline conditions (red). In each panel, the RGB image 

of a rice plant on the left is representative of a plant 1 day before salt application. 

The RGB image on the top right side represents the same plant after 13 days of salt 

treatment, while the RGB image on the bottom right represents the same plant 

genotype at 13 days under control conditions. (c) Values of RGR at different time 

intervals for indica (n=528; partially replicated; median = 0.13, 0.15, 0.11 and 0.10 

for intervals: 2–9, 2–6, 6–9 and 9–13 days after salting, respectively) and (d) Values 
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of RGR at different time intervals for aus (n=226; fully replicated; median=0.15, 0.17, 

0.13 and 0.09 for intervals: 2–9, 2–6, 6–9 and 9–13 days after salting, respectively). 

(e) Table comparing the mean early growth response index (EGRI) at different time 

intervals for indica and aus. Min and max refer to the minimum and maximum 

means, respectively. s.d. refers to standard deviation. CI, confidence interval. 

Table 3.2.Percentage decrease of relative growth rate and early growth response 

index (EGRI) for frequently studied rice varieties ‘Pokkali’ and ‘IR28’, both in the 

indica subpopulation.  

‘Pokkali’ is found in the literature to be a salt-tolerant variety and “IR28’ has been 

reported to be salt sensitive. This comparison between the two genotypes supports 

the phenotypic data measurements taken at The Plant Accelerator®. 

Accession 
Name 

Accession 
no. 

RGR.2to9 % 
decrease  

EGRI.2to9 

Pokkali 122206 18.9 0.81 
IR28  122094 26.9 0.73 

 

3.4.2 Indica maintains transpiration under saline conditions 

In this study, the previously unstudied traits of TR and TUE were examined in 

response to moderate salinity stress under waterlogged growth conditions. To 

accurately describe TR, splines were fitted to daily measures of transpired water 

for each plant. As expected, a clear acceleration in TR was observed over time in 

control plants, and only a small increase over time in salt-treated plants (Figure 

3.6). These results are consistent with a previous study of wheat and barley under 

saline conditions (Harris et al. 2010). The substantial decrease in TR in 

the aus panel 9–13 days after treatment for both control and salt-treated plants 

can be explained by the sudden decrease in hours of sunshine at this point in the 

experiment. According to the Bureau of Meteorology’s daily weather observations 

in March 2015, 9.1 h of sunshine on average were recorded during the first 10 
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days of imaging, but only 4.4 h of sunshine for the last 3 days (9–13 days after 

treatment). We calculated TUE as a third-order-derived trait (TUE is estimated 

from transpiration and growth from PSA, and these are, in turn, estimated from 

measures of water loss and pixel counts, respectively.) On average, TUE decreases 

marginally over time for control plants and more rapidly for salt-treated plants 

Figure 3.6 c,d). Salinity reduced TR proportionally more than TUE, similar to wheat 

and barley (Harris et al. 2010). The indica panel had a lower average decrease in 

TUE compared with the aus panel (16.7% versus 24.4% for interval 2–6 days after 

treatment. To quantify the relative performance of plants with respect to TUE, we 

used a simple salt/control index (Munns 2002) of the ratio of TUE in salt-treated 

plants relative to TUE in control plants over the same time period. A box plot of 

this index (Figure 3.6 e) shows that indica tends to maintain a higher salt/control 

index for TUE than aus throughout the first three intervals. 
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Figure 3.6.Transpiration of salinity-induced responses comparing indica and aus.  

Spline curve fits of transpiration rate (TR) through time for individual (a) indica and 

(b) aus plants and transpiration use efficiency (TUE) through time for individual 

(c) indica and (d) aus plants. The solid blue lines represent the grand average spline 

in control conditions and the solid red lines represent the same in saline conditions. 

(e) Box plots of the TUE salinity tolerance index (salt/control), comparing indica (n = 

528; partially replicated; median = 0.78, 0.84, 0.71 and 0.69 for intervals: 2–9, 2–6, 

6–9 and 9–13, respectively) and aus (n = 226; fully replicated; median = 0.71, 0.75, 

0.64 and 0.70 for intervals: 2–9, 2–6, 6–9 and 9–13 days after salting, respectively). 
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3.4.3 Association analysis of salinity-induced responses 

We used GWAS to identify genetic loci associated with the early responses of rice 

to salinity stress. We used a ‘High-density rice array (HDRA) 700k SNP’(McCouch S. 

et al. 2016). The use of this SNP array provided a high resolution of SNP detection, 

allowing the identification of multiple highly significant SNPs for both rice panels. 

In the association analyses, we used the traits RGR, TR and TUE at each interval. 

We initially performed GWAS using the conventional mixed linear model (MLM) 

with a kinship matrix between accessions to correct for genetic relatedness(Yu 

2006). We then combined the responses in control and saline conditions using five 

derived indices for each main trait (RGR, TR and TUE) determined for each chosen 

time interval (2–9, 2–6, 6–9 and 9–13 days after treatment; Table 3.1)  

This resulted in a total of 84 phenotypic traits for association analyses in each 

diversity panel and in the full population. To determine whether different loci 

were associated with trait variation in the different diversity panels, we used 

the indica and aus panels independently and also as a combined set 

named INDAUS. When using the conventional MLM, we found that no 

significant P values were obtained, whether using the Benjamini–Hochberg 

procedure, the false discovery rate or the Bonferroni thresholds. Even though 

previous studies have used a significance threshold of P = 10−5 for the 

conventional MLM(Rebolledo 2015, Crowell 2016), we have retained this only as a 

suggestive threshold and present the MLM conventional results in Supplementary 

file of the publication (Al-Tamimi et al. 2016).  
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The conventional MLM results motivated us to explore a new association model, 

the interaction model, which integrates control and saline conditions. Using this 

model, the traits RGR, TR and TUE were investigated. The interaction model 

incorporates ‘main effects’ of the marker (SNP effect) and treatment (control or 

salt) as well as the marker-by-treatment interaction (SNP effect in response to the 

treatment - control or salt). The treatment effect for all responses and intervals 

was significant (α = 0.05), reflecting the change in response due to the addition of 

salt. Significant loci found to be associated with one of the traits, in the marker 

term, suggests that the detected loci contribute to the traits regardless of the 

treatment, whereas significant loci in the marker-by-treatment term represent 

loci that are responsive to salinity treatment. The most significant phenotypic 

traits from this GWAS study are summarized in (Al-Tamimi et al. 2016). 

Unique to this study is the assessment of a large number of genotypes for changes 

in TR and TUE immediately after salt imposition. Because TUE is a derived complex 

trait that has often been phenotyped using surrogate traits, genetic association 

with TUE has been challenging (Rebetzke et al. 2006, Krishnamurthy 2007, 

Adiredjo et al. 2014, Parent et al. 2015). Nevertheless, we established a clear 

association between TUE and genetic loci. We observed an opposite dynamic of a 

QTL for TUE in indica (Figure 3.7 a) where the QTL on chromosomes 11 is 

strongest in the first interval after salt stress (2–6 days after treatment, P=3.03 × 

10−7), but not in the last interval (9–13 days after treatment). 
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Figure 3.7. Marker-by-treatment interaction model using transpiration use 

efficiency in response to salinity.  

SNPs are highlighted in green if they reach genome-wide significance for association 

with TUE at each time interval in (a) indica, (b) aus and (c) INDAUS. SNPs associated 

with TUE are shown at the different time intervals: 2–6, 6–9 and 9–13 days after 

treatment (panels top to bottom). Horizontal red lines indicate Bonferroni-adjusted 

threshold of α=0.05, which corresponded to P=8.99 × 10−6, 2.57 × 10−6 and 3.02 × 

10−6 for the INDAUS, indica and aus subpopulations, respectively. 

3.4.4 Candidate genes underlying QTLs in early salinity responses 

We found association signals that are located close to specific genes of TUE 

for indica at SNP-11.3637597 on 36.3–36.4 Mb on chromosome 11 or in regions 

with high linkage disequilibrium (LD; such as TUE for aus at 23.6–24.2 Mb on 

chromosome 5). The LD region surrounding significant association peaks for TUE is 

presented in Table 3.3. The most promising candidate genes within the LD region 
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were selected by excluding hypothetical genes and transposable elements. QTLs 

associated with TUE were examined in more detail because of the biological 

importance of this trait for crop improvement. 

Table 3.3.  Summary of candidate genes and local linkage disequilibrium region 

underlying the most significant using the interaction model.  

Chr., chromosome; GWAS, genome-wide association study; LD, linkage 

disequilibrium; MLM, mixed linear model; Pop, population; DAST, days after  salt 

treatment; QTL, quantitative trait loci; SNP, single-nucleotide polymorphism. All the 

significant associations are presented for the three diversity panels (indica, aus and 

INDAUS) and intervals (2-9; 2-6; 6-9; 9-13 days after treatment). Statistical 

significance of the GWAS associations were determined using the Bonferroni-

adjusted threshold of α = 0.05, which corresponded to P = 8.99×10−6
, 2.57×10−6 and 

3.02×10−6 for the INDAUS, indica and aus sub-populations respectively. 

Chr. Pop. 

Time 
interval 
for 
DAST 

QTL region 
(bp) SNP ID P-value Candidate gene 

3 aus 2 to 6 

8857549 
SNP-
3.8856486. 1.42 × 10-8 

Os03g16070 (expressed 
protein) 

8878386..89
07753 

in LD 
region   

Os03g16334 (fringe-related 
protein) 

8891188..89
07753 

in LD 
region 

  

Os03g16120 (myosin heavy 
chain-related) 
Os03g16130 (calcium/Calmo
dulin dependent kinase) 
Os03g16140 (digalactosyldiac
ylglycerol synthase, 
chloroplast precursor) 

8907753..91
20385 

in LD 
region   

Region with several 
candidate genes 

8994756..90
34370 

in LD 
region   

Region with several 
candidate genes 
Os03g16350 (DNA-binding 
protein) 
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Chr. Pop. 

Time 
interval 
for DAST 

QTL region 
(bp) SNP ID P-value Candidate gene 

5 aus 2 to 6 

3243210..3
280158 

in LD 
region   Region with several candidate genes 

3280158..3
307505 

in LD 
region 

  

Region with several candidate 
genes Os05g06430 (OsPDIL2-1 
protein disulfide isomerase PDIL2-1) 

8122862.. 
8307465 

in LD 
region   Region with several candidate genes 

8917080..9
056046 

in LD 
region 

  

Region with several candidate genes 
Os05g15890 (SNF2 family N-
terminal domain containing protein) 
Os05g15920 and Os05g15880(glyco
syl hydrolase, putative expressed) 

23407227..
23536238 

in LD 
region 

  

Region with several candidate genes 
Os05g39850 (MCM3 - Putative 
minichromosome maintenance 
MCM complex subunit 3) 
Os05g39870 (CAMK_KIN1 
calcium/calmodulin dependent 
protein kinase) 
Os05g39900 (CBL-interacting 
serine/threonine-protein kinase 15) 

23626677..
24249943 

in LD 
region   Region with several candidate genes 

5 aus 2-9 and 
6-9 

26826818..
26934016 

in LD 
region 

  

Region with several candidate genes 
Os05g46320 (OsFBX173 - F-box 
domain containing protein) 
Os05g46290 (T-complex protein, 
putative) 
Os05g46350 (IQ calmodulin-binding 
motif domain containing protein) 
Os05g46490 (hydrolase, alpha/beta 
fold family domain containing 
protein) 

27319587 
SNP-

5.272569
42. 

7.15 × 
10-7 

Os05g47670 (zinc finger, C3HC4 
type domain containing protein) 

28178747 
SNP-

5.281161
01. 

4.16 × 
10-7 

Os05g49120 (NLI interacting factor-
like phosphatase) 

8 
IND
AUS 2to6 

10911095..
11107666 

in LD 
region 

  

Region with several candidate genes 

Os08g18920 (protein kinase) 
Os08g18740 (zinc knuckle-family 
protein) 

10745000..
10844000 

in LD 
region   

Region with several candidate genes 
13032730..
13630347 

SNP-
8.136276

31. 

1.36 × 
10-6 
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20997000..
21064000 

in LD 
region   

 

 

To date, few genetic studies have used high time- and spatial-resolution non-

destructive image-based phenotyping to address the complex response of plants 

to abiotic stresses (Campbell et al. 2015, Parent et al. 2015). In this work, we have 

Chr. Pop. 

Time 
interval 
for DAST QTL region (bp) SNP ID P-value Candidate gene 

11 Indica 

2-6 and 
2-9 

2789940..2795848 

SNP-
11.2785843 

3.54×10-

6 
Os11g05930 (response 

regulator receiver 
domain containing 
protein, expressed) 

SNP-
11.2791751 

3.22×10-

7 
- 

2-6 3629008..3765215 

in LD region  Region with several 
candidate genes 

SNP-
11.3631311. 

3.03×10-

7 
Os11g07230 (receptor 

kinase) 

SNP-
11.3637597. 

3.03×10-

7 
Os11g07240 

(serine/threonine-protein 
kinase BRI1-like 2 

precursor) 

in LD region 

 

 Os11g05930 (response 
regulator receiver 

domain) 

Os11g05935 (mucin) 
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demonstrated the effectiveness of HTP for dissecting the genetic architecture of 

complex traits such as RGR, TR and TUE, and the effects of salinity on these 

parameters. The results suggest that maintenance of TUE under salinity is an 

important process contributing to salinity tolerance during the main vegetative 

stage of plant growth. The new salinity tolerance loci presented in this study could 

be useful in breeding programs to improve rice productivity on salinized lands.
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3.5 Supplementary information 

a                                                               indica     b 

                                                         

c                                                                      d                                                

 

e                                                       aus        f 
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g                                                                     h    

 

Supplementary Figure 1.1. Conveyor layout of plants for both the indica and aus 
panels.  

(a) The conveyor layout for the indica panel in the NE Smarthouse. The numbers in 

this figure represent the line numbers from 1 to 300. The replicated lines are colored 

grey and the unreplicated lines are blue. Void carts are empty carts and Evap carts 

are evaporation carts. (b) The treatment layout for the indica panel in the NE 

Smarthouse. 1, control (no salt); 2, added salt; Void, empty carts; Evap, evaporation 

carts. (c) As a, with indica panel in the NW Smarthouse. (d) As b, with indica panel in 

the NW Smarthouse. (e) The conveyor layout for the aus panel in the NE 

Smarthouse. The numbers in this figure represent the line numbers from 1 to 259. 

The duplicated lines are colored grey and the thrice-replicated lines are blue. (f) As d, 

with treatment layout for the aus panel in the NE Smarthouse. (g) As e, with the 

conveyor layout for the aus panel in the NW Smarthouse. (h) As f, with treatment 

layout for the aus panel in the NW Smarthouse.  
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a 

 

b 

 

Supplementary Figure 2.2. Arrangement of evaporation carts  

(a) One evaporation cart (blue X) amongst plant carts (P) was placed in every lane. 

The evaporation carts occurred between main plots, the odd lanes having a cart in 

positions 1–12 and the even lanes having a cart in positions 14–25. (b) Number of 

the closest evaporation cart for each cart. Evaporation carts are numbered going 
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down the left side and then down the right side. This information is used for spatial 

corrections of T and TUE 

Indica 

a                                                                        b 

c                                                                     d 
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aus 

e                                                                            f 

  

g                                                                               h 

 

Supplementary Figure 3.4: Correlation matrices for indica and aus.  

Pearson correlation analysis was conducted between the three main traits relative 

growth rate (RGR) (per day) transpiration rate (TR) (mL water transpired per plant 

per day) and transpiration use efficiency (TUE) (increase in kpixels per mL water 

transpired) at each time interval to assess the relationships between traits. The 

distribution of each variable is shown on the diagonal. The bottom half of the figure, 

below the diagonal, shows the bivariate scatter plots with a fitted line displayed. The 

top half of the figure, above the diagonal, displays the value of the correlation with 

the significance level shown with asterisks (*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001).  
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Remaining panels for other time intervals are 
included in the main figures result section. 
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Supplementary Figure 3.5: Manhattan plots of SNPs for association with the traits 

relative growth rate, transpiration rate and transpiration use efficiency using both 

models (conventional Mixed Linear Model (MLM) and our developed Interaction 

model) at the four different intervals. 

SNPs are highlighted in green if they reach genome wide significance for association 

with the trait at each time interval in indica, aus and INDAUS (panels left to right). 

SNPs associated with the trait are shown at the different time intervals: 2-9, 2-6, 6-9 

and 9-13 days after treatment (panels top to bottom). (a-c) Manhattan plots using 

indica aus 

i 

2-6  

6-9  

9-13  

2-9  

Mixed Linear Model for transpiration use efficiency of TOL index (TUE-TOL)  
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the GWAS interaction model ‘Marker’. Horizontal red lines indicate Bonferroni 

significance thresholds P < 2.6×10-6, 3.0×10-6 and 9.0×10-6 for indica, aus and 

INDAUS, respectively. (a) SNPs associated with RGR, (b) TR and (c) TUE. (d-f) as in (a-

c) with GWAS interaction model ‘Marker-by-Treatment’ and panels for TUE only for 

interval 2-9 DAST. (g-i) Manhattan plots using the GWAS MLM model in the software 

TASSEL. Horizontal red lines indicate Bonferroni significance thresholds P < 2.2×10-7, 

×10-6 and 2.9×10-7 for indica, aus and INDAUS, respectively. While blue lines indicate 

the suggestive threshold P < 1×10-5  (g) SNPs associated with relative growth rate of 

stress tolerance index (RGR-STI) index (h) with transpiration rate of stress-weighted 

performance (TR-SWP) (i) with transpiration use efficiency of tolerance index (TUE-

TOL). 
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Supplementary Table 3.1: indica and aus accession codes. 

Information about the accessions grown, including accessions number and name for 
indica and aus 

indica 
Seq.No Acc.No Acc.Name 

1 120855 15577::IRGC 76987-1 
2 120856 17/79/02-005::IRGC 51080-1 
3 120859 849::IRGC 5970-1 
4 121701 91-385::IRGC 63466-C1-G1 
5 120860 AGAMI M 1::IRGC 4158-1 
6 120861 AI LAN KE 1110::IRGC 67034-1 
7 117636 AI-CHIAO-HONG 
8 120862 AN QING ZAO::IRGC 72577-1 
9 120863 ANAYANSI::IRGC 77474-1 

10 121963 ANGIFOTSY 685::GERVEX 4717-C1 
11 121705 APO::C1-G1 
12 121965 ARANG::IRGC 43322-C1 
13 120867 ARC 10818::IRGC 21079-1 
14 121708 ARC 15872::IRGC 43249-C1-G1 
15 120878 B 6144 F-MR-6::IRGC 117313-1 
16 120879 BADA DHAN::IRGC 26540-1 
17 121689 BADKALAMKATI::IRGC 45011-1 
18 120880 BAI HE::IRGC 76437-1 
19 120882 BALGALA GURMATIA::IRGC 61074-1 
20 120883 BAMAWPYAN::IRGC 72458-1 
21 120885 BANDIOUROU::IRGC 15980-1 
22 120892 BG 301::IRGC 117315-1 
23 120893 BG 34-11::IRGC 15782-1 
24 121716 BH 2::C1-G1 
25 117659 BINULAWAN 
26 120895 BIRAIN 360::IRGC 6550-1 
27 121717 BODOMANO::GERVEX 8343-C1-G1 
28 121990 BOTRA MAITSO::GERVEX 8389-C1 
29 121721 BOTRIKELY::GERVEX 8404-C1-G1 
30 117623 BR24 
31 120904 BYAT KYAR::IRGC 33004-1 
32 121722 C 21::IRGC 331-C1-G1 
33 122000 CARREON::IRGC 32575-C1 
34 117443 CERE AIR::IRGC 43369-1 
35 117681 CHANG CH'SANG HSU TAO 
36 117682 CHAU 
37 121725 CHERIVIRUPPU::IRGC 19928-C1-G1 
38 120909 CHI TOU HUANG 1::IRGC 51280-1 
39 117684 CHIEM CHANH 
40 120912 CHINA 98-45-1::IRGC 1598-1 
41 117447 CHITRAJ (DA 23)::IRGC 6208-1 
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42 120913 CHORUA KARTIKSAIL::IRGC 77230-1 
43 120914 CHUA DAU::IRGC 4785-1 
44 122011 CICA 8::C1 
45 120916 CIMARRON::IRGC 116967-1 
46 117691 CO 18 
47 117454 CO 39::IRGC 51231-1 
48 122025 CT 6510-24-1-2::C1 
49 121237 DA 29 (SR 26 B)::IRGC 25850-1 
50 120924 DA 5::IRGC 5855-1 
51 117460 DA 9::IRGC 5854-1 
52 120925 DA NUO (ZHAN)::IRGC 72024-1 
53 121169 DALIFODE::IRGC 57766-1 
54 122029 DANAU LAUT TAWAR::C1 
55 117463 DE ABRIL::IRGC 50463-1 
56 120929 DENG DENG QI::IRGC 72671-1 
57 120939 DJOGOLON DJOGOLON::IRGC 75577-1 
58 120946 E 5168::IRGC 68021-1 
59 120947 E ZI 124::IRGC 70215-1 
60 120952 EA HOUM::IRGC 12925-1 
61 122042 ELONI::C1 
62 120948 ELWEE::IRGC 15565-1 
63 120949 EMBRAPA 6 CHUI::IRGC 116981-1 
64 117470 FANDRAPOTSY::IRGC 10984-1 
65 121663 GAJPATI::IRGC 58981-1 
66 121738 GAMBIAKA KOKOUM::C1-G1 
67 117478 GIE 57::IRGC 8231-1 
68 120958 GODA HEENATI::IRGC 31393-1 
69 120959 GOPAL::IRGC 61953-1 
70 117745 GUAN-YIN-TSAN 
71 122076 H 15-23-DA::C1 
72 120964 HAO HOM::IRGC 12931-1 
73 121743 HASAN SERAI::IRGC 79564-C1-G1 
74 120970 HONG MI DONG MAO ZHAN::IRGC 68078-1 
75 120972 HONG ZUI ZAO::IRGC 68090-1 
76 122080 IAC 165::GERVEX 8508-C1 
77 120977 ICTA POLOCHIC::IRGC 116997-1 
78 120979 INIAP 415::IRGC 117001-1 
79 122088 IR 1561-228-3-3::IRGC 32627-C1 
80 122089 IR 19746-28-2-2::IRGC 78072-C1 
81 122090 IR 20::C1 
82 121748 IR 2006-P12-12-2::IRGC 32675-C1-G1 
83 122091 IR 22::IRGC 11356-C1 
84 122093 IR 2344-P1 PB-9-3-2B::IRGC 39317-C1 
85 122094 IR 28::IRGC 30411-C1 
86 120981 IR 31917-45-3-2::IRGC 78132-1 
87 120982 IR 32453-20-3-2-2::IRGC 76331-1 
88 117757 IR 36 
89 120983 IR 43::IRGC 117005-1 
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90 121591 IR 5::IRGC 10321-1 
91 121750 IR 50::C1-G1 
92 121751 IR 52::IRGC 53434-C1-G1 
93 122096 IR 53236-275-1::C1 
94 121752 IR 55419-04::C1-G1 
95 122098 IR 57920-AC 25-2-B::C1 
96 122099 IR 57924-24::IRTP 16675-C1 
97 120984 IR 59469-2B-3-2::IRGC 99703-1 
98 121753 IR 60::IRGC 63493-C1-G1 
99 121760 IR 72::C1-G1 

100 120986 IR 74371-3-1-1::IRGC 117373-1 
101 122112 IR 74371-54-1-1::C1 
102 120987 IR 77298-14-1-2::IRGC 117374-1 
103 120988 IR 77384-12-35-3-12-1-B::IRGC 117299-1 
104 117758 IR 8 
105 117268 IR64-21 
106 120994 J 104::IRGC 117008-1 
107 121771 JAMAJIGI::C1-G1 
108 120998 JARIYU::IRGC 53265-1 
109 121881 JC 120::IRGC 9178-1 
110 117500 JC 91::IRGC 9177-1 
111 117501 JC 92::IRGC 9176-1 
112 121001 JINLING 78-102::IRGC 88421-1 
113 121774 KALINGA III::C1-G1 
114 121010 KANNI MURUNGA::IRGC 15432-1 
115 121011 KARAYAL::IRGC 51001-1 
116 121015 KATI::IRGC 67838-1 
117 121016 KAUKHMWE::IRGC 33174-1 
118 121019 KHAO DAW TAI::IRGC 24108-1 
119 121235 KHAO DAWK MALI 105::IRGC 27748-1 
120 121020 KHAO PON::IRGC 48114-1 
121 117784 KIANG-CHOU-CHIU 
122 121023 KINANDANG PUTI::IRGC 44513-1 
123 121024 KIRIMURUNGA::IRGC 15585-1 
124 122140 KOGONI 91-1::C1 
125 121028 KUMBI::IRGC 752-1 
126 117793 KUN-MIN-TSIEH-HUNAN 
127 117520 LAGEADO::IRGC 50490-1 
128 117521 LAL AMAN::IRGC 46202-1 
129 121040 LIU XU::IRGC 74099-1 
130 121785 LOHAMBITRO 224::GERVEX 5144-C1-G1 
131 121041 LOKU SAMBA::IRGC 31462-1 
132 121042 LONG ZI 1::IRGC 63726-1 
133 121043 LUA TAU DUC::IRGC 16872-1 
134 121044 MA GU ZI HE::IRGC 68212-1 
135 121045 MA WAINE OHN::IRGC 33357-1 
136 122156 MACAN BINUNDOK::IRGC 8245-C1 
137 117525 MADAEL::IRGC 7722-1 
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138 121172 MAHADETHE::IRGC 74762-1 
139 121420 MAHSURI::IRGC 10929-1 
140 117527 MAKALIOKA 34::IRGC 6087-1 
141 121049 MAKALIOKA::IRGC 77864-1 
142 122159 MAMORIAKA 114::GERVEX 5176-C1 
143 121050 MANDRIRAVINA::IRGC 69960-1 
144 121794 MANGAVAVA FOTSILANSTSIKA 1177::GERVEX 5719-C1-G1 
145 121051 MAURITIUS LOCAL::IRGC 5834-1 
146 121052 MENAKELY::IRGC 69963-1 
147 121053 MG 2::IRGC 79837-1 
148 117531 MILYANG 23::IRGC 34393-1 
149 117271 Minghui 63 
150 121059 MOTTA SAMBA::IRGC 36489-1 
151 117533 MTU 9::IRGC 7919-1 
152 117817 MTU9 
153 121062 NAKABAWA::IRGC 70676-1 
154 122178 NAM ROO::C1 
155 122179 NAM SA GUI 19::IRTP 6892-C1 
156 121063 NAN TE 113::IRGC 70345-1 
157 121064 NARGUNI::IRGC 74713-1 
158 121065 NARU HATHIYAL::IRGC 15547-1 
159 121066 NCS 130::IRGC 51879-1 
160 121576 NGAJA::IRGC 64917-1 
161 121799 NIONOKA::C1-G1 
162 122181 NONA BOKRA::IRGC 22710-C1 
163 121070 NORUNKAN::IRGC 8934-1 
164 121073 NS 113::IRGC 68838-1 
165 121074 NS 1611::IRGC 68963-1 
166 117826 O-LUEN-CHEUNG 
167 117829 ORYZICA LLANOS 5 
168 121632 ORYZICA SABANA 10::IRGC 117018-1 
169 121077 PANAKALI::IRGC 47399-1 
170 117840 PAO TOU HUNG 
171 117841 PAPPAKU 
172 121079 PATCHAIPERUMAL::IRGC 15681-1 
173 117555 PATIK::IRGC 43530-1 
174 121080 PAWHTUN::IRGC 33562-1 
175 121804 PCT 11\0\0\2,BO 1>55-1-3-1::C1-G1 
176 121807 PEH PI NUO::IRGC 8266-C1-G1 
177 117848 PEH-KUH 
178 117849 PEH-KUH-TSAO-TU 
179 121889 PELITA JANGGUT::IRGC 43540-1 
180 121083 PERUM KARUPPAN::IRGC 15524-1 
181 117559 PETA::IRGC 32571-1 
182 121085 PICONEGRO::IRGC 117022-1 
183 117560 PIN KAEO::IRGC 5803-1 
184 117561 PIN TAWNG::IRGC 40673-1 
185 121087 PINURSIGI::IRGC 26889-1 
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186 122206 POKKALI::IRGC 108921-C1 
187 121808 POPOT::IRGC 43545-C1-G1 
188 121089 PSBRC 18::IRGC 117375-1 
189 117563 PTB 25::IRGC 6386-1 
190 117564 PTB 9::IRGC 6274-1 
191 121091 PURBIA (KALANSAR)::IRGC 59189-1 
192 121092 QING GU::IRGC 59839-1 
193 121093 QING SHUI ZAO::IRGC 72807-1 
194 121094 RACE::IRGC 15706-1 
195 121095 RAJ BHOG::IRGC 77294-1 
196 121098 RATHKANDIRAM::IRGC 36507-1 
197 117567 RATHUWEE::IRGC 8952-1 
198 121099 RAY JAZAYKAYZ::IRGC 62181-1 
199 121100 RAY NABJA::IRGC 62184-1 
200 121101 RED PIE BOLD 17-214::IRGC 38207-1 
201 121811 ROJOFOTSY 693::GERVEX 8407-C1-G1 
202 121812 ROJOMENA 1034::GERVEX 8412-C1-G1 
203 121102 RR 166-645::IRGC 117352-1 
204 117622 RTS 14 
205 117574 RTS 4::IRGC 8177-1 
206 121104 RTS 5::IRGC 8233-1 
207 121105 RUZZ (HABUR)::IRGC 55679-1 
208 121106 SADA DANGA BORO::IRGC 77298-1 
209 117276 Sadu Cho 
210 122232 SAHEL 108::C1 
211 121942 SAHEL 159::C1-G1 
212 121821 SAHELIKA::C1-G1 
213 122236 SALUMPIKIT::IRTP 4777-C1 
214 122239 SAMBALA MALO::C1 
215 121110 SAN DU BAI MI HONG GU::IRGC 59849-1 
216 121111 SAN RI QI::IRGC 59855-1 
217 121639 SAO::IRGC 61467-1 
218 121945 SATHI 34-36::C1-G1 
219 117880 SERATOES HARI 
220 117881 SHAI-KUH 
221 117277 Shan-Huang-Zhan-2 
222 121118 SHONTH::IRGC 74717-1 
223 121122 SOKOU MALSIRA::IRGC 77301-1 
224 121642 SOM CAU 70 A::IRGC 8227-1 
225 121124 SOMIMADAMO::IRGC 69044-1 
226 121823 SOMIZY::GERVEX 8419-C1-G1 
227 122255 SONA::IRGC 26971-C1 
228 121127 SUDUWEE::IRGC 8972-1 
229 121130 SURMANIYA::IRGC 61148-1 
230 121131 SUTHUWEE::IRGC 8915-1 
231 122258 SWARNA::IRGC 117278-C1 
232 121133 T 26::IRGC 46768-1 
233 117907 TAICHUNG NATIVE 1 
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234 117587 TD 25::IRGC 9146-1 
235 121827 TELIMANI::C1-G1 
236 121136 TELOVOLANA::IRGC 69969-1 
237 117912 TEQING 
238 117589 TETEP::IRGC 32576-1 
239 121225 THAPACHINIYA::IRGC 16234-1 
240 121137 TI KU::IRGC 1224-1 
241 117915 TKM 6 
242 121139 TNAU 7456::IRGC 39858-1 
243 121829 TOKAMBANY 663::GERVEX 8358-C1-G1 
244 121830 TOKAMBANY 669::GERVEX 8406-C1-G1 
245 121140 TSIAMPOETRY::IRGC 77902-1 
246 121834 TSIPALA FOTSY 1883::GERVEX 5387-C1-G1 
247 121141 TSIPALA FOTSY::IRGC 69973-1 
248 121142 TSIPALA MENA::IRGC 69977-1 
249 121144 TSIPALA::IRGC 10989-1 
250 121145 TUNG CH'IU AI::IRGC 34265-1 
251 121146 UBA MURALI::IRGC 25928-1 
252 121147 UP 1537::IRGC 70490-1 
253 121835 UPL RI 5::IRTP 7034-C1-G1 
254 122272 UPL RI 7::IRTP 9897-C1 
255 117598 VANDANA::IRGC 117398-1 
256 121836 VARY MADINIKA 3494::GERVEX 8318-C1-G1 
257 121839 VARY VATO 154::GERVEX 5429-C1-G1 
258 121151 VARY VATO MENAHODITRA::IRGC 69111-1 
259 121840 VATO MATSOAMALONA::GERVEX 8454-C1-G1 
260 121152 VELLAI SEENETTI::IRGC 15516-1 
261 121844 WAB 706-3-4-K4-KB-1::C1-G1 
262 121153 WANNI DAHANALA::IRGC 15721-1 
263 121846 WAS 169-B-B-4-2-1::C1-G1 
264 122284 WAS 170-B-B-1-1::C1 
265 122285 WAS 173-B-B-6-2-2::C1 
266 122286 WAS 174-B-3-5::C1 
267 121847 WAS 181-B-6-3::C1-G1 
268 121848 WAS 182-B-1-1::C1-G1 
269 121849 WAS 183-B-6-2-3::C1-G1 
270 121850 WAS 194-B-3-2-5::C1-G1 
271 121851 WAS 197-B-6-3-11::C1-G1 
272 122287 WAS 198-B-3-1-3::C1 
273 122288 WAS 199-B-1-2-1::C1 
274 121852 WAS 200-B-B-1-1-1::C1-G1 
275 121853 WAS 202-B-B-1-1-2::C1-G1 
276 122289 WAS 203-B-B-2-4-1::C1 
277 122290 WAS 206-B-B-2-2-1::C1 
278 121854 WAS 207-B-B-3-1-1::C1-G1 
279 121855 WAS 208-B-B-5-1-1-3::C1-G1 
280 121856 WAS 20-B-B-1-2-2::C1-G1 
281 122291 WAS 21-B-B-20-4-3-3::C1 
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282 121857 WAS 30-11-4-6-2-2-1::C1-G1 
283 122292 WAS 33-B-B-15-1-4-5::C1 
284 121858 WAS 62-B-B-17-1-1-3::C1-G1 
285 122297 WAS 63-22-5-9-10-1::C1 
286 122298 WAY RAREM::IRTP 23013-C1 
287 121156 XI GU HONG::IRGC 74226-1 
288 121176 XI GU ZAO::IRGC 72360-1 
289 121157 XI NUO ZAO::IRGC 68279-1 
290 121158 YAKADA::IRGC 51096-1 
291 121159 YE TI ZHAN::IRGC 68296-1 
292 121161 ZALCHA::IRGC 62190-1 
293 121162 ZAO SHAO ZHAN::IRGC 68318-1 
294 121163 ZAO SHOU 691-11::IRGC 70447-1 
295 117280 Zhenshan 97B 
296 121164 ZI GAN NAN GU::IRGC 70468-1 
297 121165 ZS 4::IRGC 56707-1 

aus 
Seq.No.  Acc.No Acc.Name 

1 28425 182 
2 28364 29 A-2 
3 7738 ANDIKULAN 
4 56562 ANGALAIS 
5 74720 ANOOPA 
6 20709 ARC 10100 
7 12386 ARC 10177 
8 12430 ARC 10317 
9 42572 ARC 10319 

10 12440 ARC 10352 
11 20887 ARC 10376 
12 12683 ARC 10955 
13 21477 ARC 11559 
14 21618 ARC 11755 
15 21634 ARC 11772 
16 21780 ARC 11959 
17 41001 ARC 12071 
18 41391 ARC 14088 
19 42019 ARC 15340 
20 12282 ARC 6578 
21 20499 ARC 7099 
22 12331 Arc 7229 
23 33983 ASAHI 
24 6591 Aswina 330 
25 29016 aus 196 
26 29049 aus 257 
27 28904 aus 41 
28 29221 aus 439 
29 28918 aus 55 
30 28934 aus 71 
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31 25833 aus JHARI 
32 66767 aus JOTA 
33 61909 BAGETAULI 
34 25835 BAILAM 
35 12884 Bala (CR 42-38) 
36 6538 BAMOIA 341 
37 74728 BANS 4 
38 27509 BARAN BORO 
39 27798 Basmati 1 
40 25838 BATHURI 
41 64766 BAULAN 
42 34737 BAWOI 
43 33990 BEGUM 
44 25839 BENAFUL 
45 25840 BENAMURI 
46 6588 BHADOIA 303 
47 6551 BHADOIA 685 
48 66830 BHORIA aus 
49 74733 BIRANJ 
50 3711 BJ1 
51 40275 Black Gora (NCS 12) 
52 49022 BOILAN 
53 31572 BOLIUM 
54 34682 BOTESHAWAR 
55 78238 BRE JER 
56 45234 BROWN GORA 
57 6349 CA 902-B-2-1 
58 25845 CHANDARHAT 
59 73091 CHAWAL 
60 77228 CHENGRI 2 
61 66774 CHENGRI MURALI 
62 52101 CHIADI NAKI 
63 64771 CHIKON SHONI 
64 17052 Chuan 4 
65 25855 CHUNGUR BALI 
66 45374 CN10183-S/C-244 
67 45336 CROSS 4-244 
68 8704 CTG 1516 
69 6246 DA28 
70 6422 DA8 
71 58943 DAINY 
72 25849 DAL KASHAI 
73 76296 DANGAR 
74 8626 DD 62 
75 74737 DEHULA 
76 66776 DHAL KACHAI 
77 77236 DHALA BAGDAR 2 
78 66779 DHALA BHADOI 
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79 25851 DHALASHAITA 
80 60530 DHALI KHAMA 
81 3681 DHAN 
82 64773 DHARIA 
83 64774 DHARIA BOALIA 
84 64775 DHEKI SHAITA 
85 27513 DHOLI BORO 
86 8455 DJ 123 
87 8506 DJ 24 
88 8581 DK 12 
89 8769 DM 43 
90 8787 DM 56 
91 8428 DNJ 140 
92 16261 DUDHI SAROO 
93 636 DULAR 
94 32561 DULAR 
95 25852 DUMAI 
96 8861 DV 123 
97 8839 DV85 
98 8517 DZ193 
99 8555 DZ78 

100 36148 ETYM 
101 117267 FR 13 A 
102 6144 FR 13A 
103 8887 FR13 A 
104 66783 FULKATI 
105 73098 GADRA 
106 73099 GADRA 
107 25854 GARIA 
108 32300 GERDEH 
109 58278 GHATI KAMMA NANGARHAR 
110 19740 GO CHEON DO 
111 49189 GOAI 
112 66787 Gochi Boro 
113 66791 GORBAI 
114 66792 GUL MURALI 
115 8961 H4 
116 10873 Habigonj Boro 6 
117 74744 HARBHOONDI 
118 14737 Harlan No. 25A 
119 16817 HASAWI 
120 8942 HEENBALAWEE 
121 52441 HEGRA 
122 67631 HODARAWALA 
123 64778 HOLOI BASH(SOLOI BASH) 
124 53989 IC27525 
125 77250 IKRA 
126 25865 JABARSHAIL 
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127 66831 JABOR SAIL 
128 66861 JABOR SAIL 
129 27516 Jagli Boro 
130 73101 JAMBALI 
131 73102 JAMBALI BUSSA 
132 37117 JAMRI 
133 9069 JC148 
134 27967 JHONA 26 
135 3742 JHONA 349 
136 6307 JHONA 349 
137 25867 JHUM BEGUNBICHI 
138 25868 JHUM FULBADAM 
139 25874 JHUM SONALICHIKON 
140 66800 JUMA 
141 64780 KAL SHONI 
142 34959 KALA SANI 
143 45975 KALAMKATI 
144 77201 KALIBORO 
145 66806 KALO KUCHI 
146 49746 KALU A. 30 
147 7702 KALUBALA VEE 
148 7755 Kalukantha 
149 67019 KAMOZ 
150 73105 KANGRO 
151 6618 Karkati 87 
152 47381 KARUTHA CHEENEDDI 
153 74751 KASAPUR 
154 64781 KAT GIMI 
155 9007 Kaukau 
156 34983 KELE BARDHAN 
157 66807 KELEE 
158 54072 Khadasiya 3 (Straw) 
159 27748 KHAO DAWK MALI 105 
160 66808 KHARAI MURALI 
161 28016 KHARSU 80 
162 28598 KOALARETA 
163 66811 KOI MURALI 
164 77267 KOYRA 
165 15449 KURKARUPPAN 
166 66518 KURULU WEE(WHITE) 
167 34712 LAKHI PURI 
168 25885 LAKHSNIKAJAL 
169 43915 LALSAITA 
170 66815 LENJA MURALI 
171 27762 Leuang Pratew 
172 29374 MADHABSAIL 741 
173 51021 MAHA PANNITHI 
174 6427 MAHLAR 346 
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175 52696 MAHSURI 
176 12883 Mehr 
177 61011 MEKRA BHOL 
178 34722 MERY 
179 25888 MICOCHU 
180 25893 MIKOTCHU 
181 25901 MIRITI 
182 27571 MI-TIMBRA 
183 25906 MOLLADIGHA 
184 66817 MOSHIA BHADOI 
185 64789 MOSHUR 
186 66818 MOYNA MOTI 
187 66819 MUNSHI MURALI 
188 36333 MUTTU SAMBA 
189 4819 N 22 
190 6264 N 22 
191 19379 N 22 
192 46458 N 22 
193 46459 N 22 
194 117273 N 22 
195 64792 NARIKEL JHUPI 
196 51903 NCS160 
197 51923 NCS183 
198 62530 NCS840 
199 31611 NOROI 
200 32559 NP125 
201 68925 NS 1254 
202 28134 P 660 
203 28171 P 737 
204 27209 PAEDAI MESARAHA 
205 25911 PANKHIRAJ 
206 66527 PANNITI 
207 66526 PANNITTI 
208 6252 Paung Malaung C 3 
209 32571 PETA 
210 32399 PHUDUGEY 
211 36345 PODI HEENATI 
212 6304 PTB30 
213 77530 Puluthi Karan (Mixed) 
214 14487 RADIN PAHANG 
215 64793 RAKHOIL 
216 66822 RANGPURI aus 
217 77210 RAYADA 
218 77298 Sada Danga Boro 
219 73118 SADA SOLAY 
220 74775 SAFED MACAN 
221 25920 SAMPATTI 
222 28212 SANTHI SUFAID 207 
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223 67757 SAREINA 
224 28229 SATHI 
225 28239 SATHRA 278 
226 74716 SAYARI 
227 47414 SEENETTI 
228 34732 SERETY 
229 64796 SHADA SHAITA 
230 74777 SHANKAR 
231 14528 SHIRKATI 
232 35154 SIMUL KHURI 
233 5418 SINTANE DIOFOR 
234 63 SLO 16 
235 52763 SOKANA 
236 73121 SOLAY GHAT 
237 37598 SOLOI 
238 64799 SREERAMPUR SHAITA 
239 28303 SUFAID 246 
240 25924 SULTANJATA 
241 35166 SURJA MUKHI 
242 8256 SURJAMKUHI 
243 6294 T 1 
244 46768 T 26 
245 73124 TAK 
246 73126 TAK SIAH 
247 73127 TAK SUFAID 
248 13746 TAOTHABI 
249 32362 TCHAMPA 
250 25925 TEPAKAIN 
251 27519 TEPI BORO 
252 15325 THAVALU 
253 44229 UPRB56 
254 61631 UPRH184 
255 74719 URYEE BOOTA 
256 67661 WEDA HEENATI 
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Supplementary Table 3.2. Genotypic and phenotypic information for the two 
different GWAS models used.  

Two sets of genotypic information were used for the indica panel - ‘GBS 40K SNP’ 
and ‘700K SNP’ - with their respective number of accessions and total number of 
SNPs. One set of genotypic information was used for the aus panel. The total 
number of accessions phenotyped is also given. Model 1 refers to the conventional 
MLM model and model 2 refers to the Interaction model. 

 

  indica aus INDAUS 

Genotypic 
data 

Accessions Total 
SNPs  

Accessions Total 
SNPs  

Accessions Total SNPs 

GBS 40K 
SNP 

274 17,924  - - - - 

700K SNP  
(model 1) 

228 397,659 146 394,786 374 304,877 

700K SNP  
(model 2) 

228 19,436 146 16,538 372 5,560 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Supplementary Table 3.3: Summary of candidate genes and local linkage disequilibrium (LD) region underlying SNPs from the 
suggestive threshold P = 10−5 (Rebolledo et al. 2015, Crowell et al. 2016) for transpiration use efficiency (TUE) using the mixed 
linear model (MLM). All the significant associations are presented for the three diversity panels (indica, aus and INDAUS) and 
intervals (2-9; 2-6; 6-9; 9-13 days after treatment) 

Model Chrom. Population Trait 
Time interval 
for days after 

treatment 
QTL region (bp) SNP ID P-value Candidate gene 

Co
nv

en
tio

na
l M

LM
 

3 

Indica 

TUE 
(TOL) 

2-9 32593832..32595034 
SNP-

3.32587904. 
8.72×10-6 

Os03g57160 (Zinc ion binding protein) 

TUE 
(TOL) 

2-6 32595034..32602359 in LD region  Os03g57170 (cell cycle control protein) 

TUE 
(S/C) 

6-9 27042766..27050145 in LD region  Os03g47720 (Ankyrin) 

TUE 
(TOL) 6-9 13135925 

SNP-
3.13134642. 

6.70×10-6 
Os03g22740 (nucleolar protein NOP5-

1) 

INDAUS 
TUE 
(S/C) 

6-9 

26991428..27012332 

in LD region  Os03g47650 (Ankyrin) 

in LD region  Os03g47670(Ankyrin) 

SNP-
3.27005384. 

4.20×10-6 Os03g47686(Ankyrin) 

27046828..27054059 

SNP-
3.27039880. 

7.25×10-6 Os03g47720 (Ankyrin) 

in LD region  Os03g47730 (homeobox domain 
containing protein) 

11 Indica TUE 2-6 3638272..3641726 in LD region  Os11g07230 (receptor kinase) 
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(TOL) SNP-
11.3637627. 

9.42×10-

6 
Os11g07240 (serine/threonine-protein 

kinase BRI1-like 2 precursor) 

TUE 
(TOL) 

2-6 

3509758 SNP-
11.3505660. 

5.30×10-

7 
Os11g07050 (FHA domain containing 

protein) 
TUE 

(TOL) 
2-9 

TUE 
(TOL) 

6-9 
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Chapter 4 .  New one-step GWAS analysis identifies loci for rice 

photosynthetic traits 
 

The contents of this chapter comes from work undertaken in collaboration with Prof. 

Paul Quick and Dr. Robert Coe from the International Rice Research Center (IRRI), Los 

Baños, Philippines. 

Here we analysed the data collected by IRRI on the indica PRAY panel (~300 accessions) 

under control conditions, namely: photosynthetic related traits.  The aim is to explore a 

new GWAS method to discover genes associated with traits contributing to higher 

photosynthetic activity under field conditions and find correlations between the given 

field dataset from IRRI and data collected in chapter 3 at TPA. My interest in 

photosynthetic and transpiration related traits grew after my experiment at the TPA and 

I was very fortunate to establish this collaboration in order to study such important 

traits and develop new association methods for GWAS analyses. 

The contents will be published as a research article by Nadia Al-Tamimi, Helena Oakey, 

Robert Coe, W. Paul Quick, Sónia Negrão & Mark Tester. New one-step GWAS analysis 

identifies loci for rice photosynthetic traits. PLOS Genetics. 2019 

 

The author contributions are as follows: N.A.-T. performed the genotypic and 

phenotypic data analyses and wrote the manuscript. H.O. conceived and developed 

the one step model for association analyses. R.C., and W.P.Q. provided the 

phenotypic data from field trial. N.A.-T. performed GWAS analyses. R.C, M.T., and 

S.N. contributed to the original concept of the project and supervised the study. S.N. 
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and M.T. helped with planning and reviewing this chapter.  

4.1 Abstract 

 Increasing the yield potential of rice is a vital requirement to feed the world’s growing 

population. One way to achieve this is by improving rice photosynthetic efficiency. Yet, 

very little is known about the relationship between plant architecture and 

photosynthetic efficiency. Here, we used the indica diversity panel, which was 

established within the ‘Phenomics of Rice Adaptation and Yield Potential’ (PRAY) 

project. This panel was cultivated under irrigated field conditions in the Philippines, to 

investigate leaf anatomy and several photosynthetic parameters. Our study includes a 

brief comparison between previously published high-throughput phenotyping data from 

TPA (from Chapter 3) and the field trial data. The TPA data of the indica panel grown in 

controlled waterlogged conditions, along with the several plant architectural traits such 

as plant compactness and volume is used to find correlations between these controlled 

condition traits and photosynthetic related traits from the field. From this comparison, 

we observed that plant compactness and leafiness are determinant factors for different 

photosynthetic traits. 

Dominantly, this chapter focuses on a new genome-wide association model using the 

700k SNP high-density array with the aim to discover regions of the genome and 

candidate genes associated with traits contributing to higher photosynthetic activity 

under field conditions. This new association model is known as the one-step model 

which can simultaneously examine all raw data, such as all genotypes, all phenotype 

records (individual plants) and account for spatial variation and replication in a single 
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step as opposed to conventional approaches that generally use the mean/median values 

of the phenotypic traits causing probable error inflation for the association analysis, or 

model spatial variation prior to calculating “adjusted means” and proceed to GWAS 

using a two-step process. Our results from the one step approach that incorporates 

special modeling and adjustment show an increase in statistical power as each individual 

plant is considered instead of using the “raw means” of each accession. This model 

allows the identification of previously undetected loci affecting photosynthetic 

parameters such as water use efficiency (WUE), Leaf intercellular CO2 concentration 

(Ci) and Leaf chlorophyll content (SPAD). In recent years, this type one-step approach 

was efficiently implemented for many animal models but to our knowledge this is the 

first time this model has been applied to plant species and has yielded greater power 

and precise estimate values. To conclude, this approach has facilitated further 

exploration of the genetic and phenotypic diversity present in the PRAY indica panel, 

and contributes to our understanding of the genetic architecture of complex traits, and 

ultimately to the development of higher yielding rice varieties. 

 

4.2 Introduction 

To meet the rising demand for food production from a growing population, in light of 

water scarcity led to enormous breeding efforts in order to increase grain yield in the 

majority of our food crops, especially cereal crops. The shortage of water supply leads to 

negative impact on the development of plants by decreasing yields and causing socio-

economic damage. Efforts to meet global food demands cannot be achieved solely on 
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current methods that focus on boosting yields by targeting harvest index traits and the 

efficiency of biomass production alone (LONG et al. 2006, Zhu et al. 2010, Rebetzke et 

al. 2012). Instead, the attention is currently shifting to resource use efficiency, involving 

transpiration and transpiration related traits along with improving the photosynthetic 

capacity of crops.  

The life cycle of plants greatly depend on water, as it is a core component of plant cell 

vacuoles, which makes up bulk of the plant cell. It assists in maintaining turgor for cell 

enlargement (Raven et al. 1992), and is key for various physiological functions for 

instance photosynthesis and stomatal function (Jones and Turner 1978). Loss of water 

from plants is fundamental for photosynthesis, whereby, to photosynthesize, plants 

take up water from the soil via their roots and CO2 from the air via their stomata. 

 As most of plant biomass is obtained from carbon devised from photosynthesis, 

improving the photosynthesis at the level of a single leaf would ultimately increase the 

grain yield (Makino 2011). To promote increase in grain yield of major crops will depend 

on enhancing photosynthetic efficiency (LONG et al. 2006, Zhu et al. 2010). In particular, 

water use efficiency (WUE) is a critical trait that controls growth rates. Intrinsic 

photosynthetic efficiency and stomatal factors that regulate transpiration governs WUE. 

In this study, WUE is defined as the ratio of instantaneous CO2 assimilation (A) to 

transpiration (T) = A/T. This chapter looks at the indica rice panel and examines various 

photosynthetic and leaf anatomy related traits such intercellular CO2 concentration, 

stomatal conductance to water vapor, chlorophyll content, leaf width and many grown 

under field conditions.  
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We present a new association mapping approach to identify the loci that control 

photosynthetic performance of rice. This new association model called the one-step 

model is new in the fact that is has not been performed previously on plant species. This 

model, simultaneously examines all data, such as all genotypes, all phenotype records 

(individual replicates) and account for spatial variation in a single step. A one stage 

analysis is the ‘gold standard’ as it simultaneously accounts for spatial variation and 

replication thus allowing for non-genetic and genetic variation while testing for the 

significance of markers. The genetic variation associated with the lines can be estimated 

accurately and is implicitly taken into account in this model.  The partitioning of the 

genetic variation into that associated with markers and residual genetic variation 

ensures that the residual term is not inflated (Oakey et al. 2016). In most two-stage 

analyses, the genetic variation associated with individual accession means or medians is 

ignored, and in those cases, it is impossible to reproduce the results of a one-stage 

approach. Accounting for spatial (and other forms of variation that are inherent to the 

experimental set up) will improve results, by producing unbiased and therefore more 

accurate estimates of marker treatment effects. 

Overall, this approach could be beneficial for evaluating the genetic architecture 

underlying complex quantitative traits, particularly under field conditions. Thus through 

exploiting the genetic diversity present in the PRAY indica panel, we aim to make discoveries 

that can potentially improve crop yield by understanding the genetic potential to 

enhance photosynthetic capacity and to design smart-breeding strategies to achieve it. 
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4.3 Material and Methods   

4.3.1 Plant materials and experimental design 

Our study includes high-throughput phenotyping and field trials. We used the indica 

diversity panel, which was established within the ‘Phenomics of Rice Adaptation and 

Yield Potential’ (PRAY) project. Seed was obtained from the International Rice Genebank 

Collection (IRGC) at the International Rice Research Institute (IRRI). First, the indica 

panel was grown in controlled waterlogged conditions, and used to quantify the several 

plant architectural traits such as plant compactness and volume using high-throughput 

phenotyping (Chapter 3 and (Al-Tamimi et al. 2016)). This data is primarily to observe 

any correlation between controlled TPA data and field data. 

Second, this panel was cultivated under irrigated field conditions in two different 

locations in the Philippines, to investigate leaf anatomy and several photosynthetic 

parameters. Oryza sativa IR72 was grown as experimental controls. Accessions were 

planted in a completely randomized block design. Each plot was 1 meter square 

containing 25 plants at a 20 cm spacing. The dataset provided by IRRI are photosynthetic 

traits measured from 295 accessions of the PRAY indica panel grown at IRRI in the 

Philippines (14°9′53.58″S 121°15′32.19″E) in 2013 (details provided in Supplementary 

Table 4.1). A total of 10 photosynthetic related traits were studied (Table 4.1).  
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Table 4.1 List of photosynthetic related traits, with abbreviations and units adopted. 

 
Traits Abbreviation Symbol Units 

Photosynthetic 
parametes 

Photosynthetic rate Photo A  μmols CO2 m-2 s-1 
Stomatal conductance to 
water vapor Cond gs 

mmol H2O m-2 s-1 

Transpiration Trmmol E mmol H2O m-2 s-1 
Leaf intercellular CO2 
concentration Ci Ci  ppm 

Leaf temperature TLeaf   °C  
Leaf width LeafW   mm 

Water use efficiency WUE A/E mmols CO2 mol-1 

H2O 

Morphology & 
anatomy 

Stomatal density on adaxial 
surface of leaf SD-AD  number.mm-1 

Stomatal density on abaxial 
surface of leaf SD-AB  number.mm-1 

Leaf biochemistry Leaf chlorophyll content SPAD  SPAD value 

4.3.2 Gas exchange 

Leaf gas exchange measurements were performed at IRRI (mean atmospheric pressure 

of 94.8 kPa) using Li-6400XT infra-red gas-exchange analyzer (LICOR Biosciences, Lincoln, 

NE, USA) fitted with a standard 2 x 3cm leaf chamber and 6400-02B light source. 

Measurements were made at a constant airflow rate of 400 μmol s-1, leaf temperature 

of 30 °C, leaf-to-air vapor deficit of between 1.0 and 1.5 kPa, relative humidity of ~68% 

and a photosynthetic photon flux density (PPFD) of 1,000 µmol photon. m-2 s-1. Data was 

acquired between 0800 h and 1300 h following a completely randomized sampling 

pattern. Measurements were made on the mid-portion of the leaf blade of the youngest 

fully expanded leaf from three plants per accession during the tillering stage. Leaves 

were acclimated in the cuvette for approximately ~5 min before measurements were 

made. Leaf width (mm) was measured prior to inserting leaf into the gas exchange 

chamber.  Net photosynthetic rate (A), stomatal conductance to water vapor (gs), 
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transpiration rate (E), leaf intercellular CO2 concentration (Ci) and leaf temperature were 

extracted from the resulting dataset. Water use efficiency (A/E) was calculated from the 

resulting dataset.  

4.3.4 SPAD measurement 

SPAD measurements were performed using a chlorophyll meter SPAD-502Plus (Konica 

Minolta Inc., Ramsey NJ) at the same time as gas exchange measurements on one leaf 

from three plants per accession. A total of 295 were measured. Summary table of the 

settings used to make instantaneous photosynthesis measurements are shown 

Supplementary Table 4.2. 

4.3.5 Stomatal traits 

To characterize the stomata, the youngest fully expanded leaf on the main tiller at mid-

tillering stage was excised and placed in a vial of water. A total of three biological 

replicates per accession were used for this analysis. Leaf stomata traits were quantified 

on both the abaxial (AB) and adaxial (AD) surface. The leaf surfaces were scratched 

using a sharp blade in order to remove the epidermal layer. These layers were imaged 

using an Olympus BX51 under 40x magnification using 10x objective (Final magnification 

40x). Images were captured using an Olympus DP71 digital image documentation 

system attached to the microscope. Stomatal guard cell and epidermal cell dimensions 

were performed using Image J (Wayne Rasband, National Institute of Health, 

USA)(Schneider et al. 2012). 

4.3.6 Spatial correction of Phenotypic traits  

Field trial was conducted with a 60 row x 16 column layout. The design used was a 
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spatial row column design with 3 replicate. Each replicated consisted of 20 rows x 16 

columns (Figure 4.1). Heat maps of the field layout for each trait are plotted for initial 

assessment for any clear spatial trends across the field site (see Figure Supplementary 

4.1). There were a total of 295 lines, 194 with marker information and 101 with no 

marker information. New factors were created to distinguish these two sets of lines. A 

factor type with 2 levels (nomark, mark) to distinguish between the two sets of lines, 

line mark with the line name for lines with markers and NA for lines without markers 

and line nomark with the line name for lines with no markers and NA for lines with 

markers.  

The initial model that was fitted to the data for each response was of the following 

form: Response= Overall mean + type + line nomark + line mark + rep + error where 

fixed and random terms are written in italics and bold respectively.  

In this model, the fixed terms consisted of the treatment type. The random terms line 

nomark and line mark represent the lines with and without markers. Once the spatial 

models were established a GWAS analysis will be undertaken. This model therefore 

reflects the structure to be used in the GWAS model, which fits separate components 

for the lines with and without markers. In the GWAS the lines with markers will be used 

to give us information about the markers whereas the lines with no markers while not 

contributing to the information about the markers inform us about any underlying 

spatial variation in the field trial. The block term reflects the blocking constraints of the 

experiment imposed during design. The residual error term was considered to have a 

zero mean with a variance containing a separable AR1 structure in the row and column 
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direction to adequately capture the neighbour effects of adjacent plots. This is known as 

natural variation.  

The fixed terms were tested for significance using a Wald’s test with a (Kenward and 

Roger 1997) adjustment to the denominator df. Usually random terms in the model are 

tested for significance using a log-likelihood ratio test. However, the block term was 

included in the model to capture extraneous variation associated with the blocking of 

the experimental design and was therefore left in the model regardless of significance. 

The residual plots were examined to ensure that the model assumptions of normality 

and constant variance were met. The additional need for terms reflecting global or 

extraneous spatial trends such as random rows or columns and linear rows or columns 

was determined by examining residual and variogram plots and their significance tested. 

A significance level of 5% was used for both fixed and random effects.  

The heritability was calculated according to (Cullis et al. 2006). Supplementary Table 4.3 

shows spatial terms added to each model and the heritabilities. 

All models were analyzed using the flexible linear mixed-modeling software ASReml- R 

(Butler et al. 2009) available in the open-source statistical software platform R (R 

Development Core Team 2015). ASReml-R allows complex modeling of fixed effects, 

random effects, and residual correlation structures combined with the residual 

maximum likelihood approach of (Patterson and Thompson 1971) to estimate model 

parameters. The package also provides graphical diagnostics tools such as variograms 

and residual plots to assist in determining spatial trends in the field. 
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Figure 4.1 Field layout for the indica panel grown at IRRI.  

The design used was a spatial row column design with 3 replicate of 295 indica rice 

accessions. Each replicated consisted of 20 rows x 16 columns. 



4.3.7 Phenotypic analysis  

Summary Statistics of the 10 quantitative traits are presented in Table 4.2. A reasonable 

amount of genetic variation was displayed for the traits evaluated in Figure 4.2. 

Pearson correlation analysis was performed for all phenotypic traits (Figure 4.3) with the 

Pearson option using the function corrplot() from the package "corrplot" in R.   

Correlation plots are also shown between TPA data (Al-Tamimi et al. 2016) and field 

data. PCA analysis was performed on all traits using the function PCA()  from the 

package FactoMineR  in R (Supplementary figure 4.2). 

The heritability was calculated according before and after spatial correction for 

comparison according to (Cullis et al. 2006) Table 4.3. 

 

Table 4.2 Summary statistics of all photosynthetic and leaf anatomy traits.  

Mean, standard deviation (sd), median, minimum values, maximum values, range and 

standard errors (se) are displayed. 

Trait Abbreviation mean sd median min max range se 

Photosynthetic Parameters 
Photo (µmol CO2 m-2 s-1) 18.41 2.95 18.34 9.55 25.99 16.44 0.21 

Trmmol (mol H2O m-2 s-1) 8.41 1.78 8.19 3.37 16.68 13.31 0.13 

Cond (mmol H2O m-2 s-1) 0.66 0.19 0.63 0.18 1.23 1.05 0.01 

WUE (µmol CO2 m-2 s-1) 2.28 0.33 2.28 1.33 3.6 2.27 0.02 

Ci  (µmol CO2 mol-1) 311.76 11.54 313.06 257.22 337.91 80.69 0.83 

Leaf T (°C) 30.38 0.59 30.36 28.84 32.02 3.18 0.04 

Morphology & Anatomy 
Leaf W (mm) 1.41 0.21 1.4 0.87 2.07 1.2 0.02 
AB_SD (mm-1) 483.17 79.68 476 330.67 773.33 442.67 5.71 

AD_SD (mm-1) 369.43 62.13 369.33 230.67 576 345.33 4.45 

Leaf Biochemistry 
SPAD 38.21 3.14 38.1 28.93 49.33 20.4 0.23 
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Figure 4.2 Histograms showing natural variation for all traits.  

Photosynthetic rate, Stomatal conductance to water vapor, Transpiration, Leaf 

intercellular CO2 concentration, Leaf temperature, Leaf width, Water use efficiency, 

Stomatal density on abaxial surface of leaf,  Stomatal density on adaxial surface of leaf 

and Leaf chlorophyll content 
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Table 4.3 Heritability of all the traits before and after spatial correction.  

The rows highlighted in grey are traits where the adjustment for the spatial variation has 

improved the heritability considerably.  

Trait  Abbreviation 
Before 

correction 

After 
correction 

Photosynthetic 
parameters 

Photosynthetic rate  Photo 0.87997241 0.28 

Stomatal conductance 
to water vapor  

Cond 1.59 x 10-6 0.42 

Transpiration  Trmmol 0.68277383 0.44 

Water use efficiency WUE 1.59 x 10-6 0.31 

Leaf intercellular CO2  Ci 0.98742461 0.42 

Leaf temperature  Leaf T 1.01 x 10-7 0.18 

Morphology & 
anatomy 

Leaf width Leaf W 1.59 x 10-6 0.77 

Stomatal density on 
abaxial surface 

AB_SD 0.99664221 0.8 

Stomatal density on 
adaxial surface  

AD_SD 0.99628673 0.8 

Leaf 
biochemistry 

Leaf chlorophyll 
content  

SPAD 0.89361951 0.64 
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4.3.8 Genotypic data  

Genotypic data were composed of the HDRA dataset, a 700K SNP array designed by 

McCouch’s laboratory at Cornell University (McCouch et al. 2016). The program Beagle 

v4.0 (Browning and Browning 2013) was used to impute missing SNP markers as 

ASReml-R (Butler et al. 2009) cannot work with missing data. After imputation, only SNP 

markers with a minor allele frequency of ≥0.05 and a number of accessions with a minor 

allele > 6 were used for association analyses. This resulted in a total of 394,010 SNPs in 

the indica subpopulation. 

4.3.9 GWAS analysis  

We used two GWAS approaches: one considers the response for each salt treatment in 

a separate model by using an R package “GAPIT”(Zhang et al. 2010, Lipka et al. 2012), 

and the other, the new one step GWAS model which is discussed in more detail in the 

section below (Figure 4.5 a, b and Supplementary Figure 4.3).  

4.3.9.1 One step approach 

This approach uses the raw data, adjusting for spatial variation within a standard GWAS 

model. This approach therefore simultaneously accounts for genetic and non-genetic 

variation, so that marker effects are simultaneously estimated with the spatial variation.  

This means that the estimates of the effect of markers and their significance are more 

accurate and unbiased in comparison to those estimated from a two-stage approach, 

where spatially adjusted means are used in a GWAS model. 

The one step linear mixed model to undertake GWAS that was fitted to the data for 

each trait was of the following form:  
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𝐲 = 𝐗𝛃 + 𝐙𝐮 + 𝐞,                     (2) 

The terms in the initial model (Eqn 1) form a subset of this model, the additional terms 

are described below. 

The fixed effect vector, 𝛃  is partitioned as: 

 [𝜇    𝛃   𝛃  ] 

where 𝛃   is a factor (vector) with levels reflecting the alleles of that marker, it is 

only relevant for accessions with markers. 

The random effects vector, 𝐮 , is partitioned as 

[𝐮 _  𝐮  𝐮  𝐮 ] 

where 𝐮 _  is the vector of accession effects, which has variance of the form 

𝜃 𝐊, 

with 𝐊 the kinship matrix. The vectors 𝐮 _  and 𝐮  form the genetic 

variance of accessions. The former vector accounts for genetic variation of accessions 

accounted for by markers and the latter vector accounts for the genetic variation of 

accessions not accounted for by markers or the residual genetic variation associated 

with accessions. Because we are using the full data set which includes plant replicates, 

we are able to partition the genetic variation associated with accessions into these two 

components.  Supplementary Table 4.3 shows spatial terms added to each model and 

the heritability before and after spatial adjustment. 
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This approach uses the raw data, adjusting for spatial variation within a standard GWAS 

model. This approach therefore simultaneously accounts for genetic and non-genetic 

variation, so that marker effects are simultaneously estimated with the spatial variation.  

This means that the estimates of the effect of markers and their significance are more 

accurate and unbiased in comparison to those estimated from a two-stage approach, 

where spatially adjusted means are used in a GWAS model. 

4.3.9.2 Comparison with two-stage approach 

We compared this new approach with the conventional mixed linear model (MLM) 

approach with a kinship matrix between accessions to correct for genetic relatedness 

(Yu 2006). This latter approach uses spatially adjusted means of each accession (i.e. 

obtained from Eqn. (1)) as the response and assumes that these trait means are 

measured without variation. In addition, because the mean data is used the partitioning 

of the genetic variance associated with markers is not possible..  The two stage 

approach models were fitted using the R package “GAPIT” (Zhang et al. 2010, Lipka et al. 

2012). GAPIT only allows a single effect (accession) to be fit as a random effect whereas 

other effects are treated as fixed.  

For both the one and two step models, the significant P-values for marker-trait 

associations were determined using the false discovery rate (FDR) (Storey and Tibshirani 

2003, Storey 2015) and the Bonferroni-adjusted threshold of α = 0.05, which 

corresponded to 1.27x10-7 (LOD 6.9). 
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Because the use of the conventional MLM with GAPIT is less statistically powerful than 

our one-step model, we have retained the threshold of P=10−5 as only a sugges ve 

threshold as other previous rice GWAS studies have used a significant for the 

conventional MLM using TASSEL (Rebolledo 2015, Crowell 2016). For both models, the 

minus log10 of the genome-wide observed P-values were displayed in Manhattan plots 

using the qqman package for R (Turner 2014). Quantile-quantile plots (qq-plots) were 

created using the function qqPlot() in “car” (Fox and Weisberg 2019) package in R. 

The genomic inflation factor, also known as lambda gc (λgc) was calculated for both 

models for each trait to investigate if there are any systematic biases that may be 

present in the association results.  

Venn diagrams were made for overlapping SNPS between all the photosynthetic traits 

(Figure 4.7). 

The LD statistic r2 was based on genotype allele counts and was estimated for pairs of 

SNP loci using Plink software (http://pngu.mgh.harvard.edu/purcell/plink (Purcell et al. 

2007). Haplotypes were created using the confidence interval method, described by 

Gabriel et al. (Gabriel et al. 2002) and implemented in Haploview version 4.2. The 

formation of the blocks was performed. This method considers the 95% confidence 

intervals of the D’ values (Barrett et al. 2004) . 

A list of candidate genes was obtained using the one-step model from the significant 

SNPs in LD and their annotations were obtained from the MSU database 

http://rice.plantbiology.msu.edu. 
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No computational approaches were used to reduce computational time for the GAPIT 

model and the data were processed using a laptop computer.  For the one-step model, 

the data were processed with a desktop computer. The model is computationally 

demanding with each trait taking approximately a week to run.  

4.4 Results and discussion 

4.4.1 Large variation in the photosynthetic traits are shown in the field  

Natural variation was displayed among individuals for the phenotypic traits evaluated 

which can translates into heritable genetic variation indicating that there is sufficient 

genetic variance to conduct an association mapping analysis (Figure 4.2 & Table 4.2).  

When looking at heritability, some of the traits, such as photosynthetic rate, leaf 

intercellular CO2 and leaf chlorophyll content, the heritabilities are lower after spatial 

correction than before spatial analysis which was based on mean raw data, this was 

expected (Oakey et al. 2006) as using the raw data allows unbiased true representation 

of the variation in the field. For other photosynthetic traits, such as stomatal 

conductance to water vapor, water use efficiency, leaf temperature and leaf width, 

shows clearly that the adjustment for the spatial variation has improved the heritability 

considerably (Table 4.3). IR72 is a common high-yielding check variety grown in the 

tropics (Peng et al. 2006). However, when comparing spatial variation of this line in the 

field, there was no significant difference between this particular accession and the other 

accessions in the field for all traits. 

Generally these traits are difficult to measure in the field even under favorable 

conditions. Stable light and temperature environments are not always observed in the 
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fields. The high degree of environmental fluctuations makes it challenging to conduct 

field photosynthetic physiological measurements, particularly in regions where the 

weather changes constantly. Due to environmental variations, firm and reliable 

measurements of photosynthetic rates are properly achievable when measurements are 

taken between late-morning to mid-afternoon on a sunny day, because photosynthetic 

rates measured in the late-afternoon or on overcast days ordinarily lower and 

inaccurate (Chang et al. 2017). Besides weather fluctuations, large field conditions can 

be too demanding to perform field measurements in a certain amount of time and at 

the same time everyday. These limitations cause large-scale field phenotypic 

assessment of photosynthetic traits in a large genetic population tough to implement. 

Thus getting heritabilities as high as shown in Table 4.3 for these types of traits and 

measurements are a remarkable achievement. 

4.4.2 Correlations analysis of photosynthetic traits from the field and its 

comparison to architectural traits in controlled environment  

There is a large variation in both photosynthetic and leaf anatomy traits. Strong 

correlation can be found between the different traits. There is a strong correlation 

between transpiration and stomatal conductance to water vapor with leaf intercellular 

CO2. Higher stomatal conductance means stomata are more open for gas exchange and 

transpiration (Figure 4.3). Stomatal density, however, did not show strong correlations 

with any of the photosynthetic traits measured. WUE is defined here by the ratio of 

Photosynthetic rate (A) to transpiration (E) = A/E. photosynthetic rate, leaf intercellular 

CO2, and stomatal conductance to water vapor negatively correlates with WUE while 
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leaf width positively correlates with WUE. Intrinsic photosynthetic traits that regulate 

transpiration govern WUE (Figure 4.3).  

In addition, principal component analyses (PCA) were performed on all phenotypic data 

(Supplementary Figure 4.2). Variables that are correlated with PC1 (i.e., Dim.1) and PC2 

(i.e., Dim.2) are the most important in explaining the variability in the data set.  It can 

also be another way as representing correlation between the traits. Positively correlated 

variables are grouped together for instance Trmmol, Cond, photo are clustered together 

while leaf anatomy and morphology traits i.e. stomatal density traits are clustered 

together. Negatively correlated variables are positioned on opposite sides of the plot 

origin (opposed quadrants) like Ci and WUE. Variables that do not correlate with any PC 

or correlate with the last dimensions are variables with low contribution and might be 

removed to simplify the overall analysis. This gave us an idea on what traits to focus on 

first for the GWAS analysis as the analysis is computationally intensive therefore we had 

to define priorities. The distance between traits and the origin measures the quality of 

the traits on the factor map. Traits that are far away from the origin are well 

represented on the factor map. The larger the value of the contribution, the more the 

trait contributes to the component. With both PCA analyses and looking at traits with 

high heritabilities, we found that the photosynthetic-related traits such as Cond and 

WUE were a priority when testing the one step model. 

Both correlation and PCA results indicate the importance of measuring traits relating to 

leaf morphology (leaf width) and anatomy (stomatal density traits) and photosynthetic-
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related traits (Photosynthetic rate) to obtain a more complete understanding of the 

processes of photosynthesis in plants.  

 

Figure 4.3 Correlations among all photosynthetic traits measured under field 

conditions. 

Pearson coefficients are determined using a mean value per accession for each trait. 

Positive correlations are displayed in blue and negative correlations in red color. Color 

intensity and the size of the circle are proportional to the correlation coefficients. 

Significant level:  *** significant P < 0.001, ** P < 0.01 , * P < 0.05, insignificant are left 

blank. 
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Our study includes a brief comparison between high-throughput phenotyping data from 

TPA already published (Al-Tamimi et al. 2016) and this field trial data. The TPA data of 

the indica panel grown in controlled waterlogged conditions, along with the several 

plant architectural traits such as plant compactness and volume is used to find 

correlations between these controlled condition traits and photosynthetic related traits 

from the field. From this comparison, we observed that plant compactness and leafiness 

are determinant factors for different photosynthetic traits. 

Strong correlations are found between stomatal density traits in the field and several 

TPA architectural related traits. These traits are derived from high-throughput 

automated image analysis and consist of convex hull (the smallest possible 

mathematically solved perimeter that envelopes the imaged plant), compactness (the 

ratio of shoot area and convex hull area), and volume (convex hull top view x average 

convex hull side view). (Figure 4.4) 

There is also a negative correlation found between stomatal densities in the field and 

transpiration use efficiency (TUE) in controlled environments which indicated that the 

balance between WUE and its importance maybe associated with the guard cell 

number. 

The translation of information from controlled environments to field is not necessarily 

direct, concepts and protocols are not often cross-checked. By combining analyses of 

photosynthetic related traits from field, and transpiration and architectural traits from 
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controlled environment, we can attempt to uncover the key anatomical features driving 

variation in photosynthesis.  

 

 

Figure 4.4 Correlations among all traits measured under control and field conditions.  

The black rectangle encompasses correlations between the traits measured in the field 

at IRRI in the Philippines I and under controlled conditions at TPA in Australia Positive 

correlations are displayed in blue and negative correlations in red color. Color intensity 

and the size of the circle are proportional to the correlation coefficients. Significant 

level:  *** significant P < 0.001, ** P < 0.01 , * P < 0.05, insignificants are left blank. The 

TPA trait are: relative growth rates (RGR), Transpiration rate (TR), Transpiration use 

efficiency (TUE), Volume, Compactness side view, compactness top view, convexhull 

side view and convexhull top view. The field traits are: Stomatal conductance (Cond), 

Leaf width, Photosynthetic rate (Photo), Leaf chlorophyll content (SPAD), Leaf 
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temperature (Tleaf), Transpiration (Trmmol), stomatal density (SD) on adaxial and 

abaxial surface. 

4.4.3 One-step genome-wide association studies reveals loci for Water use 

efficiency and leaf intercellular CO2 concentration 

We used GWAS to identify genetic loci associated with the photosynthetic related traits 

in rice for the indica panel. We used a ‘High-density rice array (HDRA) 700k SNP 

(McCouch S. et al. 2016). We initially performed GWAS using the conventional mixed 

linear model (MLM) with a kinship matrix between accessions to correct for genetic 

relatedness (Yu 2006) . 

From the ten traits, when using the conventional MLM using an R package “GAPIT” 

(Zhang et al. 2010, Lipka et al. 2012), we found that no significant P values were 

obtained for the Bonferroni thresholds. However, two traits, transpiration and leaf 

chlorophyll content showed significance using the false discovery rate. We have 

retained a suggestive threshold of P = 10−5 given that previous studies have used this as 

a significance threshold for conventional MLM(Rebolledo 2015, Crowell 2016). The 

results for the GAPIT model are presented in Supplementary Figure 4. 

The use of this 700K SNP array provided a high resolution of SNP detection. Still the use 

of quality genotypic data alone is not enough, as better fitting and customized statistical 

models need to be applied. In the association analyses, we used the traits RGR, TR and 

TUE at each interval. The use of phenotypic means in conventional models encouraged 

us to explore and test a new association model, the one step model, which at once 
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examines all data, such as all genotypes, all phenotype records (individual plants) and 

accounts for spatial variation and replication in one step.  

This model allowed the identification of previously undetected loci affecting 

photosynthetic parameters such as water use efficiency (WUE) and leaf intercellular 

CO2 concentration (Ci) (Figure 4.5) Results from this one-step approach increased 

statistical power in comparison to the conventional MLM as each individual plant is 

considered as the input data instead of using the means of each genotype. For example, 

using the GAPIT model, no significant loci can be seen in WUE though an indicative peak 

was detected on chromosome 4. Using the one-step model significant peaks were 

identified on chromosomes 2, 3 and 4. In total, the ten traits showed that 47 significant 

SNPs were obtained using the Bonferroni threshold and 455 SNPS using FDR. With the 

Bonferroni correction, there is only one SNP that overlaps between transpiration and 

Cond from the various traits, while FDR shows 46 SNPs overlapping between WUE and 

Ci (Figure 4.7). When looking at the QQplots of the GWAS results, we further 

investigated if there were any systematic biases present from the GWAS results by 

calculating the genomic inflation factor (λgc).  λgc is defined as the ratio of the median 

of the empirically observed distribution of the test statistic to the expected median, 

hence measuring the excess false positive rate along with the degree of the bulk 

inflation. Comparing the two models, the λgc for all traits are in the acceptable range of  

>1.1 except for the leaf chlorophyll content which is slightly high (See Figure 4.5  and 

Supplementary Figure 4.3). 
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WUE at the leaf level is a complex derived trait reliant on physiological responses with 

the main variable being the factors that affect the photosynthetic process at the leaf 

level. Genetic association with WUE has been challenging (Comstock et al. 2005, 

Rebetzke et al. 2006, Krishnamurthy 2007, Xu et al. 2009, D et al. 2010, This et al. 2010, 

Adiredjo et al. 2014, Parent et al. 2015). Here, we observed a clear association between 

WUE and genetic loci where there the QTL on chromosome 4 is strong when using the 

one-step model. 

LD blocks were defined using the default Haploview settings, i.e., the method by Gabriel 

et al. (2002), which assumes 0.7 and 0.98 as D’ lower and upper minima for strong LD, 

respectively. Seven of the significant SNPs on chromosome 4 forms a haplotype block 

and are in high LD with each other (Figure 4.6). To confirm the effect of different alleles 

at the significant SNPs for WUE, we performed allelic analysis for the SNPs mentioned in 

Table 4.4 for WUE (Supplementary Figure 4.4). Results of the Indica panel used in this 

study, carrying different alleles for the most significant SNPs showed distinct 

discrepancies of phenotype for WUE. 
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Figure 4.5 Manhattan plots and QQ-plots of SNPs comparing two association models 

(Conventional MLM-GAPIT and one-step model) for Leaf intercellular CO2 

concentration (Ci) and water use efficiency (WUE).  

The unframed Manhattan and QQ plots are from the conventional GAPIT MLM model 

while the plots in the gray frame are from the one step model. (a) Leaf intercellular CO2 

concentration,  (b) water use efficiency (WUE). Manhattan plots are on the left side of 

each panel and SNPs s are highlighted in green if they reach genome wide significance 

for association with the trait with Bonferroni correction or FDR; Red horizontal lines 

indicate significance thresholds P < 1.27x10-7 (LOD 6.9). While blue lines indicate the 

suggestive threshold P < 1×10-5. The right panel shows the Quantile-quantile (Q-Q) plot 

of observed versus expected P values of the GWAS results. The straight line in the Q-Q 

plot indicates the distribution of SNPs under the null hypothesis. The genomic inflation 

factor λgc is found on the right corner of the OO-plot. (c) Linkage disequilibrium plot for 

chromosome 4 generated by Haploview software. The thick white line represents a 

strand of a chromosome. The gray bars on the white line of the chromosome are SNPs. 

Linkage disequilibrium (LD) is displayed as pairwise D’ values. Shading represents the 

scale and significance of pairwise LD, with a red-to-white gradient signifying higher-to-

lower LD values. Red diamond without a number corresponds to D’ values of 1.0. The 
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dimonds or the blocks of dark red represent SNPs that are all in high LD with each other 

and consequently are inherited together. These groups of SNPs form a haplotype block 

outlined in black.  

 

Figure 4.6 Manhattan plot and linkage disequilibrium (LD) heatmap of WUE. 

Below the full Manhattan plot is detail of the region for GWAS results on chromosome 4 

showing 14 significant SNPs. A linkage disequilibrium heat map is shown below. The plot 

for chromosome 4 generated by Haploview software. The thick white line represents a 
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strand of a chromosome. The gray bars on the white line of the chromosome are SNPs. 

Linkage disequilibrium (LD) is displayed as pairwise D’ values. Shading represents the 

scale and significance of pairwise LD, with a red-to-white gradient signifying higher-to-

lower LD values. Red diamond without a number corresponds to D’ values of 1.0. The 

dimonds or the blocks of dark red represent SNPs that are all in high LD with each other 

and consequently are inherited together. These groups of SNPs form a haplotype block 

outlined in black. 

 

             (a)                                                                    (b) 

 

Figure 4.7 Venn diagram of overlapping significant SNPs across the photosynthetic 

traits.  

(a) Overlapping significant SNPs using the Bonferroni threshold. (b) Overlapping 

significant SNPs using the false discovery rate (FDR) of field traits. Numbers in the outer 

part of each oval correspond to the unique number of SNPs for each trait while numbers 

in overlapping areas correspond to the number of shared SNPs that are identified by 

each trait.  
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4.4.4 Candidate genes underlying QTLs in photosynthetic related traits 

We found association signals that are located close to specific genes of WUE at SNP-

4.1245667on 1.24–1.26 Mb on chromosome 4. The LD region surrounding significant 

association peaks for WUE is presented in Table 4.4. The most promising candidate 

genes within the LD region were selected by excluding hypothetical genes and 

transposable elements. One of the most promising candidate genes is Os04g03050.1Os 

(encoding a Sub34 - Putative Subtilisin homologue, expressed). There were also 

association signals for leaf intercellular CO2 concentration on chromosome 2 in the 

regions located at 9.65-9.77 Mb. The most prominent candidates for this region are also 

related to Subtilisin, Os02g16940.1 (encoding OsSub13 - Putative Subtilisin homologue, 

expressed), Os02g17080.1 (encoding OsSub16 - Putative Subtilisin homologue, 

expressed), Os02g17090.1 (encoding OsSub17 - Putative Subtilisin homologue, 

expressed). Both Os04g03050.1Os and Os02g16940.1 on chromosome 4 and 3 

respectively are orthologue to Subtilase family protein in Arabidopsis involved in the 

regulation of stomatal density and distribution in Arabidopsis thaliana (AT1G66220). 

Subtilases are members of the family of subtilisin-like serine proteases, which is 

involved in the regulation of stomatal density and distribution in Arabidopsis thaliana 

(Berger and Altmann 2000). 

Furthermore, several other regions significant for WUE were found in LD on 

chromosome 4 harbouring several candidate genes such as Os04g01674.1 (encoding 

erythronate-4-phosphate dehydrogenase domain containing protein, expressed) which 

previous studies show relation to photosynthesis, photorespiration and cell growth and 
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cell wall formation (Raorane et al. 2015). Another possibly interesting candidate is 

Os04g02870.1 (encoding RNA recognition motif containing protein, putative, expressed) 

an orthologue to AT2G46610 RNA-binding (RRM/RBD/RNP motifs) family protein, which 

seem to be unique to plants or photosynthetic organisms and may serve specific 

chloroplast functions (Marondedze et al. 2016). Overall, using the one step GWAS, we 

were able to identify loci that could not be seen when using the conventional MLM. 
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Table 4.4 Summary of candidate genes for the traits leaf intercellular CO2 concentration (Ci) and water use efficiency (WUE) 

underlying the most significant using the one-step model.  

Statistical significance of the GWAS was determined using the Bonferroni-adjusted threshold of α = 0.05, which corresponded to P = 

1.27x10-7  

Trait Chromosome SNP_ID Position QTL region Pvalue Candidate Gene Name Locus Name 

WUE 4 SNP-4.1245667. 1250118 1248450 .. 1260291 1.71E-08 
OsSub34 - Putative Subtilisin homologue, 
expressed 

LOC_Os04g03050.1 

WUE 4 SNP-4.457902. 458905 in LD region 5.72E-08 

erythronate-4-phosphate dehydrogenase 
domain containing protein, expressed 

LOC_Os04g01674.1  

pyridoxal-dependent decarboxylase protein, 
putative, expressed 

LOC_Os04g01690.3  

WUE 4 

SNP-4.642045. 643047 

643047.. 647158 

6.02E-08 rp1, putative, expressed LOC_Os04g02030.1  

SNP-4.646156. 647158 7.09E-08 NBS-LRR, putative, expressed LOC_Os04g02040.1  

      
bifunctional 3-phosphoadenosine 5-
phosphosulfate synthetase, putative, expressed 

LOC_Os04g02050.1  

WUE 4 SNP-4.756941. 757942 755674 .. 758586 1.11E-08 
retrotransposon protein, putative, unclassified, 
expressed 

LOC_Os04g02200.1  

WUE 4 SNP-4.888890. 889891 890756 .. 888474 7.52E-08 
rust-resistance protein Lr21, putative, 
expressed 

LOC_Os04g02450.1  

WUE 4 SNP-4.922456. 923457 929966 .. 921713 8.16E-08 Leucine Rich Repeat family protein, expressed LOC_Os04g02520.1  

WUE 4 SNP-4.938907. 943356 in LD region 1.80E-08 Three expressed proteins 

LOC_Os04g02560.1  

LOC_Os04g02570.1  

LOC_Os04g02580.1  
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Trait Chromosome SNP_ID Position QTL region Pvalue Candidate Gene Name Locus Name 

WUE 4 
SNP-

4.1117481. 
1121932 1125013 .. 1120524 1.02E-07 

RNA recognition motif 
containing protein, 
putative, expressed 

LOC_Os04g02870.1  

WUE 4 
SNP-

4.1440236. 1444687 1444093 .. 1444933 4.23E-08 
jacalin-like lectin domain 
containing protein, 
expressed 

LOC_Os04g03360.1  

Ci 2 
SNP-

2.9657066. 
9657069 9656895 .. 9650581 5.71E-08 

OsSub13 - Putative 
Subtilisin homologue, 
expressed 

LOC_Os02g16940.1  

Ci 2 
SNP-

2.9766296. 
9766299 9770197 .. 9764691 1.02E-07 

OsSub16 - Putative 
Subtilisin homologue, 
expressed 

LOC_Os02g17080.1  

Ci 2 
SNP-

2.9780113. 9780116 9782065 .. 9778410 1.18E-07 
OsSub17 - Putative 
Subtilisin homologue, 
expressed 

LOC_Os02g17090.1  

Ci 3 
SNP-

3.26245353. 
26247335 

26246553 .. 
26247660 

2.00E-08 expressed protein LOC_Os03g46420.1  

Ci 3 
SNP-

3.25231860. 25233780 
25234036 - 
25240219 8.20E-08 SWI1, putative, expressed LOC_Os03g44760.1  
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4.5 Conclusion 

In this chapter, natural variation can be seen among individuals for photosynthetic 

related traits in the indica rice panel. Heritabilities for all traits we calculated and 

were found mostly to be in a reasonable range despite the challenges and limitation 

of photosynthetic measurements in field conditions. Correlation can be found 

between field and controlled TPA data. Combining analyses of photosynthetic 

related traits from field, and transpiration and architectural traits from controlled 

environment, allows us to uncover key anatomical features driving variation in 

photosynthesis, in addition to translating knowledge from controlled environments 

to field conditions.  

Ultimately, in this work, we presented an association mapping approach to identify 

the loci that control photosynthetic traits. We introduced the one-Step GWAS 

approach, which to our knowledge has not been performed in plants species before 

but has been implemented previously in pigs (Howard et al. 2015, Wu et al. 2018) 

and other species (Wang et al. 2014, Medeiros de Oliveira Silva et al. 2017). All 

together, this approach was efficiently implemented for the indica rice panel and 

yielded a greater power resulting in several candidate genes. 

This model approach could be advantageous for complex quantitative abiotic stress 

traits that have various mechanisms, which can be analyzed effectively by the one 

step GWAS model, as we are able to detect significant loci specifically associated 

with e.g. (salt stress) owing to the integration of the interaction model to the one 

step GWAS model. 

In general, to make this chapter more wholesome, it would have been useful to 

collect yield and biomass data in order to find relationships between these traits. 
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The relationship of photosynthetic capability and yield is not straightforward as yield 

is the consequence of several factors on various physiological processes and 

morphological components. Additionally, a second year of field trials would validate 

and solidify our current results. Thereby, using the genetic diversity present in the 

PRAY indica panel, we could possibly improve crop yield by developing varieties with 

enhanced photosynthetic capacity through the design of smart-breeding strategies. 
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4.6 Supplementary information  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Supplementary 4.1 Heat maps of the field design for each trait. 

Heat maps are plotted for the 10 traits in this study. A histogram of the values is 

included in the heat map color keys. 
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Supplementary figure 4.2 Principal component analysis for all phenotypic data.  

The contributions to the first two principal components (PC1 (Dim1), PC2 (Dim2)) are 

indicated by the colour, length and direction of the arrows. Colour bar indicates high 

and low contributions, respectively. The distance between traits and the origin 

measures the quality of the traits on the factor map. Traits that are away from the 

origin are well represented on the factor map. The larger the value of the 

contribution, the more the trait contributes to the component. 
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Supplementary Figure 4.3 Manhattan plot and QQ-plots of SNPs for two 

association models (Conventional MLM-GAPIT and one-step model) of the 

photosynthetic traits. 

The unframed Manhattan and QQ plots are from the conventional GAPIT MLM 

model while the plots in the gray frame are from the one step model. (a) 

Photosynthetic rate( μmols CO2 m-2 s-1 ),  (b) Stomatal conductance to water vapor 

(mmol H2O m-2 s-1),  (c) Transpiration (mmol H2O m-2 s-1),  (d) Leaf temperature 

(°C), measured with the thermocouple,  (e) Stomatal density on abaxial surface of 

leaf (mm-1), (f) Stomatal density on adaxial surface of leaf (mm-1), (g) Leaf width 
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(mm), (h) Chlorophyll content . Manhattan plots are on the left side of each panel 

and SNPs s are highlighted in green if they reach genome wide significance for 

association with the trait with Bonferroni correction or FDR; Red horizontal lines 

indicate significance thresholds P < 1.27x10-7 (LOD 6.9). While blue lines indicate the 

suggestive threshold P < 1×10-5. The right panel shows the Quantile-quantile (Q-Q) 

plot of observed versus expected P values of the GWAS results. The straight line in 

the Q-Q plot indicates the distribution of SNPs under the null hypothesis. The 

genomic inflation factor λgc is found on the right corner of the (Q-Q) plot. 
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Supplementary Figure 4.4 Genotype-phenotype correlation.  

The boxplot displays the phenotypic distribution for the indica panel for WUE, 

carrying the different alleles (0: homozygous, 1: heterozygous, 2: homozygous B) for 

the 14 significant SNPs shown in Figure 4. The medians are indicated as solid 

horizontal lines in the box plot. N is the number of accessions. The middle line 

indicates the median, the box indicates the range of the 25th to 75th percentiles of 

the total data, the whiskers indicate the inter-quartile range and the outer dots are 

outliers. 
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Supplementary Table 4.1 Description of field experiment of photosynthetic traits 

measured from the indica panel grown at IRRI, Philippines in 2013 

Planting Schedule 3-Jan-13 

Seeding 20 x 20 planting 

Transplanting 17-Jan-13 
5 x 6 plants/plot 

Traits measured Gas exchange traits 
Stomatal traits 

Total number of 
accessions analyzed 

295 

Controls IR72 & *RC 222 

*RC222 was included in the initial plan but was not grown in the field  due to reasons 
I’m not entirely aware of. 

 

Supplementary Table 4.2 Instantaneous photosynthesis measurements were made 

with the following settings. 

Parameters/Equipment Description 
Gas exchange equipment LICOR LI6400 with LED light source 
Sampling unit 1 leaf per plant; 3 plants per accession 
Time of measurement 0800h – 1300h 
  *Note: stomata were still open at 13:00h 

Gas exchange settings 
PAR  1000 mmols m-2 s-1 set by LICOR IRGA 
Tblock (Temp of Chamber) 30oC  
CO2 concentration of air ~377 ppm 
Rate of air flow 400 cm-3 m-1 
Relative humidity ~68% 
  

Leaf age youngest fully expanded or penultimate 
leaf 

Number of leaves per chamber 1 
Effective leaf area for gas exchange 
measurement 

leaf width (cm) x 3 (cm) 

Growth stage variable (tillering to early flowering) 

SPAD readings 
average of 3 SPAD readings/leaf; 1 
leaf/plant 
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Supplementary Table 4.3 Showing spatial terms fitted and heritabilities after 
spatial correction 

Trait Abbreviation Fixed spatial terms Random spatial terms  Heritability  
Photosynthetic 
rate A 

Photo lin(colf) idv(rowf) 0.28 

Stomatal 
conductance to 
water vapor  

Cond lin(colf) idv(rowf) 0.42 

Transpiration  Trmmol lin(colf) idv(rowf) 0.44 
Water use 
efficiency 

WUE lin(colf) idv(rowf),idv(colf) 0.31 

Leaf intercellular 
CO2  Ci  idv(row),idv(colf) 0.42 

Leaf temperature  Leaf width lin(colf) idv(rowf) 0.77 
Leaf width Tleaf lin(colf) idv(rowf) 0.18 
Leaf chlorophyll 
content  

SPAD 
 

idv(row) 0.64 

Stomatal density 
on abaxial surface Abaxial SD   0.8 

Stomatal density 
on adaxial surface  

Adaxial SD     0.8 

  Blank space indicates no spatial terms were fitted. 
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Chapter 5 . Identification of QTLs associated with yield components under 

saline field conditions  

The contents of this chapter are in collaboration with Baboucarr Manneh from Africa 

Rice Center, located in AfricaRice Sahel Station in Senegal. This collaboration came 

about when AfricaRice provided two dry seasons of field data done in two separate 

years: Non-saline conditions done in 2013 and saline conditions done in 2014. The 

preliminary results of these two data sets are found in the supplementary section. Lack 

of significant results and a huge amount of missing from these trials data led to a second 

set of two field trails performed in parallel (one saline and one control) during the wet 

season (July-December 2017) in Senegal containing more yield related traits for 

investigation. 

This chapter will mainly focus on the 2017 field trial as our design and experiment. And 

comparing the 3 years will be difficult and will need further statistical analyses as trial 

year 2013 & 2014 were grown in different seasons to trial year 2017. 

This chapter will only include the GWAS for the interaction model, as time prevented 

the testing of the new one-step model that will be incorporated with the interaction 

model. This will be tested after spatial terms are correctly fitted.  We expect this model 

to be highly intensive as chapter 4’s one step model was taking roughly a week per trait. 

Therefore, the full analyses testing the new model and determining candidate genes will 

be my next priorities after my PhD.   
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The contents and final future analyses of this chapter will be published as a research 

article by Nadia Al-Tamimi, Helena Oakey, Baboucarr Manneh, Sónia Negrão & Mark 

Tester.  

The author contributions will be as follows: N.A.-T. performed the genotypic and 

phenotypic data analyses and wrote the manuscript. H.O. conceived and developed the 

one step model integrating the interaction model for association analyses. B.M., ran the 

field trial provided the phenotypic data. N.A.-T. performed GWAS analyses. M.T., and 

S.N. contributed to the original concept of the project and supervised the study. M.T. 

helped with planning and reviewing this chapter.  

5.1 Abstract 

Here we present a genome-wide association study (GWAS) to ultimately discover new 

loci associated with traits contributing to rice salinity tolerance under field conditions. 

The indica panel was cultivated under irrigated field conditions in Senegal, to investigate 

the effects of salinity stress on yield and yield components.  

Phenotypic variation of the yield related traits ensures that there is sufficient genetic 

variance to conduct an association mapping analysis. Rice is salt sensitive and gave 

80% decrease for yield and 60% decrease for harvest index with only moderate 

salinity levels of 4dSm-1 in the field. Several strong correlations were found between 

yield and yield components. 
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The GWAS “interaction” model discovered significant P values obtained for the 

Bonferroni and FDR thresholds for fertility (%) on chromosome 2 and maturity date on 

chromosomes 1, 3, 5 and 6. 

Dissecting the genetic loci controlling salt tolerance in rice for improving productivity, 

especially for yield and yield components, remains challenging. With advanced genomics 

approaches, there is potential to accelerate breeding processes for the development of 

salt tolerant crop cultivars.  

5.2 Introduction 

Salinity levels in agricultural lands are increasingly rising and happen to be a serious 

threat to world farming (Yamaguchi and Blumwald 2005, Shahbaz and Ashraf 2013). Rice 

is considered to be very sensitive to saline conditions (Grattan et al. 2002, Munns and 

Tester 2008), consequently constraining production of the crop. Studies have shown 

more than 50% reduction in yield of several rice varieties for moderate salt levels of an 

electrical conductivity (EC) of ~ 6 dS m− 1 (~ 60 mM NaCl) (Lekklar et al. 2019). The 

development of salt-tolerant cultivars is the soundest choice, which can ensure 

sustainable rice production. Yet, salinity tolerance is a multigenic trait, in which several 

genes as well environmental effects regulate the underlying tolerance mechanisms. 

These mechanisms and genes that regulate them are still largely unknown and not 

entirely understood (Zhu 2000, Takeda and Matsuoka 2008).  

To fill the gap between genotypes and phenotypes of the salt stress response in rice, we 

preformed a genome-wide association study (GWAS) to ultimately discover new loci 
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associated with yield and yield component traits contributing to rice salinity tolerance 

under field conditions In Senegal. 

GWAS in rice was accomplished previously for agronomic traits such as tiller number, 

grain width, grain length and spikelet number in the indica panel based on SNPs 

detected by whole-genome sequencing (Huang et al. 2010, Huang et al. 2011). Another 

GWAS study revealed three QTLs (qER1–3) located on chromosomes 3, 6 and 12 

associated with the responsiveness of yield-determination traits under field condition 

(Kikuchi et al. 2017). However, not many GWAS studies show the response of salinity 

tolerance in rice under field conditions (Lekklar et al. 2019). The objectives of this 

chapter were to investigate indica rice accessions based on yield-related traits under the 

salt-stress conditions and to perform GWAS using the “interaction model” for these 

traits to identify regions/genes responsible for salt tolerance. 

5.3 Materials and Methods  

5.3.1 Plant material and experimental design 

We used the indica diversity panel of 300 accessions, which was established within the 

‘Phenomics of Rice Adaptation and Yield Potential’ (PRAY) project. Seed was obtained 

from the International Rice Genebank Collection (IRGC) at the International Rice 

Research Institute (IRRI). AfricaRice ran two field trials in parallel: Non-saline conditions 

and saline conditions during the wet season (July-December 2017) at Sahel Station, B.P. 

96 Saint Louis, Senegal (Figure 5.1). Both trials have an alpha lattice experimental 

design.  The control field had three replicates while the saline field had four replicates 

salinity was maintained at 4dSm-1 (see Figure 5.2). 
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Figure 5.1 Photograph images of the field sites. 

Images were taken during my visit to the field station at the end of November 2017. 

Control field (left); Saline field (right). 
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Figure 5.2 Experimental aplpha lattice design of indica field trials 2017. 

(a) control (non-saline) field design (b) saline field design. 
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5.3.2 Phenotypic analysis  

A total of 13 yield related traits were measured: 

1. Heading Date        

2. Flowering Date      

3. Maturity Date       

4. Height (cm)           

5. Tiller Number per Plant     

6.  Number of Panicles/m2 

7. Panicle weight (kg/ha)  

8. Number of grains per panicle 

9. X1000GWT (g)  - thousand grain weight 

10. Biomass (kg/ha)   

11. Yield  (kg/ha)      

12. Harvest index %     

13. Fertility  %       

For of each of the traits, we calculated the overall mean for each accession as spatial 

correction is not performed yet but will be completed in the near future. These means 

will be used for GWAS analysis and the estimated broad sense heritability is performed 

through GAPIT (see Table 5.1) (Zhang et al. 2010, Lipka et al. 2012) 

(https://www.maizegenetics.net/gapit). Summary Statistics of the 13 quantitative traits 

is presented in Table 5.1.  The average percentage decrease by saline soils in field 

condition was calculated and displayed in Table 5.2.  
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Pearson correlation analysis was performed for all phenotypic traits (Figure 5.4) with the 

Pearson option using the function corrplot() from the package "corrplot" in R.   

Correlation plots are also shown between TPA data (Al-Tamimi et al. 2016) and field 

data.  

Phenotypic differences for individual traits of each group were determined by one-way 

ANOVA followed by Tukey's HSD post hoc test (Sokal and Rohlf 1995). Phenotypic 

variation was evaluated and displayed for all traits in Figure 5.5. 

5.3.3 GWAS analysis  

Genotypic data were composed of the HDRA dataset, a 700K SNP array designed by 

McCouch’s laboratory at Cornell University (McCouch et al. 2016). The program Beagle 

v4.0 (Browning and Browning 2013) was used to impute missing SNP markers as 

ASReml-R (Butler et al. 2009) cannot work with missing data. After imputation, only SNP 

markers with a minor allele frequency of ≥0.05 and a number of accessions with a minor 

allele > 6 were used for association analyses. This resulted in a total of 394,010 SNPs in 

the indica subpopulation. 

We tested two GWAS approaches: one considers the response for each salt treatment in 

a separate model by using an R package “GAPIT”(Zhang et al. 2010, Lipka et al. 2012), 

and the other, referred to as the interaction model (Figure 5.6) used in chapter 3 (Al-

Tamimi et al. 2016). GAPIT only allows a single effect (taxa) to be fit as a random effect 

whereas other effects are treated as fixed. The difference between the two approaches 

allows us to examine the interaction effects between the markers and the treatment, 

which is included as a cofactor in the interaction model. Because the use of the 
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conventional MLM with GAPIT is less statistically powerful than our interaction model, 

the GAPIT results showed no significant peaks and were therefore excluded from this 

chapter. 

For the interaction model, the significant P-values for marker-trait associations were 

determined using the Bonferroni-adjusted threshold of α = 0.05, which corresponded to 

1.27x10-7 (LOD 6.9) and the FDR (Storey and Tibshirani 2003, Storey 2015). We also 

retained the threshold of P=10−5 as only a suggestive threshold as other previous rice 

GWAS studies have used a significant for the conventional MLM using TASSEL 

(Rebolledo 2015, Crowell 2016). 

5.4 Results and discussion: 

The use of the same indica panel in all chapters of this dissertation provides the basis for 

comparative analysis across environments, for improving current GWAS models, and for 

discovering new loci associated with growth, transpiration, and yield in response to 

salinity stress. 

Natural phenotypic variation for yield and yield components can be seen in field 

evaluation of the indica panel (Figure 5.5) signifying that there is sufficient genetic 

variance to conduct an association mapping analysis. 

Heritability estimates were generally high, with several traits reaching above 80% 

heritability for both treatments (control and salt); these traits include heading date, 

flowering date, height (cm) and tiller number per plant. The heritability estimates for 
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yield are ∼65% and ∼42% for control and salt conditions, respectively. The heritabilties 

of the traits could be further improved with spatial correction. 

Rice is salt sensitive and shows 80% decrease for yield and 60% decrease for harvest 

index with only moderate salinity levels of 4dSm-1 in the field (see figure 5.5 and Table 

5.2). Additionally, it has become clear that stress also regulates heading, maturity and 

flowering dates. Various environmental pressures such as abiotic stresses can induce or 

accelerate flowering, or may inhibit or delay it, in a wide range of plant species (Takeno 

2016). Results show that the salt stress tends to delay these dates (Figure 5.5). Reports have 

also identified a delay in flowering for Arabidopsis plants due to salt stress (Kim et al. 

2007, Ryu et al. 2014). From the literature, it is noticed that that salt stress rarely 

induces flowering, although it is considered one of the most important stress factors 

affecting crop yield and in general the effect of salt stress on flowering is still largely 

unknown (Takeno 2016).  

There were positive correlation coefficients among yield and yield components. Highly 

significant (p<0.001) correlations were observed between and biomass (kg/ha) for both 

control and saline conditions. 

A comparison between high-throughput phenotyping data from TPA already published 

(Al-Tamimi et al. 2016) and the field trial data reported here revealed that are some 

negative correlations between transpiration rate (TR) from TPA with yield (kg/ha), 

harvest index (%) and number of grains per panicle evaluated under field conditions 

(Supplementary Figure 5.5). By combining field and controlled environment datasets, 

we were able to demonstrate that there  are correlations between the two screening 
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methods and therefore that high-throughput imaging platforms are complementary, or 

in some cases, may be an appropriate alternative to field screenings. However, the 

elucidation of findings from controlled environments and their application to field 

environments is not always simple, so cross-checking, comparing and ultimately being 

able to combine results from controlled and field environments brings a valuable new 

dimension to studies of plant response to stress, and has the potential to help bridge 

the translational gap between experiments run under controlled conditions and those 

run in field environments. 

GWAS analysis was used to ultimately discover new loci associated with traits 

contributing to rice salinity tolerance under field conditions. A ‘High-density rice array 

(HDRA) 700k SNP’(McCouch S. et al. 2016) was used. We initially performed GWAS using 

the conventional mixed linear model (MLM) with a kinship matrix between accessions to 

correct for genetic relatedness (Yu 2006)  but found no significant results.  

The “interaction” model was then used and significant SNPs were identified (at 

Bonferroni and FDR thresholds) for fertility (%) on chromosome 2 and for maturity date 

on chromosomes 1, 3, 5 and 6. Indicative peaks can be seen for harvest index on 

chromosome 8 (Figure 5.6). Adjustments for spatial variation can help obtain higher 

resolution of SNP detection. Results can be further improved by applying the new one-

step model that will be incorporated with the interaction model, so that marker effects 

can be estimated simultaneously with spatial variation. This means that the estimates of 

marker effects and their significance will be more accurate and unbiased in comparison 
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to effects estimated from a two-stage approach. We expect this future analysis of GWAS 

to be highly intensive as chapter 4’s one step model was taking roughly a week per trait. 

5.5 Conclusions 

Field trials are the ideal method for evaluating adaptation and stress tolerance in crop 

germplasm because most forms of adaptation and stress tolerance are inherited as 

complex traits and are governed by many genes.  However, spatial variability (Singh et al., 

2010a) and rapid changes (Richards, 1984) in the field environment, such as the 

existence of multiple biotic and/or soil- related stresses and the influence of weather 

conditions (Xie et al., 2001; Gregorio et al., 2002) make it challenging to assess. Hence, 

field measurements become less reliable (Singh et al., 2010a). A good way to address 

these challenges is to perform tailored statistical analyses such as adjusting for spatial 

variation or even climatic changes as well as adding suitable covariate(s) to GWAS 

model, if required.  

The next steps for this chapter is to re-analyse this field data and perform spatial 

analysis, along with testing the one-step GWAS model. After this, we would examine the 

LD around significant SNPs and identify a list of candidate genes associated with each 

GWAS peak in an effort to discover new loci associated with yield and yield component 

traits that contribute to rice salinity tolerance. Finally, with this genomics approach, 

there is potential to accelerate breeding processes for the development of salt tolerant 

crop cultivars. 
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Figure 5.2 Correlations between yield related traits in the field under control (top) and 

saline (bottom) conditions.   

Color intensity and the size of the circle are proportional to the correlation coefficients. 

Significant level:  *** significant P < 0.001, ** P < 0.01, * P < 0.05, insignificants are left 

blank.  
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Figure 5.3 Tukey box plots of the all yield related traits for indica rice panel grown in 

control (non-saline) and saline field conditions.  

Blue box represents the control while red represents salt. The boxes shows the first and 

third quartiles, the horizontal black line represents the median, and the range is 

indicated by the lines that extend above and below the box. Different lowercase letters 

indicate significant differences in median of the traits between treatment types. (a) 

Heading date, (b) flowering date, (c) maturity date, (d) height (cm), (e) tiller number per 

plant, (f) number of panicles/m2, (g) panicle weight (kg/ha),(h) number of grains per 

panicle, (i) X1000GWT (g), (j) biomass (kg/ha), (k) yield  (kg/ha), (l) harvest index %  and 

(m) fertility  %. Traits with a percentage decrease of over 50%, are shown on the 

boxplots.   
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Figure 5.4 Manhattan plots of SNPs for association using the “Interaction model” for 

the indica panel.  

(a) Heading date, (b) flowering date, (c) maturity date, (d) height (cm), (e) tiller number 

per plant, (f) number of panicles/m2, (g) panicle weight (kg/ha),(h) number of grains per 

panicle, (i) X1000GWT (g), (j) biomass (kg/ha), (k) yield  (kg/ha), (l) harvest index %  and 

(m) fertility  %. Left panel shows Manhattan plots using the GWAS interaction model 

‘Marker’ while right panel shows GWAS interaction model ‘Marker-by-Treatment’. SNPs 

s are highlighted in green if they reach genome wide significance for association with 

the trait with Bonferroni correction or FDR; Red horizontal lines indicate significance 

thresholds P < 1.27x10-7 (LOD 6.9). While blue lines indicate the suggestive threshold  

P< 1×10-5.  
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Table 5.1 Summary statistics of all yield related traits from the field.  

Treatment (treat), number of valid cases (n), mean, standard deviation (sd), median, 

minimum values (min), maximum values (max), range, standard errors (se) and broad-

sense heritability in percentage (heri %) are displayed 

Traits treat n mean sd median min max range se heri % 

Heading 
date 

C 185 75.60 7.54 76.00 59.33 97.67 38.33 0.55 94.10 

S 174 83.61 8.98 83.00 57.00 106.00 49.00 0.68 84.60 

Flowering 
date 

C 185 79.80 8.44 79.33 63.00 103.33 40.33 0.62 93.10 

S 176 88.87 10.36 88.00 55.00 125.00 70.00 0.78 88.00 

Maturity 
date 

C 185 111.07 8.96 110.00 93.33 137.50 44.17 0.66 88.30 

S 166 124.70 6.36 125.66 
106.3

3 
134.00 27.66 0.49 27.00 

Height 
C 185 98.51 20.44 102.17 50.25 153.83 103.58 1.50 94.90 

S 176 70.40 15.43 72.25 38.00 107.17 69.17 1.16 98.60 

Tiller no. 
per plant 

C 185 16.54 3.69 16.08 8.89 42.00 33.11 0.27 98.60 

S 176 13.65 3.10 13.69 4.75 28.42 23.67 0.23 89.10 

Yield 
C 185 

4568.2
7 

1500.5
4 

4526.2
6 

86.92 9361.01 9274.09 
110.
32 

65.20 

S 176 935.29 697.82 811.40 0.00 3770.29 3770.29 
52.6

0 
42.20 

Biomass 
C 192 

11639.
12 

2692.7
7 

11413.
02 

5978.
44 

22631.2
5 

16652.8
1 

194.
33 

89.30 

S 190 
5023.7

7 
1598.9

1 
5010.4

2 
1290.

00 
9788.33 8498.33 

116.
00 

65.40 

Panicle 
weight 

C 185 
6056.8

7 
1645.6

4 
6040.2

1 
1214.

06 
11607.9

2 
10393.8

5 
120.
99 74.60 

S 176 
1971.2

0 
933.65 

1806.8
8 

190.6
3 

5904.17 5713.54 
70.3

8 
46.70 

Harvest 
index 

C 185 36.61 9.53 37.47 1.89 58.50 56.61 0.70 0.00 

S 176 16.27 10.00 14.72 0.00 53.83 53.83 0.75 39.50 
No. of 

grains/p
anicle 

C 185 93.52 22.89 91.25 33.95 157.87 123.92 1.68 91.20 

S 176 50.81 19.88 50.76 0.00 114.15 114.15 1.50 61.50 

Fertility 
C 185 82.84 11.28 85.36 5.63 95.04 89.41 0.83 42.90 

S 175 58.11 18.46 62.41 2.11 89.37 87.26 1.40 22.60 

X1000G
WT 

C 185 25.24 3.91 25.06 16.12 42.83 26.70 0.29 18.50 

S 175 20.58 3.83 20.65 5.35 33.74 28.39 0.29 30.70 

No. of 
panicles/

m2 

C 186 380.03 112.34 373.96 
143.7

5 
968.75 825.00 8.24 81.90 

S 176 230.36 96.59 213.54 50.00 629.17 579.17 7.28 25.10 
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Table 5.2 Summary statistics of average percentage decrease by saline soils in field 

condition in the indica panel.  

Traits shown are height (cm), tiller Number per Plant, yield  (kg/ha), biomass (kg/ha), 

Panicle weight (kg/ha), Harvest index %, number of grains per panicle, Fertility %, 

X1000GWT (g), number of Panicles/m2. 

 

Trait % decrease 
Height 28.54 
Tiller no. per plant 17.44 
Yield 79.53 
Biomass 56.84 
Panicle weight 67.46 
Harvest index 55.56 
No. of grains/panicle 45.67 
Fertility 29.86 
X1000GWT 18.49 
No. of panicles/m2 39.38 
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5.6 Supplementary information 

5.6.1 Supplementary material and method 

5.6.1.1 Summary of field trial in Sahel Station, B.P. 96 Saint Louis, Senegal 

Field trails in 2013 and 2014 

We used the indica diversity panel of 300 accessions, which was established within the 

‘Phenomics of Rice Adaptation and Yield Potential’ (PRAY) project. Seed was obtained 

from the International Rice Genebank Collection (IRGC) at the International Rice 

Research Institute (IRRI). AfricaRice ran two dry seasons of field trials in Ndiaye, Senegal 

(16°14’N, 16°14’W) done in two separate years: Non-saline conditions done in 2013 and 

saline conditions done in 2014. 16°14’N   

Both trials have different experimental designs and have 3 replicates. 

The control field is a random block design. The blocks run from West to East and all 12 

blocks in each Rep lie in one big plot bounded by bunds. Between adjacent blocks in 

each replicate a spacing of 0.4m was left (Supplementary Figure 5.1 a). The saline field is 

an alpha lattice design (Supplementary Figure 5.1 b). The salinity was set at 4dSm-1 in 

the field in 2014. Saline field trail has 44 traits while the control treatment has 16 traits. 

However, only seven traits overlap. 

These seven traits are: 

1. Biomass  

2. Harvest Index Agro (%) - Agronomic harvest index which is the grain weight 

(yield) over total plant biomass (aerial biomass) 

3. X1000 GWT - Thousand grain weight 
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4. Number of Panicles/m2 

5. Filled grains per panicle 

6. Fertility (%) 

7. Harvest Index Biol (%) Biological harvest index which is the panicle weight over 

total plant biomass (aerial biomass) 

 

5.6.1.2 Phenotypic and GWAS analysis 

Summary Statistics of the phenotypic data can be found in Supplementary Table 5.1. 

Correlation analysis was performed for the control and saline yield related phenotypic 

traits (Supplementary Figure 5.2 ) with the Pearson option using the function corrplot() 

from the package "corrplot" in R. Summary statistics of average percentage decrease by 

the salt treatment in indica panel can be found in Supplementary Table 5.2.  

Genotypic data were composed of the HDRA dataset, a 700K SNP array designed by 

McCouch’s laboratory at Cornell University (McCouch et al. 2016). From the HDRA SNPs, 

only SNP markers with a minor allele frequency of ≥0.05 and a number of accessions 

with a minor allele >6 were used for association analyses. This resulted in a total of 

397,659 SNPs in the indica subpopulation for GWAS. However, The interaction model 

cannot use missing data so the significant P values for marker–trait associations were 

determined using the Bonferroni-adjusted threshold of α=0.05, which corresponded to 

2.57 × 10−6 for the indica panel (Al-Tamimi et al. 2016). 

Because the use of the conventional MLM with GAPIT is less statistically powerful than 

our interaction model, we found that neither the Bonferroni nor false discovery rate 
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(Storey and Tibshirani 2003, Storey 2015) showed significant P values and excluded it 

from the dissertation.  

 The minus log10 of the genome-wide observed P values were displayed in Manhattan 

plots for the interaction model (Supplementary Figure 5.3) using the qqman package for 

R. 

5.6.2 Supplementary results and discussion 

The data collection is not perfect as there are many missing data this is due to the fact 

that some of the materials had germination problems whilst some plots were lost where 

salinity levels spiked during the season. For some instances the technician had missed 

critical scoring days for the data. Overall, these reasons make it difficult to determine 

final number of accessions as each trait varies greatly. Before running any GWAS 

analysis, I made simple heat maps of each trait for both control and saline field 

conditions. Below is an example of Saline condition biomass trait showing missing data 

concentrated in the block of replicate 1 (Supplementary figure 5.4). The missing data 

made it difficult to perform spatial correction analysis, as variation is lost due to the 

significant amount of missing data, as the “ASReml” package in R cannot handle missing 

data. Another challenge facing spatial correction is that the control and saline trials 

differ in spatial design. It is easier to perform spatial analysis on a complete random 

block design rather than an alpha lattice design and even more challenging to fit a 

spatial model incorporating both designs. Most likely would have to treat each field 

design separately.  
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Supplementary Table 5.2 below shows a negative average percentage decrease by the 

salt treatment in indica panel for Harvest Index Biol. This suggest but a positive average 

percentage decrease by the salt treatment for Harvest Index Agro. This suggests that the 

data is not completely reliable. Preliminary GWAS using the interaction model showed 

no significance Supplementary. However, there is an indicative association on 

chromosome 11 for the Agronomic harvest index  (Supplementary Figure 5.3). 

The overall results from the analysis of the datasets led to carrying out a second set of 

field trails performed in parallel (one saline and one control) during the wet season 

(July-December 2017) in Senegal containing yield related traits for investigation. There is 

very little correlation between this dataset (field trials from 2013 &2014) to the 2017 

field trails (Supplementary Figure 5.2 b). One reason for this is that the different trials 

were carried out in different seasons. This is also another reason why are main findings 

will be focused on the field trial from 2017. 
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Supplementary Figure 5.1 Design of control and saline field trials. (a) Design of 

control field trial of 2013 is a random block design. (b) Design of saline field trial 

of 2014 is an alpha lattice design. Each colour block represents a replicated 

layout. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

Supplementary Figure 5.2 Correlations between yield related traits in the field under 

control and salt conditions. (a) Correlations between traits in the field between control 

trial 2013 (left) and Saline trail 2014 (right) (dry season). (b) Correlations between 2 

years of trials; (left) control year 2013 & 2017 (dry and wet season, respectively), (right) 

saline year 2014 and 2017(dry and wet season, respectively). Color intensity and the size 

of the circle are proportional to the correlation coefficients. Significant level:  *** 

significant P < 0.001, ** P < 0.01, * P < 0.05, insignificants are left blank. 
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Supplementary Figure 5.3 Manhattan plots of SNPs for association using the 
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“Interaction model”. (a) Biomass (g), (b) Fertility (%), (c) Filled grains per panicle, (d) 

GWT1000 (g), (e) Harvest Index Agro (%), (f) Harvest Index Biol (%), (g) Panicles/m2 for 

the Indica panel. SNPs are highlighted in green if they reach genome wide significance 

for association with the trait; left panel shows manhattan plots using the GWAS 

interaction model ‘Marker’ while right panel are GWAS interaction model ‘Marker-by-

Treatment’. Red horizontal lines indicate significance thresholds P < 2.57 × 10−6 

 

 

 

Supplementary Figure 5.4 Simple heat map for biomass measurements of the saline 

field data. Showing an example of the amount of missing data in the field and possible 

spatial trends. A histogram of the values is included in the heat map color keys. 
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(a) 

 

 (b)  

  

Supplementary Figure 5.5 Correlations between traits in field and controlled 

environments (TPA) under control and saline conditions. (a) Correlations between 

traits in the field (trial year 2017) and TPA in control conditions  (b) Correlations 

between traits in the field (trial year 2017) and TPA in saline conditions. Color intensity 

and the size of the circle are proportional to the correlation coefficients. Significant 

level:  *** significant P < 0.001, ** P < 0.01, * P < 0.05, insignificants are left blank. 
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Supplementary Table 5.1 Summary statistics of all yield related traits from the field. 

Treatment (treat), number of valid cases (n), mean, standard deviation (sd), median, 

minimum values (min), maximum values (max), range and standard errors (se) are 

displayed. 

  treat n mean sd median min max range se 

Bi
om

as
s 

c 294 
12096.0

8 
2558.8

8 
11813.0

0 
3625.0

0 
21396.3

3 
17771.3

3 
149.2

4 

s 260 9488.64 
2545.0

5 9266.75 
1636.0

0 
16857.0

0 
15221.0

0 
157.8

4 

H
IA

gr
o c 294 0.42 0.07 0.42 0.20 0.62 0.42 0.00 

s 257 23.31 9.66 22.50 1.00 66.00 65.00 0.60 

G
W

T1
00

0 

c 294 23.83 1.29 24.00 20.00 29.00 9.00 0.08 

s 257 18.05 3.22 18.00 6.00 28.37 22.37 0.20 

Pa
ni

cl
e/

m
2 c 294 344.45 67.24 343.67 168.67 539.67 371.00 3.92 

s 259 427.26 95.13 429.33 88.00 798.33 710.33 5.91 

Fe
rt

ili
ty

 

c 294 67.76 8.05 68.67 43.67 86.67 43.00 0.47 

s 255 64.96 17.73 67.50 12.00 99.00 87.00 1.11 

H
IB

io
l c 294 0.38 0.13 0.37 0.00 0.82 0.82 0.01 

s 260 42.05 9.38 42.67 8.00 68.00 60.00 0.58 

Pl
ot

 Y
ie

ld
 

c 293 4243.01 
1151.5

5 4337.79 192.39 7546.21 7353.82 67.27 

s 246 1831.38 927.08 1744.50 52.00 4674.00 4622.00 59.11 
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Supplementary Table 5.2 Summary statistics of average percentage decrease by the 

salt treatment in indica panel. Traits shown are Biomass, Harvest Index Agro (%), 

GWT1000 (g), Panicles/m2, Filled grains per panicle, Fertility (%) and Harvest Index Biol 

(%).  

 

 

Biomass HIAgro GWT1000  Panicles/m2 Filled Grains  Fertility HIBiol 

Control 12096.08 42.04 23.83 344.45 64.74 67.76 37.52 

Salt 9488.64 23.31 18.05 427.26 29.34 64.96 42.05 

 % decrease  21.56 44.56 24.26 -24.04 54.67 4.13 -12.06 
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Chapter 6 Concluding remarks  

6.1 Summary of main project findings  

The chapters of my Ph.D. revolve revolve around identifying loci associated with 

components of salinity tolerance in rice using association mapping. My project focuses 

on the development of new methods for the analysis of plant growth, yield, 

photosynthetic and transpiration related traits using forward genetics in a diverse rice 

population. The forward genetics concept and approach is summarised in Figure 6.1 and 

shows a concise outline of my project in general. 

Chapter 1 is a literature review that examines high-throughput phenotyping methods 

and new association mapping strategies to study rice salinity tolerance components. 

Chapter 2 is a complete detailed methodology of my PhD and focuses on the 

experimental design and provides a step-by-step description, with software scripts, for 

dissection of the genetic architecture of rice salinity tolerance using association mapping 

while correcting for spatial variation. 

The phenotyping for my dissertation was performed under controlled conditions at The 

Plant Accelerator® (TPA) in Australia and under field conditions at the International Rice 

Research Institute (IRRI) in Los Baños, Philippines and at the AfricaRice Sahel Station in 

Ndiaye, Senegal. The analysis of data generated under controlled conditions using the 

Plant Accelerator (described in Chapter 3) has been completed and published (Al-

Tamimi et al. 2016). Some of the main findings of that work were the development of a 

new association model that takes into account the interaction between treatment 
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(control and salt) and genetic marker. This model allowed the identification of 

previously undetected loci affecting TUE on chromosome 11, providing insights into the 

early responses of rice to salinity, in particular into the effects of salinity on plant growth 

and transpiration. 

During my Ph.D. journey, I became interested in photosynthetic traits and was fortunate 

to develop a  collaboration with Prof. Paul Quick and Dr. Robert Coe from the 

International Rice Research Center (IRRI), Los Baños, Philippines. They provided data on 

photosynthetic-related traits on the indica PRAY panel (~300 accessions) collected in the 

field by IRRI under non-stressed conditions. The aim of the analysis of these data was to 

discover genes associated with traits contributing to higher photosynthetic activity 

under field conditions using a new GWAS method, and look for correlations between 

the field dataset from IRRI and controlled environment data collected in the TPA. The 

use of the same indica panel in these two experiments provided the foundation for 

discovering loci associated with plant architecture, photosynthesis, and leaf anatomy, 

traits important for the improvement of rice yield potential. Chapter 4 introduced the 

one-Step GWAS approach, which to our knowledge has not been performed in plant 

species before, but has been implemented previously in animal studies (Wang et al. 

2014, Howard et al. 2015, Medeiros de Oliveira Silva et al. 2017, Wu et al. 2018). Taken 

together, our approach was efficiently implemented for the indica rice panel and 

provided enough power to identify several candidate genes associated with the traits of 

interest. 
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We further studied the indica panel under irrigated field conditions in Senegal, to 

investigate the effects of salinity stress on yield and yield components (Chapter 5). The 

use of the same indica panel in all chapters of this dissertation provides the basis for 

comparative mapping of GWAS signal across environments in an effort to uncover new 

sources of salinity tolerance and to discover new loci associated with growth, 

transpiration, and yield. 

Notably, my Ph.D. project ambitions were to improve the current association methods 

of GWAS by exploring and testing novel Mixed Linear Models (Chapter 3 & 4). Overall, 

my work used three different GWAS models that are summarized in Table 6.1. 

My work provides great insight into the understanding of the genetic control of salinity 

tolerance in rice.  All loci identified in GWAS analyses could be further analyzed to 

identify candidate genes and validate their role in salinity tolerance and lead to future 

progression in developing higher yielding rice varieties.  

Finally, what makes this project valuable is the development of a more holistic approach 

that recognizes the complexity of the genotype–phenotype interaction, and that will 

ultimately lead to the design of smart-breeding strategies targeting salinity tolerance in 

rice. 

I had the opportunity to have many side projects during my Ph.D. (See Appendices). I 

collaborated with Alexandre Garcia from University of South Australia in Adelaide to 

develop a user-friendly 3D visualization software that analyzes and visualizes 

longitudinal association data that can be used in any species (e.g rice), time-interval (e.g. 

different years of field trials) and population (e.g. nested association mapping) 
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(Appendix A).  Another side project involves in collaboration with Prof. Aamir Farooq 

from the Clean Combustion Center at KAUST is a proof of concept project to use a non-

intrusive laser sensor to measure plant transpiration (Appendix C).  

6.2 Limitations and considerations  

The analyses were run using the genotypic data composed of the HDRA dataset of 

the700K SNP array designed by McCouch’s laboratory at Cornell University (McCouch et 

al. 2016). However, the imputed data set on the HDRA panel is now available (Wang et 

al. 2018). It is probably worth re-running some analyses using the 4.8M SNP set in an 

effort to identify new loci (not covered by the previous array, or facilitated by the 

greater statistical power from more markers) or to increase the precision of detecting 

previously identified loci. 

Similarly, running the one step model on the saline field data and comparing the 

“interaction” and the “one step” models is still pending. 

Furthermore, a second saline field trial during the wet season in Senegal would be 

beneficial,  as replication can reduce the probability of generating misleading results and 

can increase the accuracy of the estimates about how each treatment performed. 

Lastly, efficient use of computational power is necessary, as one trait takes roughly one 

week to analyzing using the cluster. Initially we had difficulties to get ASReml-R working 

on the cluster and now we need to increase the efficiency of jobs being run on the 

cluster. 
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Overall, this PhD project combined high- throughput image-based phenotyping with 

field screening to run genome wide association analyses for rice salinity tolerance. 

Improved phenotyping and genetic analyses identified loci involved in rice salinity 

tolerance and associated those loci with previously unstudied traits, providing 

hypotheses about new components of salinity tolerance. Finally, this work laid the 

foundation for further studies to discover new salinity tolerance genes and ultimately to 

use those discoveries to improve the productivity of rice, in particular, and of crops, in 

general, under saline conditions. 
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Figure 6.1  Schematic workflow of GWAS.  

GWAS starts with the determination of a population of interest (the exploitation of 

genetic recourses). That population must be purified, and subsequently genotyped and 

phenotyped to provide the input data for GWAS.  Advances in genotyping led to the 

development of comprehensive genomic data sets on diversity panels of interest 

becoming publicly available. Depending on the phenotype of interest for a particular 

study, the environment and method of phenotyping is then decided (field or controlled 

conditions; classical phenotyping or high-throughput phenotyping, etc.). To analyse the 

data, statistical analyses need to be considered carefully. For complex phenotypic traits, 

the raw data must be “cleaned up” prior to undertaking GWAS. This includes trait 

derivation, spatial variation and outlier removal. Finally a decision about what type of 

GWAS model best suits the dataset, and considerations about the available 

computational power, time and available expertise needs to be evaluated before 

performing post-GWAS. Following GWAS, each region showing significant association 

between a marker(s) and a phenotype(s) can be examined to estimate the percent of 
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the phenotypic variance explained, to understand LD decay, to determine the 

phenotypic impact in different genetic backgrounds of interest to the breeding 

community, and to further dissect the region as the basis for identifying candidate genes 

that are likely to be causal for the trait of interest. 

 

Table 6.1 Summary table and description of GWAS models used throughout all the 

chapters 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix A  

3D-QTL: a dynamic quantitative trait locus (QTL) visualization software to 

facilitate the temporal and spatial analysis of complex genetic responses 

I present, in this appendix, a summary of work I did during my PhD in collaboration with 

Alexandre Garcia from University of South Australia in Adelaide. The overall aim is to develop a 

user-friendly 3D visualization software that analyzes and visualizes longitudinal association 

data that can be used in any species (e.g rice), time-interval (e.g. different years of field trials) 

and population (e.g. nested association mapping). This work will be prepared as a manuscript 

by: Nadia Al-Tamimi, Alexandre Garcia, Helena Oakey, Mark Tester*, Magdalena Julkowska & 

Sónia Negrão. 

The “interaction model” and results from Chapter 3 allowed the identification of a locus 

affecting the maintenance of transpiration use efficiency under saline conditions on 

chromosome 11, in the indica panel. This QTL is possibly associated with the early responses of 

rice to salinity. Furthermore, we observed that some loci are present exclusively during the 

early time intervals after salt exposure while others only occur in the later time intervals 

(Figure A.1). This dynamic and complex response of rice to salinity stress motivated us to 

start this work. Therefore, this new QTL visualization software aims to show the dynamic 

response of genetic loci through time or in different environments. 
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Figure A.1. Marker-by-treatment interaction model using transpiration use efficiency in 
response to salinity. SNPs are highlighted in green if they reach genome-wide significance 
for association with TUE at each time interval in indica. SNPs associated with TUE are shown 
at the different time intervals: 2–6, 6–9 and 9–13 days after treatment (panels top to 
bottom). Horizontal red lines indicate Bonferroni-adjusted threshold of α=0.05, which 
corresponded to 3.02 × 10−6 

 

The interactive web application is written in R (R Development Core Team 2015) with the R 

packages shiny (Chang 2017) and plotly (Sievert; et al. 2017). The 3D-QTL software was 

designed to handle any QTL or association mapping output result, and also to use any plant 

species data. The axes comprehend LOD value and genetic position whereas the third axis can 

be, for instance, time, environmental location, and growth season or growth stage. Figure A.2 

shows examples of the draft 3D plots, which are named Adelaide plots, produced by the first 

version of the software.  

indica 

Days a er 
salt 

treatment 
2-6  

6-9  

9-13  

Indica 
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Figure A.2. Adelaide plots. Top image shows a drawing of a 3D-graph to demonstrate the 3D-
Manhattan plots. The x-axis corresponds to SNP position, the y-axis corresponds to time or 
(location), while the z-axis corresponds to the LOD score of the p-value. Bottom right and left 
images are examples of Adelaide plots produced by the software taken from data in Chapter 3. 

To demonstrate the efficiency of the 3D-QTL software, I tested association results from 

different plant species, such as Arabidopsis, rice, and barley. First, in the Arabidopsis example, I 

analyzed unpublished data regarding the daily changes in roundness using high-throughput 

phenotyping while performing genome-wide association studies (GWAS) using the HapMap 

population with 10 million SNPs. Second, in the rice example, I examined the daily results of 

GWAS on the indica diversity panel used in (Al-Tamimi et al. 2016). In the barley example, I 

analyzed two years of field data on the nested-association mapping (NAM) population used by 

(Saade et al. 2016). Taken together, the use of different species, mapping populations and 

association models demonstrate that the 3D-QTL software is a versatile tool that can be used to 

see the genetic responses through time, in different locations or growth stages. The software 

possesses a user-friendly interface that enables the user to zoom in and rotate the Adelaide 
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plot to improve the QTL visualization, to select different days or chromosomes to examine the 

data. Besides the Adelaide plot, I will include the typical Manhattan plots, as well as dynamic 

tables of the significant SNPs that are associated with the trait under investigation. Also, the 

user can download the significant data in a table format, and thus expedite the analyses of 

complex data. To exemplify our 3D-QTL features and Adelaide plot aspect, you may find below 

Figure A.3, showing screenshots of the software with examples of different visualizations 

options. We expect that the broader use of the 3D-QTL visualization software will become 

fundamental to improve QTL analysis in this new era of high-throughput phenotyping and 

longitudinal association models.  

 

 

Figure A.3. 3D-QTL software and Adelaide plot. (a) Updated version of Adelaide plot with 
zooming and rotating plot features showing all the days and chromosomes (b) Same Adelaide 
plot with selected days and chromosomes 

 

(b) (a) 
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Appendix B   

 

 Salt stress under the scalpel – Dissecting the genetics of salt tolerance 

I present, in this appendix, the summary of the review article published in Plant Journal. The full 

citation is:Mitchell J.L. Morton, Mariam Awlia, Nadia Al-Tamimi, Stephanie Saade, Yveline 

Pailles, Sónia Negrão, Mark Tester Salt stress under the scalpel - dissecting the genetics of salt 

tolerance. (2019). Plant Journal. Jan;97(1):148-163. doi: 10.1111/tpj.14189. 

Summary 

Salt stress limits the productivity of crops grown under saline conditions, leading to substantial 

losses of yield in saline soils and under brackish and saline irrigation. Salt tolerant crops could 

alleviate these losses while both increasing irrigation opportunities and reducing agricultural 

demands on dwindling freshwater resources. However, despite significant efforts, progress 

towards this goal has been limited, largely because of the genetic complexity of salt tolerance 

for agronomically important yield-related traits. Consequently, the focus is shifting to the study 

of traits that contribute to overall tolerance, thus breaking down salt tolerance into 

components that are more genetically tractable. Greater consideration of the plasticity of salt 

tolerance mechanisms throughout development and across environmental conditions furthers 

this dissection. The demand for more sophisticated and comprehensive methodologies is being 

met by parallel advances in high-throughput phenotyping and sequencing technologies that are 

enabling the multivariate characterisation of vast germplasm resources. Alongside steady 

improvements in statistical genetics models, forward genetics approaches for elucidating salt 
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tolerance mechanisms are gaining momentum. Subsequent quantitative trait locus and gene 

validation has also become more accessible, most recently through advanced techniques in 

molecular biology and genomic analysis, facilitating the translation of findings to the field. 

Besides fuelling the improvement of established crop species, this progress also facilitates the 

domestication of naturally salt tolerant orphan crops. Taken together, these advances herald a 

promising era of discovery for research into the genetics of salt tolerance in plants. 
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Appendix C  

Transpiration Rate Measurements Using Absorption Spectroscopy  

I present, in this appendix, work from my PhD in collaboration with Aamir Farooq and from the 

Clean Combustion Center at KAUST. The work is still ongoing and the manuscript under 

preparation is: “A sampling-free integrated cavity output spectroscopy technique for leaf 

transpiration rate measurement” by: Guangle Zhang, Alber Popov, Nadia Al-Tamimi, Stephanie 

Saade, Mark Tester, Aamir Farooq. 

C.1 Aim and Concept 

In this proof of concept project, the aim is to use a non-intrusive laser sensor to measure plant 

transpiration. Conventional methods for measuring transpiration rate have either small 

temporal resolution (sap flow meter), cannot be carried out in the field (porometer), or are 

intrusive (porometer). Even a small pressure applied to a leaf can stress the plant causing it to 

close the stomata, and interfere with transpiration measurements(McDermitt 1990). An 

advantageous solution would be the use of a non-intrusive laser sensor probing the air near the 

leaf offers. However, a high sensitivity sensor is required due to the small amount of water 

molecules being released by the plant. .  

For this pioneering project, Aamir Farooq and his team are using an off-axis cavity-enhanced 

absorption spectroscopy combined with a quantum cascade laser to estimate the transpiration 

rate from barley plants. This technique offers robustness and high sensitivity, which makes it 

ideal for this type of applications. Preliminary results showed that the minimum-to-none stress 

on the plant during data acquisition seems to provide accurate transpiration rate values. 

Because of this laser provides fast time resolution, it could be further used to study plants' 
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response to salinity. A schematic experimental diagram is shown in Figure C.1. 

For this project, we designed small experiments to compare the conventional method-

porometer, to the newly developed method – laser using barley plants under control and saline 

conditions. 

C.2 Material and Methods  

C.2.1 Plant Material and Transpiration rate measurements 

Six barley plants of the same genotype (Adonis) were cultivated for to six to seven weeks. 

Barley plants were used due to their leaf architecture (long and flat surface), which made them 

the most suitable candidate for the laser setup.  

Salt treatment was applied at tillering stage (six to seven week-old plants) by adding 200mM of 

NaCl to three plants while three plants were used as controls.  For all the measurements, the 

3rd leaf was used to estimate transpiration three times per day (morning, afternoon, and late 

afternoon), using both methods, i.e. the laser and the porometer SC-1 leaf by Decagon Devices 

during the course of three days. One leaf was placed on a flat surface with its abaxial surface 

facing upwards, and rigidly fixed on top of a vertical translation stage. Measurements were 

performed at six different heights above the leaves, namely: 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 12 mm. Two extra 

measurements were performed before and after the leaves were positioned inside the cavity, 

representing the I0 signal in calculations used by the Clean Combustion Center. 

C.2.2 Transpiration Rate Measurements via Off-Axis Cavity-Enhanced Absorption 

Spectroscopy (CEAS ) 

The setup consisted of an open cavity created by two identical x m radius of curvature, x mm 

diameter mirrors. The single pass path length was 15cm. The first step is the alignment for the 
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cavity by using the HeNe laser to get a correct working cavity, because of the distributed 

feedback laser (DFB), which is the main laser, wavelength falls outside of the visible spectrum of 

light, thus a 10mW HeNe visible laser propagated collinearly with the DFB beam facilitates the 

alignment process. A dichroic mirror that reflects visible light but transmits NIR was used to 

combine the two beams. A focusing mirror at the further end of the cavity aimed the output 

light at the detector.  

After the alignment is complete, we turn off the HeNe laser and record a background signal. We 

then place the leaf its abaxial facing upwards onto a flat surface in to the cavity and record the 

absorption signal of the water (voltage over time) around 10 kHz. Several measurements from 

several distances are recorded. From the obtained measurements, we adapt Beer-Lambert law 

to calculate the absorbance (nm)  

 

which when solved for G looks like  

 

Then the mole fraction is given by  

 

 

Finally, we use Fick’s first law to calculate diffusive flux and from the flux you can calculate the 

total conductance  

The diffusive flux to the concentration  
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Where D is the diffusivity in units of m2/s,  is the concentration in mol/m3, x is the 

position in unit of m, J is the diffusive flux in mmol/(m2*s). 

  

 
 

Figure C.1. Absorption spectroscopy combined with a quantum cascade laser experimental 
setup. (a) Schematic diagram; and b) Real experimental setup. PM=plain mirror; 
*DFB=distributed feedback laser, which is the main laser. The numbered annotations refer to 
the following; 1= HeNe laser; 2,4,5,7,8= plain mirrors; 3=flip mirror; 6= Diochroic mirror; 9,10= 
high reflectivity mirrors; 11= flat surface for placing leaf; 12= concave mirror; 13= detector. 
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C.3 Preliminary results 

Example of one barley plant (ID#1) comparing between transpiration rate measurements with 

porometer and laser (Table C.1 & Figure C.2) show that most laser results are reasonable and 

show similar trend to the porometer results. This indicates that laser is able to measure leaf 

plant transpiration. However, optimization of the laser set up is required to acquire even more 

accurate results, as some of the other plants did not show the same trend.  

However, this inaccuracy could be due to human error when measuring with the porometer as 

stomata are highly sensitive and close up by simple touch and breathing on the plant. 

 

Figure C.2. Line graph comparing porometer and laser transpiration rate measurements of a 
barley plant over three days and different hours of the day.  
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Table C.1. Comparison of porometer and laser results in measuring transpiration rate.  

Stomatal 
conductance 

Total 
Conductance 

Plant 
ID 

Plant 
species 

Treatmen
t 

Plant 
ID 

da
y  

time 
mmol/(m\+(2)*s) mmol/(m\+(2)*s) 

Porometer results Laser results 

1 Barley Control 1 1 1 morning 81.4 161.01455 

1 Barley Salt 1 1 1 afternoon 21.2 5.86064 

1 Barley Salt 1 1 
1 late 
afternoon 

51.7 144.98651 

1 Barley Salt 1 2 2 morning 47.1 67.69707 
1 Barley Salt 1 3 2 morning 48.5 48.65918 

1 Barley Salt 1 3 
3 late 
afternoon 

19.8 300.98464 

2 Barley Control 2 1 1 morning 136.9 376.84256 

2 Barley Control 2 1 
1 late 
afternoon 

87.6 14.68218 

2 Barley Control 2 2 2 morning 21 6.21546 

2 Barley Control 2 2 
2 late 
afternoon 

97.2 4.40465 

 

C.4 Conclusions 

 Overall, it is important to further understand transpiration and transpiration use efficiency in 

rice and barley by developing techniques to more accurately measure such traits. This work 

contributes to the development of a new non-intrusive method of laser sensor to measure 

plant transpiration that will benefit plant phenotyping.  
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Appendix D 

Serine/Arginine-rich protein family of splicing regulators: New approaches to 

study splice isoform functions 

We present, in this appendix, the summary of the review article published in Plant Science. The 

full citation is: Mitchell Morton, Nadia AlTamimi, Haroon Butt, Anireddy Reddy and Magdy 

Mahfouz (2019). Serine/Arginine-rich protein family of splicing regulators: New approaches to 

study splice isoform functions. Plant Science. Volume 283, June 2019, Pages 127-134 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.plantsci.2019.02.017 

The author contributions are as follows: M.M., N.T., H.T. & A.R contributed equally to this work. 

M.Mahfouz helped with planning and reviewing the chapter. 

Abstract 

Serine/arginine-rich (SR) proteins are conserved RNA-binding proteins that play major roles in 

RNA metabolism. They function as molecular adaptors, facilitate spliceosome assembly and 

modulate constitutive and alternative splicing of pre-mRNAs. Pre-mRNAs encoding SR proteins 

and many other proteins involved in stress responses are extensively alternatively spliced in 

response to diverse stresses. Hence, it is proposed that stress-induced changes in splice 

isoforms contribute to the adaptation of plants to stress responses. However, functions of most 

SR genes and their splice isoforms in stress responses are not known. Lack of easy and robust 

tools hindered the progress in this area. Emerging technologies such as CRISPR/Cas9 will 
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facilitate studies of SR function by enabling the generation of single and multiple knock-out 

mutants of SR subfamily members. Moreover, CRISPR/Cas13 allows targeted manipulation of 

splice isoforms from SR and other genes in a constitutive or tissue-specific manner to evaluate 

functions of individual splice variants. Identification of the in vivo targets of SR proteins and 

their splice variants using the recently developed TRIBE (Targets of RNA-binding proteins 

Identified By Editing) and other methods will help unravel their mode of action and splicing 

regulatory elements under various conditions. These new approaches are expected to provide 

significant new insights into the roles of SRs and splice isoforms in plants adaptation to diverse 

stresses. 
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Appendix E 

Greenhouse data under control and saline conditions, namely: biomass, salt 
uptake (Na and K content) and visual score (SES)  

This work is in collaboration with Dr. Abdelbagi Ismail from the International Rice Research 

Center (IRRI). Here we have analyzsed the data collected by IRRI on the indica PRAY panel (~300 

accessions) under control and saline conditions. The phenotypic data was collected on a 

controlled environment, and includes: biomass, ion content (Na and K content) and visual score 

(SES).  The aim is to perform GWAS and find correlations between biomass data collected by Dr. 

Ismail’s team and data collected at TPA (pixel count). Also, we have analysed correlations 

between indices, i.e. salinity tolerance index (ST), stress weight performance (SWP), tolerance 

index (TOL), and specific traits such as TUE and Na content. 

This work is still on going as need to make a list of the candidate gene. Time precluded me to 

finish this work during my PhD as I was fully concentrating on the development of the one step 

model. 

The contents of this work is will be submitted as a manuscript by Nadia Al-Tamimi*, James 

Egdane*, Mark Tester & Abdelbagi Ismail. 

* contributed to the work equally. 

E.1 Materials and Methods  

Here is a brief description on how data was obtained at IRRI as this helps when performing 

phenotypic analysis. 

E.1.2 Plant material growth conditions and salt treatment 
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We used the indica diversity panel of 300 accessions, which was established within the 

‘Phenomics of Rice Adaptation and Yield Potential’ (PRAY) project. Seed was obtained from the 

International Rice Genebank Collection (IRGC) at the International Rice Research Institute (IRRI) 

(Supplementary E.1). 

This experiment was conducted in a phytotron glasshouse maintained at 29°/21°C daylight 

temperature and minimum relative humidity of 70% during the day. These controlled 

conditions minimize environmental interactions with three replicates. 

The seeds were heat-treated for 5 days in a convection oven set at 50 °C to break seed 

dormancy. Proper breaking of the seed dormancy is essential because a delay in germination 

will likely cause a higher salt sensitivity. After breaking the dormancy, seeds were surfaced 

sterilize with fungicide and rinsed well with distilled water. Sterilized seeds were then placed in 

petri dishes with moistened filter papers and incubated at 30 °C for 48 h to germinate. Two pre-

germinated seeds were sown per hole on the Styrofoam seedling float, and three biological 

replicates per accession were used. After 3 days, when seedlings became well established, the 

distilled water was replaced with salinized Yoshida nutrient solution (Yoshida et al. 1976). Initial 

salinity imposition was performed at EC = 6 dS/m, and three days later, salinity increased to 

EC=12 dS/m. The solution was renewed every 8 days and maintained at a pH of 5.0. Check 

varieties were used in every tray to assist the visual score of salinity symptoms. IRRI used three 

check varieties, namely: "lR29, sensitive; IR64, moderately tolerant; and FL478 tolerant. 

E.1.3 Phenotypic evaluation (SES score) 

A modified standard evaluating score (see Table 4 & Figure 12) was applied to rate the visual 

symptoms of salinity. Scoring was performed at 10, and 16 days after salinization. At 10 days 
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after salinization, Pokkali scored: 1; IR74: 5; and IR29: 7. At 16 days after salinization the 

following scores were obtained: Fl478: 3; IR64: 7; and IR29; 9.  

Table E.1. Description of the modified IRRI standard evaluating score in rating the visual 

symptoms of salt stress. 

Score   Observation     

1 

 

Normal growth, no leaf symptoms. 

3 

 

Nearly normal growth, but leaf tips or few leaves whitish and rolled.  

 5 

 

Growth severely retarded; most leaves rolled; only few are elongating.    

7 

 

Complete cessation of growth; most leaves dry; some plants dying.   

9   Almost all plants dead or dying.   

 

    

Figure E.1. Modified standard evaluation score (SES) of visual salt injury at seedling stage. 
Photo credit: James Egdane 

E.1.4 Growth/biomass measurements  

 Growth responses of the ~300 indica genotypes were measured using shoot and root dry 

weights 20 days after salinization.  Randomly chosen plants were uprooted, washed carefully 
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with distilled water, and then blotted dry with paper towel. Dry weights were measured using a 

laboratory analytical balance after drying the seedlings in an oven at 70 C to constant weight. 

Two plants per genotype per replicate were collected for the determination of roots and shoots 

biomass. 

E.1.5 Sodium/Potassium ion content in plant tissue  

Dried shoot or roots materials (10mg) were placed in 15mL conical end falcon tube and 

extracted with 10mL of 0.1N acetic acid at 90 C for two hours. The extracted tissues were 

cooled at room temperature, left overnight, and filtered using Whatman filter paper number 1. 

Sodium and Potassium content in the extract were determined using an atomic absorption 

spectrometer (AAS 400, Perkin Elmer, Norwalk, Connecticut, USA). 

E.1.6 Statistical analysis of phenotypic data  

For all the traits, only 195 accessions match the 700K genotypic dataset, so the final number of 

accession used in this study is 195. Summary Statistics of the phenotypic data can be found in 

Table E.2. Correlation analysis was performed for the main nine phenotypic traits (Figure E.2) 

with the Pearson option using the function corrplot() from the package "corrplot" in R. 

Phenotypic evaluation including scatter plot, histogram, box plot and accumulative distribution 

and the estimated broad sense heritability is performed through GAPIT (Zhang et al. 2010, Lipka 

et al. 2012)(https://www.maizegenetics.net/gapit).  Five Indices for shoot and root biomass 

(TOL, SIIT, SWP, SSI and STI) were calculated in the same approach as chapter 3 giving a total of 

18 traits overall (Figure E.3). 
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For of each of the trait, we calculated the over all mean for each accession as spatial correction 

cannot be performed as we do not have the record of the spatial layout and design of 

accessions just that it is randomized. These means will be used for GWAS anaylsis. 

E.1.7 GWAS analysis  

Genotypic data were composed of the HDRA dataset, a 700K SNP array designed by McCouch’s 

laboratory at Cornell University (McCouch et al. 2016). The program Beagle v4.0 (Browning and 

Browning 2013) was used to impute missing SNP markers as ASReml-R (Butler et al. 2009) 

cannot work with missing data. After imputation, only SNP markers with a minor allele 

frequency of ≥0.05 and a number of accessions with a minor allele > 6 were used for association 

analyses. This resulted in a total of 394,010 SNPs in the indica subpopulation. 

We used two GWAS approaches: one considers the response for each salt treatment in a 

separate model by using an R package “GAPIT”(Zhang et al. 2010, Lipka et al. 2012) (Figure E.3), 

and the other, referred to as the interaction model (Figure E.4) used in chapter 3 (Al-Tamimi et 

al. 2016). GAPIT only allows a single effect (taxa) to be fit as a random effect whereas other 

effects are treated as fixed. The difference between the two approaches allows us to examine 

the interaction effects between the markers and the treatment, which is included as a cofactor 

in the interaction model. 

Because the derived indices already take the treatment into account, they are not applied to 

the above-suggested model. For the interaction model, the significant P-values for marker-trait 

associations were determined using the Bonferroni-adjusted threshold of α = 0.05, which 

corresponded to 1.27x10-7 (LOD 6.9). 
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Because the use of the conventional MLM with GAPIT is less statistically powerful than our 

interaction model, we found that only one trait  (shoot biomass SSI) displayed  

significant P values for the Bonferroni  and none for the false discovery rate (Storey and 

Tibshirani 2003, Storey 2015) . We have retained the threshold of P=10−5 as only a suggestive 

threshold as other previous rice GWAS studies have used a significant for the conventional 

MLM using TASSEL (Rebolledo 2015, Crowell 2016). 

E.2 Preliminary results 

Table E.2 Summary statistics of main traits. (mean, median, min, max, quartiles and number of 

missing values). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Shoot Control Root Control   Shoot Salt   Root Salt   SES score K+ content Na+ content Na+/K+  

Min 42.1 18.7 16.8 6.7 3.3 0.23 0.12 0.21 

1st Qu 321.5 104.3 153.3 32.7 5 0.76 1.13 0.78 

Median 394.9 129.2 198.1 44.4 5.7 0.99 1.41 1.49 

Mean 407.8 134 214.4 46.12 5.78 1.06 1.46 1.95 

3rd Qu 478.1 155 257.6 56.1 6.3 1.31 1.78 2.44 

Max 885.9 245.9 592 118.3 9 3.08 3.79 12.11 

NA's 27 28 16 16 19 20 20 20 
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Figure E.2. Correlation matrices for indica for biomass, ion content and SES scores 

Pearson correlation analysis was conducted between the nine main traits: Root and shoot 
biomass under control and saline conditions, ion content (Na+, K+, Na+/K+ content) and visual 
score (SES) to assess the relationships between traits. Positive correlations are displayed in blue 
and negative correlations in red color. Color intensity and the size of the circle are proportional 
to the correlation coefficients. The number on the circle is the correlation coefficient.   
Correlations with p-value > 0.01 are considered as insignificant and are left blank. 
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Figure E.3. Phenotypic evaluation and GWAS analysis of all traits. Left upper corner (a-r) are 
the phenotypic evaluation which includes scatter plots, histograms, box plots and accumulative 
distributions; right upper corner pie chart (a, b, h, i, o-r) is the broad sense heritability in 
percentage; left lower corner (a-r) are the Quantile-quantile (QQ) –plots of P-values. The Y-axis 
is the observed negative base 10 logarithm of the P-values, and the X-axis is the expected 
observed negative base 10 logarithm of the P-values under the assumption that the P-values 
follow a uniform [0,1] distribution. The interval shaded in gray shows the 95% confidence 
interval for the QQ-plot under the null hypothesis of no association between the SNP and the 
trait: right lower corner (a-r) are the manhattan plots of SNPs for association with the all traits 
and their respective indices using the conventional Mixed Linear Model (MLM) with GAPIT. 
SNPs are highlighted in green if they reach genome wide significance for association with the 
trait. Horizontal red lines indicate Bonferroni significance thresholds P < 1.27x10-7 (LOD 6.9). 
While blue lines indicate the suggestive threshold P < 1×10-5. 

 
Figure E.4. Manhattan plots of SNPs for association Interaction model 
(a) Root biomass (b) shoot for the Indica panel. SNPs are highlighted in green if they reach 
genome wide significance for association with the trait; left panel shows manhattan plots using 
the GWAS interaction model ‘Marker’ while right panel are GWAS interaction model ‘Marker-
by-Treatment’. Red horizontal lines indicate significance thresholds P < 1.27x10-7 (LOD 6.9). 

E.3.Brief comments: 

Phenotypic evaluation revealed a broad range of variation among the 195 indica accessions 

(Figure E.3). The descriptive statistics of phenotypic variation of eight traits were listed in Table 
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E.2 where we observe that the shoot biomass had an average decrease of 47.43% in dry 

weight when comparing salt to control and the root biomass had a 65.56% average. 

High heritabilities were observed for all traits except in some of the ion content traits 

specifically Na+ content where (h2) =⁓18%.    

The use of the conventional MLM with GAPIT is less statistically powerful than our interaction 

model, we found that only one trait  (shoot biomass SSI) displayed significant P values for the 

Bonferroni and none for the false discovery rate (Storey and Tibshirani 2003, Storey 2015) . 

The use of the interaction model in this work reinforces that this model has higher statistical 

power than the conventional MLM models performed in programs like TASSEL or GAPIT. The 

treatment effect for root biomass and shoot biomass (Figure E.4) was significant, reflecting the 

change in response due to the addition of salt. This means significant loci in the marker-by-

treatment term represent loci that are responsive to salinity treatment. 

The next steps are to look at this data again and compare after outlier removal. I did not 

remove the outliers initially as I find it better to compare before and after outlier removal as it 

not recommend excluding any outlier in the main analysis (unless you are really positive they 

are mistaken) and I discuss this further in chapter 2.  After this, we would need to look at the 

significant SNPs and narrow down a list of candidate genes. 
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Supplementary Table E.1. Seed list. 

Count Serial # IP_No IRGC No GERMPLASM_NAME 

1 506 IPP-1 117268 IR64-21 
2 507 IPP-2 117271 Minghui 63 
3 508 IPP-3 117276 Sadu Cho 
4 509 IPP-4 117277 Shan-Huang-Zhan-2 
5 510 IPP-5 117280 Zhenshan 97B 
6 511 IPP-6 117443 CERE AIR::IRGC 43369-1 
7 512 IPP-7 117447 CHITRAJ (DA 23)::IRGC 6208-1 
8 513 IPP-8 117454 CO 39::IRGC 51231-1 
9 514 IPP-9 117460 DA 9::IRGC 5854-1 

10 515 IPP-10 117463 DE ABRIL::IRGC 50463-1 
11 516 IPP-11 117470 FANDRAPOTSY::IRGC 10984-1 
12 517 IPP-12 117478 GIE 57::IRGC 8231-1 
13 518 IPP-13 117500 JC 91::IRGC 9177-1 
14 519 IPP-14 117501 JC 92::IRGC 9176-1 
15 520 IPP-15 117520 LAGEADO::IRGC 50490-1 
16 521 IPP-16 117521 LAL AMAN::IRGC 46202-1 
17 522 IPP-17 117525 MADAEL::IRGC 7722-1 
18 523 IPP-18 117527 MAKALIOKA 34::IRGC 6087-1 
19 524 IPP-19 117531 MILYANG 23::IRGC 34393-1 
20 525 IPP-20 117533 MTU 9::IRGC 7919-1 
21 526 IPP-21 117555 PATIK::IRGC 43530-1 
22 527 IPP-22 117559 PETA::IRGC 32571-1 
23 528 IPP-23 117560 PIN KAEO::IRGC 5803-1 
24 529 IPP-24 117561 PIN TAWNG::IRGC 40673-1 
25 530 IPP-25 117563 PTB 25::IRGC 6386-1 
26 531 IPP-26 117564 PTB 9::IRGC 6274-1 
27 532 IPP-27 117567 RATHUWEE::IRGC 8952-1 
28 533 IPP-28 117574 RTS 4::IRGC 8177-1 
29 534 IPP-29 117587 TD 25::IRGC 9146-1 
30 535 IPP-30 117589 TETEP::IRGC 32576-1 
31 536 IPP-31 117598 VANDANA::IRGC 117398-1 
32 537 IPP-32 117622 RTS 14 
33 538 IPP-33 117623 BR24 
34 539 IPP-34 117636 AI-CHIAO-HONG 
35 540 IPP-35 117659 BINULAWAN 
36 541 IPP-36 117681 CHANG CH'SANG HSU TAO 
37 542 IPP-37 117682 CHAU 
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38 543 IPP-38 117684 CHIEM CHANH 
39 544 IPP-39 117691 CO 18 
40 545 IPP-40 117745 GUAN-YIN-TSAN 
41 546 IPP-41 117757 IR 36 
42 547 IPP-42 117758 IR 8 
43 548 IPP-43 117784 KIANG-CHOU-CHIU 
44 549 IPP-44 117793 KUN-MIN-TSIEH-HUNAN 
45 550 IPP-45 117817 MTU9 
46 551 IPP-46 117826 O-LUEN-CHEUNG 
47 552 IPP-47 117829 ORYZICA LLANOS 5 
48 553 IPP-48 117840 PAO TOU HUNG 
49 554 IPP-49 117841 PAPPAKU 
50 555 IPP-50 117848 PEH-KUH 
51 556 IPP-51 117849 PEH-KUH-TSAO-TU 
52 557 IPP-52 117880 SERATOES HARI 
53 558 IPP-53 117881 SHAI-KUH 
54 559 IPP-54 117907 TAICHUNG NATIVE 1 
55 560 IPP-55 117912 TEQING 
56 561 IPP-56 117915 TKM 6 
57 562 IPP-57 120855 15577::IRGC 76987-1 
58 563 IPP-58 120856 17/79/02-005::IRGC 51080-1 
59 564 IPP-59 120859 849::IRGC 5970-1 
60 565 IPP-60 120860 AGAMI M 1::IRGC 4158-1 
61 566 IPP-61 120861 AI LAN KE 1110::IRGC 67034-1 
62 567 IPP-62 120862 AN QING ZAO::IRGC 72577-1 
63 568 IPP-63 120863 ANAYANSI::IRGC 77474-1 
64 569 IPP-64 120867 ARC 10818::IRGC 21079-1 
65 570 IPP-65 120878 B 6144 F-MR-6::IRGC 117313-1 
66 571 IPP-66 120879 BADA DHAN::IRGC 26540-1 
67 572 IPP-67 120880 BAI HE::IRGC 76437-1 
68 573 IPP-68 120882 BALGALA GURMATIA::IRGC 61074-1 
69 574 IPP-69 120883 BAMAWPYAN::IRGC 72458-1 
70 575 IPP-70 120885 BANDIOUROU::IRGC 15980-1 
71 576 IPP-71 120892 BG 301::IRGC 117315-1 
72 577 IPP-72 120893 BG 34-11::IRGC 15782-1 
73 578 IPP-73 120895 BIRAIN 360::IRGC 6550-1 
74 579 IPP-74 120904 BYAT KYAR::IRGC 33004-1 
75 580 IPP-75 120909 CHI TOU HUANG 1::IRGC 51280-1 
76 581 IPP-76 120912 CHINA 98-45-1::IRGC 1598-1 
77 582 IPP-77 120913 CHORUA KARTIKSAIL::IRGC 77230-1 
78 583 IPP-78 120914 CHUA DAU::IRGC 4785-1 
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79 584 IPP-79 120916 CIMARRON::IRGC 116967-1 
80 585 IPP-80 120924 DA 5::IRGC 5855-1 
81 586 IPP-81 120925 DA NUO (ZHAN)::IRGC 72024-1 
82 587 IPP-82 120929 DENG DENG QI::IRGC 72671-1 
83 588 IPP-83 120939 DJOGOLON DJOGOLON::IRGC 75577-1 
84 589 IPP-84 120946 E 5168::IRGC 68021-1 
85 590 IPP-85 120947 E ZI 124::IRGC 70215-1 
86 591 IPP-86 120948 ELWEE::IRGC 15565-1 
87 592 IPP-87 120949 EMBRAPA 6 CHUI::IRGC 116981-1 
88 593 IPP-88 120952 EA HOUM::IRGC 12925-1 
89 594 IPP-89 120958 GODA HEENATI::IRGC 31393-1 
90 595 IPP-90 120959 GOPAL::IRGC 61953-1 
91 596 IPP-91 120964 HAO HOM::IRGC 12931-1 
92 597 IPP-92 120970 HONG MI DONG MAO ZHAN::IRGC 68078-1 
93 598 IPP-93 120972 HONG ZUI ZAO::IRGC 68090-1 
94 599 IPP-94 120977 ICTA POLOCHIC::IRGC 116997-1 
95 600 IPP-95 120979 INIAP 415::IRGC 117001-1 
96 601 IPP-96 120981 IR 31917-45-3-2::IRGC 78132-1 
97 602 IPP-97 120982 IR 32453-20-3-2-2::IRGC 76331-1 
98 603 IPP-98 120983 IR 43::IRGC 117005-1 
99 604 IPP-99 120984 IR 59469-2B-3-2::IRGC 99703-1 

100 605 IPP-100 120986 IR 74371-3-1-1::IRGC 117373-1 
101 606 IPP-101 120987 IR 77298-14-1-2::IRGC 117374-1 
102 607 IPP-102 120988 IR 77384-12-35-3-12-1-B::IRGC 117299-1 
103 608 IPP-103 120994 J 104::IRGC 117008-1 
104 609 IPP-104 120998 JARIYU::IRGC 53265-1 
105 610 IPP-105 121001 JINLING 78-102::IRGC 88421-1 
106 611 IPP-106 121010 KANNI MURUNGA::IRGC 15432-1 
107 612 IPP-107 121011 KARAYAL::IRGC 51001-1 
108 613 IPP-108 121015 KATI::IRGC 67838-1 
109 614 IPP-109 121016 KAUKHMWE::IRGC 33174-1 
110 615 IPP-110 121019 KHAO DAW TAI::IRGC 24108-1 
111 616 IPP-111 121020 KHAO PON::IRGC 48114-1 
112 617 IPP-112 121023 KINANDANG PUTI::IRGC 44513-1 
113 618 IPP-113 121024 KIRIMURUNGA::IRGC 15585-1 
114 619 IPP-114 121028 KUMBI::IRGC 752-1 
115 620 IPP-115 121034 LAL BAGDAR::IRGC 77272-1 
116 621 IPP-116 121035 LALBAJAM::IRGC 49227-1 
117 622 IPP-117 121040 LIU XU::IRGC 74099-1 
118 623 IPP-118 121041 LOKU SAMBA::IRGC 31462-1 
119 624 IPP-119 121042 LONG ZI 1::IRGC 63726-1 
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120 625 IPP-120 121043 LUA TAU DUC::IRGC 16872-1 
121 626 IPP-121 121044 MA GU ZI HE::IRGC 68212-1 
122 627 IPP-122 121045 MA WAINE OHN::IRGC 33357-1 
123 628 IPP-123 121049 MAKALIOKA::IRGC 77864-1 
124 629 IPP-124 121050 MANDRIRAVINA::IRGC 69960-1 
125 630 IPP-125 121051 MAURITIUS LOCAL::IRGC 5834-1 
126 631 IPP-126 121052 MENAKELY::IRGC 69963-1 
127 632 IPP-127 121053 MG 2::IRGC 79837-1 
128 633 IPP-128 121059 MOTTA SAMBA::IRGC 36489-1 
129 634 IPP-129 121062 NAKABAWA::IRGC 70676-1 
130 635 IPP-130 121063 NAN TE 113::IRGC 70345-1 
131 636 IPP-131 121064 NARGUNI::IRGC 74713-1 
132 637 IPP-132 121065 NARU HATHIYAL::IRGC 15547-1 
133 638 IPP-133 121066 NCS 130::IRGC 51879-1 
134 639 IPP-134 121070 NORUNKAN::IRGC 8934-1 
135 640 IPP-135 121073 NS 113::IRGC 68838-1 
136 641 IPP-136 121074 NS 1611::IRGC 68963-1 
137 642 IPP-137 121077 PANAKALI::IRGC 47399-1 
138 643 IPP-138 121079 PATCHAIPERUMAL::IRGC 15681-1 
139 644 IPP-139 121080 PAWHTUN::IRGC 33562-1 
140 645 IPP-140 121083 PERUM KARUPPAN::IRGC 15524-1 
141 646 IPP-141 121085 PICONEGRO::IRGC 117022-1 
142 647 IPP-142 121087 PINURSIGI::IRGC 26889-1 
143 648 IPP-143 121089 PSBRC 18::IRGC 117375-1 
144 649 IPP-144 121091 PURBIA (KALANSAR)::IRGC 59189-1 
145 650 IPP-145 121092 QING GU::IRGC 59839-1 
146 651 IPP-146 121093 QING SHUI ZAO::IRGC 72807-1 
147 652 IPP-147 121094 RACE::IRGC 15706-1 
148 653 IPP-148 121095 RAJ BHOG::IRGC 77294-1 
149 654 IPP-149 121098 RATHKANDIRAM::IRGC 36507-1 
150 655 IPP-150 121099 RAY JAZAYKAYZ::IRGC 62181-1 
151 656 IPP-151 121100 RAY NABJA::IRGC 62184-1 
152 657 IPP-152 121101 RED PIE BOLD 17-214::IRGC 38207-1 
153 658 IPP-153 121102 RR 166-645::IRGC 117352-1 
154 659 IPP-154 121104 RTS 5::IRGC 8233-1 
155 660 IPP-155 121105 RUZZ (HABUR)::IRGC 55679-1 
156 661 IPP-156 121106 SADA DANGA BORO::IRGC 77298-1 
157 662 IPP-157 121110 SAN DU BAI MI HONG GU::IRGC 59849-1 
158 663 IPP-158 121111 SAN RI QI::IRGC 59855-1 
159 664 IPP-159 121118 SHONTH::IRGC 74717-1 
160 665 IPP-160 121122 SOKOU MALSIRA::IRGC 77301-1 
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161 666 IPP-161 121124 SOMIMADAMO::IRGC 69044-1 
162 667 IPP-162 121127 SUDUWEE::IRGC 8972-1 
163 668 IPP-163 121130 SURMANIYA::IRGC 61148-1 
164 669 IPP-164 121131 SUTHUWEE::IRGC 8915-1 
165 670 IPP-165 121133 T 26::IRGC 46768-1 
166 671 IPP-166 121136 TELOVOLANA::IRGC 69969-1 
167 672 IPP-167 121137 TI KU::IRGC 1224-1 
168 673 IPP-168 121139 TNAU 7456::IRGC 39858-1 
169 674 IPP-169 121140 TSIAMPOETRY::IRGC 77902-1 
170 675 IPP-170 121141 TSIPALA FOTSY::IRGC 69973-1 
171 676 IPP-171 121142 TSIPALA MENA::IRGC 69977-1 
172 677 IPP-172 121144 TSIPALA::IRGC 10989-1 
173 678 IPP-173 121145 TUNG CH'IU AI::IRGC 34265-1 
174 679 IPP-174 121146 UBA MURALI::IRGC 25928-1 
175 680 IPP-175 121147 UP 1537::IRGC 70490-1 
176 681 IPP-176 121151 VARY VATO MENAHODITRA::IRGC 69111-1 
177 682 IPP-177 121152 VELLAI SEENETTI::IRGC 15516-1 
178 683 IPP-178 121153 WANNI DAHANALA::IRGC 15721-1 
179 684 IPP-179 121156 XI GU HONG::IRGC 74226-1 
180 685 IPP-180 121157 XI NUO ZAO::IRGC 68279-1 
181 686 IPP-181 121158 YAKADA::IRGC 51096-1 
182 687 IPP-182 121159 YE TI ZHAN::IRGC 68296-1 
183 688 IPP-183 121161 ZALCHA::IRGC 62190-1 
184 689 IPP-184 121162 ZAO SHAO ZHAN::IRGC 68318-1 
185 690 IPP-185 121163 ZAO SHOU 691-11::IRGC 70447-1 
186 691 IPP-186 121164 ZI GAN NAN GU::IRGC 70468-1 
187 692 IPP-187 121165 ZS 4::IRGC 56707-1 
188 693 IPP-188 121169 DALIFODE::IRGC 57766-1 
189 694 IPP-189 121172 MAHADETHE::IRGC 74762-1 
190 695 IPP-190 121176 XI GU ZAO::IRGC 72360-1 
191 696 IPP-191 121225 THAPACHINIYA::IRGC 16234-1 
192 697 IPP-192 121235 KHAO DAWK MALI 105::IRGC 27748-1 
193 698 IPP-193 121237 DA 29 (SR 26 B)::IRGC 25850-1 
194 699 IPP-194 121420 MAHSURI::IRGC 10929-1 
195 700 IPP-195 121576 NGAJA::IRGC 64917-1 
196 701 IPP-196 121591 IR 5::IRGC 10321-1 
197 702 IPP-197 121632 ORYZICA SABANA 10::IRGC 117018-1 
198 703 IPP-198 121639 SAO::IRGC 61467-1 
199 704 IPP-199 121642 SOM CAU 70 A::IRGC 8227-1 
200 705 IPP-200 121663 GAJPATI::IRGC 58981-1 
201 706 IPP-201 121689 BADKALAMKATI::IRGC 45011-1 
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202 707 IPP-202 121693 KAUKKYI ANI::IRGC 33189-1 
203 708 IPP-203 121701 91-385::IRGC 63466-C1-G1 
204 709 IPP-204 121705 APO::C1-G1 
205 710 IPP-205 121708 ARC 15872::IRGC 43249-C1-G1 
206 711 IPP-206 121716 BH 2::C1-G1 
207 712 IPP-207 121717 BODOMANO::GERVEX 8343-C1-G1 
208 713 IPP-208 121721 BOTRIKELY::GERVEX 8404-C1-G1 
209 714 IPP-209 121722 C 21::IRGC 331-C1-G1 
210 715 IPP-210 121725 CHERIVIRUPPU::IRGC 19928-C1-G1 
211 716 IPP-211 121738 GAMBIAKA KOKOUM::C1-G1 
212 717 IPP-212 121743 HASAN SERAI::IRGC 79564-C1-G1 
213 718 IPP-213 121748 IR 2006-P12-12-2::IRGC 32675-C1-G1 
214 719 IPP-214 121750 IR 50::C1-G1 
215 720 IPP-215 121751 IR 52::IRGC 53434-C1-G1 
216 721 IPP-216 121752 IR 55419-04::C1-G1 
217 722 IPP-217 121753 IR 60::IRGC 63493-C1-G1 
218 723 IPP-218 121760 IR 72::C1-G1 
219 724 IPP-219 121771 JAMAJIGI::C1-G1 
220 725 IPP-220 121774 KALINGA III::C1-G1 
221 726 IPP-221 121785 LOHAMBITRO 224::GERVEX 5144-C1-G1 
222 727 IPP-222 121794 MANGAVAVA FOTSILANSTSIKA 1177::GERVEX 5719-C1-G1 
223 728 IPP-223 121799 NIONOKA::C1-G1 
224 729 IPP-224 121804 PCT 11\0\0\2,BO 1>55-1-3-1::C1-G1 
225 730 IPP-225 121807 PEH PI NUO::IRGC 8266-C1-G1 
226 731 IPP-226 121808 POPOT::IRGC 43545-C1-G1 
227 732 IPP-227 121811 ROJOFOTSY 693::GERVEX 8407-C1-G1 
228 733 IPP-228 121812 ROJOMENA 1034::GERVEX 8412-C1-G1 
229 734 IPP-229 121821 SAHELIKA::C1-G1 
230 735 IPP-230 121823 SOMIZY::GERVEX 8419-C1-G1 
231 736 IPP-231 121827 TELIMANI::C1-G1 
232 737 IPP-232 121829 TOKAMBANY 663::GERVEX 8358-C1-G1 
233 738 IPP-233 121830 TOKAMBANY 669::GERVEX 8406-C1-G1 
234 739 IPP-234 121834 TSIPALA FOTSY 1883::GERVEX 5387-C1-G1 
235 740 IPP-235 121835 UPL RI 5::IRTP 7034-C1-G1 
236 741 IPP-236 121836 VARY MADINIKA 3494::GERVEX 8318-C1-G1 
237 742 IPP-237 121839 VARY VATO 154::GERVEX 5429-C1-G1 
238 743 IPP-238 121840 VATO MATSOAMALONA::GERVEX 8454-C1-G1 
239 744 IPP-239 121844 WAB 706-3-4-K4-KB-1::C1-G1 
240 745 IPP-240 121846 WAS 169-B-B-4-2-1::C1-G1 
241 746 IPP-241 121847 WAS 181-B-6-3::C1-G1 
242 747 IPP-242 121848 WAS 182-B-1-1::C1-G1 
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243 748 IPP-243 121849 WAS 183-B-6-2-3::C1-G1 
244 749 IPP-244 121850 WAS 194-B-3-2-5::C1-G1 
245 750 IPP-245 121851 WAS 197-B-6-3-11::C1-G1 
246 751 IPP-246 121852 WAS 200-B-B-1-1-1::C1-G1 
247 752 IPP-247 121853 WAS 202-B-B-1-1-2::C1-G1 
248 753 IPP-248 121854 WAS 207-B-B-3-1-1::C1-G1 
249 754 IPP-249 121855 WAS 208-B-B-5-1-1-3::C1-G1 
250 755 IPP-250 121856 WAS 20-B-B-1-2-2::C1-G1 
251 756 IPP-251 121857 WAS 30-11-4-6-2-2-1::C1-G1 
252 757 IPP-252 121858 WAS 62-B-B-17-1-1-3::C1-G1 
253 758 IPP-253 121881 JC 120::IRGC 9178-1 
254 759 IPP-254 121889 PELITA JANGGUT::IRGC 43540-1 
255 760 IPP-255 121942 SAHEL 159::C1-G1 
256 761 IPP-256 121945 SATHI 34-36::C1-G1 
257 762 IPP-257 121963 ANGIFOTSY 685::GERVEX 4717-C1 
258 763 IPP-258 121965 ARANG::IRGC 43322-C1 
259 764 IPP-259 121990 BOTRA MAITSO::GERVEX 8389-C1 
260 765 IPP-260 122000 CARREON::IRGC 32575-C1 
261 766 IPP-261 122011 CICA 8::C1 
262 767 IPP-262 122025 CT 6510-24-1-2::C1 
263 768 IPP-263 122029 DANAU LAUT TAWAR::C1 
264 769 IPP-264 122042 ELONI::C1 
265 770 IPP-265 122076 H 15-23-DA::C1 
266 771 IPP-266 122080 IAC 165::GERVEX 8508-C1 
267 772 IPP-267 122088 IR 1561-228-3-3::IRGC 32627-C1 
268 773 IPP-268 122089 IR 19746-28-2-2::IRGC 78072-C1 
269 774 IPP-269 122090 IR 20::C1 
270 775 IPP-270 122091 IR 22::IRGC 11356-C1 
271 776 IPP-271 122093 IR 2344-P1 PB-9-3-2B::IRGC 39317-C1 
272 777 IPP-272 122094 IR 28::IRGC 30411-C1 
273 778 IPP-273 122096 IR 53236-275-1::C1 
274 779 IPP-274 122098 IR 57920-AC 25-2-B::C1 
275 780 IPP-275 122099 IR 57924-24::IRTP 16675-C1 
276 781 IPP-276 122112 IR 74371-54-1-1::C1 
277 782 IPP-277 122140 KOGONI 91-1::C1 
278 783 IPP-278 122156 MACAN BINUNDOK::IRGC 8245-C1 
279 784 IPP-279 122159 MAMORIAKA 114::GERVEX 5176-C1 
280 785 IPP-280 122178 NAM ROO::C1 
281 786 IPP-281 122179 NAM SA GUI 19::IRTP 6892-C1 
282 787 IPP-282 122181 NONA BOKRA::IRGC 22710-C1 
283 788 IPP-283 122206 POKKALI::IRGC 108921-C1 
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284 789 IPP-284 122232 SAHEL 108::C1 
285 790 IPP-285 122236 SALUMPIKIT::IRTP 4777-C1 
286 791 IPP-286 122239 SAMBALA MALO::C1 
287 792 IPP-287 122255 SONA::IRGC 26971-C1 
288 793 IPP-288 122258 SWARNA::IRGC 117278-C1 
289 794 IPP-289 122272 UPL RI 7::IRTP 9897-C1 
290 795 IPP-290 122284 WAS 170-B-B-1-1::C1 
291 796 IPP-291 122285 WAS 173-B-B-6-2-2::C1 
292 797 IPP-292 122286 WAS 174-B-3-5::C1 
293 798 IPP-293 122287 WAS 198-B-3-1-3::C1 
294 799 IPP-294 122288 WAS 199-B-1-2-1::C1 
295 800 IPP-295 122289 WAS 203-B-B-2-4-1::C1 
296 801 IPP-296 122290 WAS 206-B-B-2-2-1::C1 
297 802 IPP-297 122291 WAS 21-B-B-20-4-3-3::C1 
298 803 IPP-298 122292 WAS 33-B-B-15-1-4-5::C1 
299 804 IPP-299 122297 WAS 63-22-5-9-10-1::C1 
300 805 IPP-300 122298 WAY RAREM::IRTP 23013-C1 
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CONFERENCES AND WORKSHOPS 

Jul 2018 | Workshop. Summer Institute of Statistical Genetics (SISG), Washington University, 
USA.  

Jun 2018 | Poster presentation. Gordon Research Seminar on Salt &Water Stress in Plants 
(GRS), New Hampshire, USA.  

April 2017 | E-poster talk & booth. The International Exhibition & Conference on Higher 
Education (IECHE), Riyadh, Saudi Arabia 

Jan 2017 | Workshop. Winter Institute of Statistical Genetics (WISG), Abu Dhabi, UAE. 

Jan 2017 | Poster presentation. Winter Enrichment Program (WEP), King Abdullah University of 
Science and Technology (KAUST), Thuwal, KSA. 

May 2016 | Conference talk. Gordon Research Seminar on Salt &Water Stress in Plants (GRS), 
Les diablerets, Switzerland.  

May 2016 | Poster presentation. Gordon Research Conference on Salt &Water Stress in Plants 
(GRC), Les diablerets, Switzerland  

 

 

 


